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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The physically hand1.capped child has a var·let.y o·f· obstacles
{
to overcome, depending on his particular handicap and situations
surrounding it. Bibliotherapy has been used as a means of pro-
vj.d1ng characters experiencing similar problems with whom the handi-
capped child can identify. In this way the child can.develop 1nsights
into his own needs and problems.
It 1s the purpose of th1s paper to examine the following
8~rea.s concernlrlg tlle handicapped aB p.resented in juvenl1.e 11tera-
ture: attitudes of others towards the handicapped, physical and
psychological problems presented by the handicap, and accomplish-
ments of the person despite his handicap. By focusing on these
areas the wr1ter 110pes to prov ide 1nsights for 1)1bliotherapy ''11 tIll
the physically handicapped juvenile.
Forty-four flction books dealing with the physically handi-
capped and written between 1940-1973 were selected and evaluated.
Chapter rv 1nc:1.tlCles·these evaluations along with a syn,()psls for
each book.
Chapter II includes research concerning the importance of
b1bllother-ap:y, self corlcepts of the ha11dlc~lpped, and att1tud(~s
toward tb..e pllyslcally hand1c,apped~
4
I
2"Chapter III will explain the way in wh1ch tIle "investigator
selected the books and the framework with which the books were
evaluated. It also includes Table I which 1ndicates total pocks
selected', and Tabl.es II and, III which indicate what physical handi-
cap 1s found in each book.
.CHAPTER II
BIBLIOTHERAPY AND THE'PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED CHILD
B'!bIlotherapy
Bibliotherapy, .or the reading about problems, similar to
one's, own, ]:las b€;1en utilized ~n helping the physically handicapped
to begin solving their problems. Bibliotherapy has been defined
by many different people who each give insights into its uses and
importance.
Lonsdale and MacKintosh suggest that bibliotherapy may help
the individual undel:'stt~tnd hirl1self better. They also beJ.1eve that
it increases the readerfs knowledge of human relations and behavior
and h.elps tJhe 111d1v1d.ual 111 the process of socia11zation. Thus,
bibliotherapy helps the person in developing the skills necessary
in good human relations, and helps him become more understanding of
other's differences. They state,
It may promote empathy 1nthe reader and thus increase
h1s ability to shed stereotyped or negatlve
1
attltudes
that stand 111 the "'lay of heal thy relalt1ons.
They also feel that as boys and girls grow up they have anxiet1es
which may vary in importance to the individual. By reading books
they can meet characters Who are coping with the same type of problems.
1Bernard J. Lonsdale and Helen KMacKlntosh, Children
Experj..e!lQ~_ Llt.erat/llr..e (!~e\\" York: Rarldom HOUBe, 1973*), Pol12.
3
4The reader identifies with the character and observes how he.copes
and/or adjusts to the problems and s1tuat10ns he meets. . .tlThe st~ry
becomes a veh1cle that helps the reader to face reality rather than
escape from it." The problem of the reader and the character do not
have to involve the exact circumstances. A ch11!d hav1ng d1fficul ty
in adjusting to a physical handicap, for 1nstanc~, may read ~bout
a charact.er wi th a different kind of handicap. "The important thing
is how the character in the story copes With the handicap and deals
with 1118 concern over it. ,,2
Shrc)des sees bibliotherapy, as be~.ng,
Parallel in substance and function to the primary phases
of psychotrlerapy; tIle'v1cariotts experience induced by
read1ng 1ncludes 1) 1dent1f1cation, 1ncluding projec- 3
t10n and introjection, 2) cathars1s, and 3) insight.
She believes bibliotherapy enlarges the reader's awareness of prbb-
lems by offering a new frame of reference. liThe degree to which
his experience is extended depends on the strength of the emotional
attitudes evoked. 1I Since reading involves both fantasy and reali'i",:y?,
Shrodes suggests the reader is able to be an observer and also a
part1c1pa.nt. "U'ndel" the lmpa,ct of emotion he may move about in a
symbolic world which is 1nassessible to him in l1fe.,,4
HllCk and Kuhn define blb110·therapy as " ••• the use of books
to develop understanding of specific personal"problems."S
2Ibid., pp~ 112-113.
3Caroline Shrodes, "B1bliotherapy,1I !he Reading Teacher
9 (October 1955): 24.
4 Ibid., p. 25.
SCharlotte Huck and Doris Young Kuhn, QDildrents Literature
111 the El.ementa~~{_~.91. (~~ew' York: Holt, Rinehart, ~ilnston Inc.;
19bB) , 11. 2b4.
5. Russell believes a child brings hopes, needs, and problems
to what he reads. He states,
The real or imagined affiliation of oneself or an acqua1nt-
ance with a character in a story may induce feelings of
belonging by reducing the sense of difference from others.
It may augment self esteem in the timid or rejected child
and adolescent as he becomes, for a time, an admired ,
character. When the self-recognition in 1dentification
is borne out $n reality, the result is insight into onels
own problems.
Jenkins believes the child helps solve some of his problems
through read:tng. Thus he gains insight into himself. fI ••• for
01:11.y if he conles t~o understand his own uniqueness, will he be able
to understand others." Many children with problems, like the hand1-
capped child, can read about characters who overcame their burdens,
and thus lighten their own. 7
Jackson comments on the stud.y of Ericson, Kaufman, and Taylor
in which they propose that the writer creates and resolves a con-
flict in the reader, which helps the reader to solve his Ow'll conflict. 8
Sister Miriam Schultheis regards bibliotherapy as, "storybook
guidance. II She believes that as the child identifies with the char-
acter he 1s able to better understand his own problemsG The child
may also become more aware of other Children's problems and thus
develop empathy. She states that teachers have a responsibility
to understand their students and their individual problems and thus
PDavid H. Russell, "Reading and the Healthy Personality,"
~lementary Engltsh 29 (April 1952): 195-196.
7\villiam A. Jenkins, "Reading for Enj oyment and Personal
Development" It Eclll.Cationctl Lea§.£rsh1,E 24 (February 1967): 404.
8 .
Eva11ne P. Jackson, "Bibliotherapy a~nd Reaa.1ng Guidanc·e:
A Tentative Approach to Theory,1f L1l2.rary_Tr..el1ds 11 (July 1962): 121.
6should provide books relevant to these problems~ She 1s also deeply
concerned for the child wi th a physical handicap who orten e1-ther
feels inferior or demands that he should be granted special. privi-
leges. 'She states, "Physical handicaps can be crushing blows 'to
you,ngsters. Abili ty to identify w,i th others wi th a similar problem
j
gives them courage to face the future."g i
'j .
Moody and Limper say this about bibliotherapy,
Modern literature for children and young people abounds
in situations and problems they are likely to encounter
in toaay's world. The best of this literature 1s not only
good recreat10nal reading, but also serves to ,help the
readex' Ulld(11~stand h1mself a.nd the vlorld in ,,,h1ch he lives.
Th~ough the act10ns of the characters the reader will
of·terl gain some Inslg11t into why he behaves as he does •
. They also believe that characters who overcome obstacles can serve
as an inspiration to the physically handicapped child. Books can
also provide marlY' experiences for a bedridden child, acco!'cl1ng to
Moody and Limper. IO
,
Josephine Kerr, in her al"'t 1cle "Another Door in the ~vall, "
described how bibliotherapy helped her po11o-stricken son. She
explained that her elght-year-old son who had polio was left' with
a useable but weak right arm, a, fine mind, and a courageous spirl t.
Since his pllys1cal activity was limited, he passed the time by readlne;
books. When both Bob and his parents realized he would not walk again,
Bob had a long difficult road to adjustment and acceptance of this
permanent handicap. Together Bob and his mother read The Door in -t~
9Sister Miriam Schultheis, ~ Guide~ook for_Bibliotherapy
(Glenview, Illinois: Psychotechn1cs Inc., 1972), p. 5.
lOl<l1ldred T. Moody and Hilda K. Limper, 13ibliotheraEIy:-HethodS
!l.nd Mate~ (Chicago: American Library Association, 1971 ,
pp. 61-62. '
7~ by Marguerite DeAngel1. As they thought about the book's
message she said,
••• we realized that we all need to find door in the wall,
for the wall 1s there for all of us. We are all handicapped,
in various ways. Some handicaps are more easily seen and
understood by others; some people seem to overcome them; or
1s it .that trley have found a door through which they can find
an outlet. 11
The many doors in BOb's wall included his love of reading, art,
music, and nature. His mother wrote,
Actual.1.:'r I believe Bob would have said he did not feel
deprived during his lifetlmeo •• and surely this was because,
trlrOi).gh the ru(:)dium of his reading, the range of his experience
was so wide. Most of the time he felt and lived at a depth
that puts a great deal of our ordinary daily living to shame. c •
We read, and were filled Wlt~ quest1ons, and often with wonder--
and nearly always with joy.
Bibliotherapy can thus be seen as a process by which the physi-
cally handicapped child can increase his experiences and further
understand and overcome the o~stacles within his path. B1bllot11erapy
can also be useful for the development of empathy and understanding
towards the handicapped by nonhandlcapped children and adults.
Whether one 1s handicapped or not, he Can identify with a character's
courageous struggle to overcome obstacles presented by a physical
handicap.
Self Attitudes of the Physically Hand1caEped
Many researchers have been concerned about the disabled
child's self concept and how it differs from the normal child's
l1Josephlne S. Kerr, ItAnot,hel"' Door in the \vall, It florn Book
35 (December 1959): 501.
12Ib1d., p. 507.
8self concept~ Harway evaluated the differences between the goal
sett1ng behavior of orthopedically handicapped children.and physically
nOl--mal children. She hypothes1zed that because of his dlsa,bl11ty, .
the handicapped child had "goals lnassesslble to him." Thu~ h_e would
be more frustrated and probably more 1ncons1stent 1n ~o~l sett1ng. 13
!
Her subjects were eighty handicapped and forty normal ch1ldren aged
seven to thirteen who were 'matched for age, sex, grade, and intelli-
gence level.
All ch:1.J.tl.l"erl wer'e obae.rved on two level of aspiration tasks:
the Ro·ttfe!~ liSpil:la~t1on Board, and a Letter Symbol Substitution Task.
The Rotter Board was a three foot board with a center groove numbered
from Olle to ten. The object was to hi t a ball along the curve trylng
to make 1t rest as close to ten as poss1ble. 14 Harway believed this
test to be relat1vely resistant to practice and thus a reliable
performance score could be obtained. The Letter Symbol Substitution
,
Task had a key of twenty-six symbols which corresponded to the letters
of the alphabet. The child h.ad to fill in twenty' boxes wi th the
correct symbols. The scores were evaluated by means of a D-Score or
the mean difference between performance and the subject's next estimate.
A measure of the subject's variability around his D-Score was also
calculated. 15 A low pos1t1ve D-Score meant a subject had a rea11st1c
approach to the problem. A low negative score represented a protec-
tively low goal. A medl1m high score meant high but not unattainable
13vivian T. HarwaYt "Self Evaluat10n and Goal Sett1ng Behavior
in Orthopedically Handicapped C1111dren," in B..eadlngs on the. Exceptional
Cp.11d, ecl:1.ted by E. Philip 'r.r'aI)p and Plll11p Himelstein TNew York:
Appleton, Century, Crofts Inc., 1962), p. 570.
14Ib1d.t p. 571 ..
15 Ib1d., p. 572.
9goals, and a very h1gh D-Score meant the subject's est1mates,exceeded
his achievements. 16
The conclusions were that some physically handicapped.ch1ldren
tended to keep asp1ration at a higher level above actual achievement.
However, for many handicapped ch1ldren, goal-setting and self-evalua~1on
17presented no greater problem than it did for the normal child.
Harway states that those handicapped children who did have a goal
setting problem were more likely,
••• to adapt a pattern of approach suggestive of conflict
1n this area and react 1n a manner indicative of an un-
realistlc igrlor1ng of limitations. It 1s as though a
'vlcariotls satisfaction is obtained through the statement
of goals clearly beyond the 1nd1vldual
'
scapaclty to achieve.
It was noted 1n all these extreme cases that children tended
to shift their as£arations upward continually, even after
repeated fail.ure. ' ,
A study by Richardson and others evaluated the effect of a
dlsabil1 ty OIl tb.s disabled child es approaisal of himself e By observing
children and interviewing parents they concluded that a disabled child,
••• receives less social and interpersonal experience, less
responsibility, more maternal nurturance and protection, and19thus he has a lower self-esteem than the non-disabled child.
Their subjects,aged 9 to 11 years,lncluded 63 handicapped and 63
nonhandlcapped boys and 44 han(11capped and. 65 nonhan,dlcB,pped, girls.
All subjects lived 1n low income areas of New York C1ty and· were
spending a vacation at a summer camp prOVided for underprivileged
16Ibid., p. 573.
17Ibid., pc 574.
18Ib1d., p. 578.
19Steven A. Richardson, Albert H. Hastorf, and Sanford M.
DornbtlSh, ItEffects of Physical Disab111 ty on a C1111d t S Description
of Himself, If Ql111d De!.elopment 35 (September 1964), 89Li·.
10
children. Handicaps included cerebral palsy, post-po110 impairments,
cardiac disorders, diabetes, and var10us orthopedic disabilit1es.
Each child was personally interviewed and h1~ resJ?on·ses were'
tape recorded and transcribed. Then the responses were analyzed
in terms of the topic of their conversations. Boys referred to their
I
I
health more often, probably because the disability had caused more
111 health and thus foell,sed their attention upon 1t~ G1rJ.s talked
more about nonphysical activities possibly because in these actlv1tes
t/he disabled child would not be at a dlsadvantage. Both boys and,
girls spoke less of spat1al relationships, suggesting that physical
restrictions brougb.t on by the:tr handicap limited this kno\'lledge.
In self-references about physical actlv It,y, forty percent of disabled
boys were negative compared to fifteen percent of nond1sabled. The
researchers inferred that t,hf!se negB;.tJ.J!e references man1f0sted a
realist1c perception of self. Disabled boys also spoke more of humor.
The author suggest that this ''las because, "One of the traditional
ways by which handicapped persons have gained some acceptance 1s by
becoming jester or buffoon. If Handicapped children also \'lere more
concerned about past experiences. 'rhe researchers said, lIrt seems
natural that the handicapped child should turn his descriptions to
the more familiar and less threatening env1ronment of home and
neighborhood. ,,20 Girls spoke less of age, probably because of their'
difficulty to live up to normal physical expectations that go along
with age. They concluded,
Differences in self descriptions between children with and
wltJ.1out handicaps reflected tIle functional restrlctton on
20Ibid., p. 904.
11
physical activity, deprivation2~f social experience, and the
soc lal impact of tl1e handicap. '
Allen compared the asp1rations and expectat10ns of phys1cally
handicapped high school seniors. The subjects were disabled and
nond1sabled seniors attending Iowa pUblic schools in 1965. They were
asked. what level of education they would try to attain, and realis-
tically what level they expected to attain. Groups were matched for
soclo~econom1c status and grade point average. Find1ngs indicated,
Disabled students' asp1rat1ons--expectations did not differ
significaritly from those of matched non.-d1sablecl. Vlhen not
matched only the vocational asp1rat1ons--expectat1on descrep-
allc1es of tllO disabled were significantly greater than those
of the non~disabled group.22
Furno and Castello studied the activ1ties and att1t'udes of
physically handicapped graduates of Bal.t1mol"'e t s William S. Baer
School. Graduates from 1950 to 1961 were personally interviewed
about vocationa:L exp'erlences, cOnmltln.1tJY actlv1t1es,and use of leisure
time. One llundred and one subjects were randomly selected from a
population of 157. Physical handicaps of the subjects were distri-
buted as follows: polio, 29; cerebral palsy, 19; impaired hearing,
14; impaired vis1on, 12; congenital heart, 9; congenital defect, 7;
amputee, 6; spina biflda, 3; osteomyelitis, 2; asthma, 2; and others, 7s
Findings in the vocations section showed that twenty-eight percent
had continued their education beyond twelfth grade, thirteen percent
completed grade eleven, twelve percent completed grade ten, and ten
percent terminated their education before the ninth grade. Nineteen
. 21 Ibid., p. 893.
22George H. Allen, "Aspirations and Expectations of Physically
Impaired Ii1gh School Seniors," J?el's,onneJ. and G:~dance "Journal 46
~eptember 1967): 60-61.
12
percent had technical t~a1ning, twenty. percent earned one year or
more of college cred1t, eight s~bject<8 received college scholarships,
one SUbject was working on a master's degree". two had material pub-
lished, and one participated on th~ Olympic deaf swimming team.
Twenty-five percent believed that their educational experience
'at B~er School had contr~buted to th~1r psychological and social .
. adjustment. They stated that the1r.educatlon,had helped them establish
the following att1tudes;
1. Acceptance of a handicap without self pity.
2$ Increased interest in other people and less egocentric
perception.
3. Increased confidence in own potential and a desire for
independence based on self reliance.
4. Increased maturity and ability to23unction with andrelate to nonhandicapped persons.
The studies described above are not conclusive as to whether
disabled people generally ha*\1"e eltller rlega.t:tve, poslt1va, ora nel1.tral
self-concepts. I)erhaps, because of· individual differences and sltlla-
tions it 1s impossible to come up with generalizations about the
self-attitude of the handicapped. The writer hopes that bibliotherapy
will strengthen those existing positive attitudes and help change
negative or neutral self attitudes of the physically handicapped.
Attitudes Towards the Handicapped
Bibliotherapy has also been utilized to enhance attitudes
towards the handicapped and thus create understanding and empathy
towards them. Research indicates varying attitudes towards the
11and1capped.
230rJ_ando F. Fllrno and. I~'!argue!~ite Hans Castello, "Activities
and Attitudes of Pl1yslcal1y HandicaI)ped Spec1a~1 Education Graduates, tI
Excentional Childrten 30 (October 1963): 87~·
. .~~ ~
13
'One way researchers have assessed peer attitudes towards the
handicapped is through the use of peer rating or prefere~ce nomina-
tions which involve potential interactions during work or play.
Kennedy and Bruln1nks comment on a study by Justman and Maskowltz
who studied the attitudes toward hearing impaired children. Their
I
I
;
subjects included only ten hearing impaired children who had been
integrated wlth'twenty-f1ve' hearing children.
After six months, the results indicated that the hearing
impaired children were not any more accepted than during
the first n~onths of school. They concluded that reactions
to a deaf chl1S4are likely to be negative or neutral rather
,that1 positiv'e. .
Elser examilled the acceptance of hearing handicapped children
. implemented in regular classes in the following areas: friendship,
status among peers, and self perceptions. He used the Moreno 80010-
metric questionnaire in which sUbjects were a,eked to name three friends,
three playmates, and tfhree lunchxcootn associates. Similarly tIley were
.,
asked to name three children they did not want in the for~er roles.
To deter~lne self perceptions in social situations, Elser asked sub-
jects to indicate three classmates they vlould desire as fr1ends and
three who they would not want as frlends~ To measure social acceptance,
a modified form of the Tyron Reputation Test was given in which sub-
Jects were asked to indicate three classmates for each of the following
categories: most and least popular, best and worst at playing g~~es,
good and bad sports, and being highest a~d lowest academ1ca11y.25
24"The Integration of Deaf Children in a Hearing Class", cited
by Patricia Kennedy and Robert H•. Bruininksr "Social Status of HearingImpaired Children in the Regular Classroom, r ~xceEtional Children 40
(February 1974)~ 337.
25Roger PO' Elser "Social Position of Hearing Handicapped Children
in the Regular Grades, rl Excep..1.l.ona1 Childre..n 25 (March 1959): 306 Q
14
SUbjects included 45 hearing hand1capped children with a hear1ng loss-
in excess of 35 decibels. The total population for the study 1ncluded
1,258 Chlldren. 26
A comparison of mean scores showed that hearing hand1capped
.ch1ldren were not as accepted as normal classmates, not as well
acoepted as friends, and did not have as high a social status. The
data of the self-perception aspect of the quest10nnaire was not
slgniflcant. 27 Elser added, however,
\~lhl1e the dat.a reveal that the hearing handicapped as a group
are not as well accepted and do not score as high as the
average of their classmates, the restrictions of sociometries
must bo kept in m1nd when making implications of the results.
There was a wide range o~8acceptance of hearing handicapped
children as individuals.
Force also studied the social acceptance of the physically
disabled child in integrated school classrooms. SUbjects 1ncluded
63 physically handicapped children and 361 normal children in three
'Michigan elementary schools. A sociometric instrument was administered
to reveal behavior about friends, playmates, and workmates. Add1-
tional information about physically handicapped subjects was obtained
from cumulative folders and teacher information sheets. 29
Results showed that in all but 8 of 42 comparisons on separate
criteria, mean number of physically handicapped children was below
mean number of normal children. In 15 instances the differences were
significant at either the f1ve or one percent level of confidence.
26 Ibid• , p. 307.
27 Ibid. t p. 308.
28 Ib1d • , p. 309.
29Dewey G·. Force, "Soc ial Sta tUB of Phy sically Handicapped
Children, If Exceptional Chl1.gEen 23 (Decenlber 1956): 104·.
15
S.1x differences were seen 1n the playmate criterion. Force stated
that this was understandable because of the handicapped .child'· B
restriction on physical involvement in play activities. Differences
in the playmate category were greatest in middle elementary years,
and differences in workmates were greatest in the latter elementary
!
years. 30 I. .
Force" also found that normal ch11clren I s choices were partl'cu...
larly low involv1ng children with cerebral palsy. ' 'Children with
hear~t condl t10ns or congen1tal anomalies were the most accepted a~
friends by normal peers. Children with hearing defects were chosen
less often than other handicapped children except for those with
cerebral palsy.31 Force believed that,
••• a related factor 1s a degree of disability as perceived
by a normal subject. Thus a child with a heart condition
has a disabl1~ty which 1s not easily seen t nor does it
see~ partleular'ly d1sturblr13 to nOl"'r~3,1 peers. A cerebral
palsied child, on the other hand, has a rather obvious
defect and 1s assumed to bepret'ty l)adly handicapped, \it~en
in reall ty he may be able to do many things.
The major conclusions of Force's study were:
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
Physically handicapped children are not as well accepted
as normal children in integrated classes at the elementary
level.
The psychological integration of physically handicapped
children among normal peers cannot be achieved by mere
physical presence 1n a mixed group.
Psychological identification of subgroups of normal
children and physically handicapped children are made by
elementary school children in their choice behavior.
Physical disability magnifies the difficulties of a child
in achieving social acceptance of normal peers.
Physical disabi11ties have varying social values with
cerebral palsy ranking lowest on a value scale.
Few physically handicB,pped children have enough positive
assets to offset completely the negative effect of being
labeled as handicapped by normal peers.
30 Ibld., 1>. 105.
31Ibid., P. 106.
16
7~ The 1ndividual ,physically handicapped child who is highly
accepted by peer group manifests many 'socially desirable
traits and relatively few negative traits of behav10r
patterns. - .
8. Among elements to be considered in ,integration 1s the
number of physically hand.1capped children which a class
can. absorb without.defeating purposes of integration.
9. The problem of status and acceptance for the physically
handicapped 1s one that exists for those who are as young
as six years. . ,
10. The problems of integration·of physically handicapped
-children are closely allied to the whole field of dealing
with prejudice. This fact gives a p~om18e of an effective
solut,1on to the prioblem of acceptance through a continu1ng
program of educat1op.32
Sheal~s al1,:1 Jensema conducted a sttl.dy to determine differences
in social acceptance of various anomalies. Subjects were 94 adults
aged 18 to 59 yea,rs. ~ S11ghtly less than one half were college stu-
dents in psychology courses, while the rest were psychiatric tech-
n1c1ans involved in a training program. SUbjects were asked to rank
arlomalles in ordal~ of pr-et'el·ences (;(In,Cel'nlng specific slt~tlat.lonsc
Three of tlle cat,egorle s we're: would ma!"ll·:Y~ the person, would Ilave the
person as a friend, and would work with the person. 33 Amputees,
people in wheelchairs, and blind people were accepted by seventy
percent of more of the subjects as fr~ends or coworkers. However,
lower percentages were recorde,d in the category of w1111ngn.ess to
marry the person: amputee, 18%; blind, 1.6%; and wheelchair, 7%.
Fifty percent or more of the subjects would accept a deaf mute as a
friend or coworker, compared to only 10% who would marry the person.
Cerebral palsied people rated the lowest. Fifty percent would accept
32Ibid., p. 107.
33Loyda M. Shears and Carl J. Jensema, "Social Acceptability
of Anomalous Persons, II ~xc~t1ona.l Chl1d~ 36 (October 1969): 91-92.
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the person as a coworker, 38% as a friend, and only 1% would marry
the person. 34
Shears and Jensema concluded from this study that there were
several dimensions that interact in a composite involving attutudes
·towards anomalous persons. They were: I!vls1b111ty of affliction,
interference of commun1cation, soc1al stigma associated w1th the
disab1lity, extent of incapac1ty, and difficulties that the anomaly
imposes on a daily living rout1ne." 35
Jones conducted a stUdy involving attitudes of college students
to\va.rds l1andlcalJped individuals. One hundred and thirty-two men and
"11e hund..xl e1 andtl11rty-two women completed B" queat10rmaire as parit
of an introductory psychology course at Ohio State Unlvers1 ty. TrJ.e
Bubjects were to respond concerning haw they would react to people
wi th dlff~ererlt halldlcap s in various coo lal 31tuationa. QUE: at lo~~s
included the following:
1. I would marry this person.
2. I would invite this person to my home.
3. I would accept this person in my fraternity/sorority.
4. I would accept this person as close kin by marriage.
5. I would accept this person as a coworker.
6. I would accept this person as a playmate for my Ch11d. 36
Factor loadings on willingness to marry were as follows:
blind, .487; crlppled t ,,519; deaf, .435; hard of hearing, .343;
part1ally seeing, .394; speech hal1dicappa'd, .,34rr (~
Factor loadings on willingness to accept in membersh1p to a
---'----
34Ib1d., p. 93.
35Ibid.• , p. 96.
36Reginald. L. Jones, "The Hierarchial Structure of Att1tudes
Towards the Exceptional, Ii p:xceEt~1onal Ch11d.re
s
ll 40 (l\larcll ].. 974): !i-310
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club were: blind, .243; crippled, .361; deaf, .241; hard of hearing,-
.282; part1ally seeing, .267; speech handicapped, .190.
Factor loading on acceptance of a coworker were: blind, .363;
crippled, .411; deaf, .363; hard of hear1ng, .459; partially see1ng,
.• 416; speech handicapped, .353.
Factor loadings for acceptance as close of kin were: blind,
0459; crippled, .600; deaf, .599; hard of hear1ng, .597; partially
seeing, .395; and speech handicapped, .604.
Factor loading on acceptance as a visitor to the home were:
blirld, _; crippl.ed, .438; deaf, .330; hard of hearing, .386;
partially seeing, .356; speech handicapped, .385.
Factor loading on acceptance as their children's playmate
were: bl1nd, .204; crippled, .344; deaf, .211; hard of hearing,
.. 416; partially seeing, .272; speech ha.nolcapped, .385 .. 37
Jones states, "Results sllowed a general acceptance of the
physically disabled for multiple social and interpersonal relation-
ships .. "38
Research, according to Zahran, has two different points of
view regarding the blind. One 1s that a handicap such as blindness,
It •••will lead to compensatory behavior possibly accompanied by
personality maladjustment or by lntroverslon.,,39
Bro~m did two studies that support the above statement. To
show pe~sonallty maladjustment caused by an organic defect, Brown
37 Ibld., pp. 433-434 •
. 38Ib1d., p. 432.
39Hamed Pa. S. Zahran, "A Stud~' of' Personality Differences
Between Blind and S1ght~ed Cll11dren t ' Br~_-&_~..§.ll Jot~r~al 0rf Ed}dcat1o..n~!.
P~ychology 35 (November 1965): 329.
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tested blind and sighted subjects o~ an introver81on~-extrover81on
questionnaire. Maladju8~ment would be shown in atypical responses
given bjT b11nd subjects. Brown used the Neymann Kohlstedt Diagnostic
Test For Introvers1on--Extroverslon w1th 218 blind students and 359
high school seniors. 40 Brown found more introversion among blind
fema'les than amon,g blind males., He also 'found a ,signif1cant dlr~er­
ence between blind a.nd sight,ad resP9nses, the blind giving more
atypical responses. 41
In Brown's second study his purpoae was to analyze seeing and
blind' a-dolescent s f responses' to a, neul~ot1c inventory. The Clark
1~ev1sion of the Thurstone Personality Schedule was given to 218 b11nd
students and 359 high school seniors. 42 He found reliable differences
eXisting between the blind and seeing groups.43 Item analysis indi-
cated that the blind subjects responded atypically, whereas the sighted
. . ~4
responded in a "well-adjustecd mannor. U·' ..
The other view towards the blind 1s that adjustment for the
blind 1s not e1gnlf1cantly different. Zahran cites the following
studies in support of this v1ew: Som,mars, Schall, and Cowen and
others. 45
40pau1 A. Brown, "Responses of Blind and Seeing Children 0
Introversion-Extroversion Q,uestlonnalre,1t Journal of Psychology 6
(1938) : 137 •
41 Ibid., p. 146.
42paul A. Brown Responses of Blind and Seeing Adolescents To
A Neurotic Inventory, VI Journal of Psychology 7 (1939): 211.
43Ibid., p. 212.
44Ibid., p. 221.
45Zahran, p. 329. '
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. In Zahran' s st~udy, his subjects included 50 blind and 50 s1ghted
children matched for'age, sex, I.o.., ~n.d·father's occupation. To
assess intelligence he used the William's In~el11gence Test for Children
. ,
With Defective Vision and'an Abst~act1on Test by P. E. Vernon for the
slghted ch11dren~ He devised a "Blind Children's Structured Interview"
to obtain fir,st-hand information about the, child's interests, attitudes,
. and problems. 46
The main conclusion of 'the study was that although blind
Cl111clren d(~v lflted 111 sensory character1st1cs, they possess
much the same personality characterist1cs, the same drives,
motives, needs, and capacities as the s1ghted•••• This con-
f1rrnecl t,11at b]~lnd ch11dr~n should be looked upon as oI'dinary'
children who cannot see. 4 "(
Rapier cites problems of the handicapped child in educat10n t
Securing acceptance in society can be a major problem for
the physic&.lly 11andicapped." •• Usually his education takes
place in a classroom separate from his nonhand1capped peers
so tt',9.t: he 1s forced ~.rlto a subcul t,ure \-11 th other handicapped
children. As a result, handicapped children and nonhandl-
capped children lack the opportun1ty to become personally ac-
qua1nted ••• there is some evidence that attitudes towards the
physicallY4gandicapped are influenced by the degree of contact
with them.
Billings tried to discover the attitudes held by noncr1ppled
elementary students in the first, thlrd, and sixth grades. She set
up the following hypotheses: attitudes of uncrippled children toward
crippled ch1ldren tend to be unfavorable; there would be a s1gnificant
increase in negative attitudes from the grades first to sixth; the
degr-ee of negative att1 tudes vias related to the normal child 's soclal-
46 Ib1d., p. 330.
47 Ibid., p. 337 ..
48J • Rapier, "Changes in Children's Attitudes Tm.,rards the
Physl.cally Handicapped, If Exceptional Ch:tJ,dren 39 (November 1972):
219.
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emotional adjustment. SUbjects included 54 ~l~mentary students. 49
One part of the procedure was a "tell me a story'.' technique.
Using a picture of a little girl, the sUbject was to write ,a story
about 1t. Later, a similar picture was shown, only this time, the
examiner mentioned it was a picture of a crippled girl. The second
j
part of the procedure was a complete-a-sentence sect10n in which three'
out of ten sent'ences referred to cripples. Analys1s of data revealed
that the responses were included in two general categories: social
responses indicating acceptance, and value responses 1ndicating
negative judgtl.l.ent of the crippled person. 50
Billings' findings supported her first two hypotheses. Nega-
tive att1tudes towards the crippled were indicated by significant
differences between the stories about a normal and a crippled child.
Significant differences were also seen between responses for first
and slx·th g.t-'ades, the oldest being mOl"e unfavorable. The third
hypothesis had a negative correlation at the .01 level of confidence.
Billings had predicted that children regarded by teachers a s wel]~-
adjusted would be the most favorable towards the crippled. The
reverse, however, was true. 51
Rapier also studied attitudes towards the handicapped. SUbjects
included 152 children at Loma Vista Elementary School 1n Palo Alto,
California. Since orthopedically handicapped children were being
49Helen K. Billings, "An Exploratory Study of the Attitudes
of Noncrippled Children Towards Crippled Children in Thl'ee Selected
Elelnentary Schools, II Journal of Exper'ime~~~ll ~.~Q..at1on 31 (Summer
1963): 381.
50Ibld., p. 382.
51 Ib1d., p. 385.
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~ntegrated into regular classrooms, Rapier was ~ble to stud~ the
attitudes towards the hand1capped. A group adm1n1stereQ rating .scale
was given in June, 1969 and again in May, 1970. A ~hang~ in atti-
tudes was shown.
Nonhand1capped children perce'ived handicapped children
not as weak, not in need of as much attention, and more
curious than or1ginally thought.
Children who-had positive attitudes towards the handicapped on the
pretest continued their original impressions. 52
This writer hopes research will continue to assess the attl-
tUQ.ea of and towa.t'ds tIle physically handicapped, so 'that teachers
can add fUl"t.her insight into understanding and educB.t1ng the physi-
cally handicapped child. It 1s also hoped thatblb110therapy will
enhance positive attitudes towards the handicapped and help change
neutral and negative attitudes G
Perhaps COllners best sums up the insights devel,oped ill this
paper when she says,
The only real disability lles within each of us. I am as
handicapped a person as I let myself become in my growing
and l1ving in my OVID segment of the 'tiorld••••My endeavors
are my own and I can sink or swim as I wish. To me, the
first weapon in this fight is confidence and the second is
self reliance and the third 1s optimlsm.5~
52R .; r ':)20
..ap ..... e , p. c. •
53Frances Conner, itA Personall\ppraisal of DeafnE:ss, It Volta
Rev iew 66 (January 1964): ,38 ~
Total.s
CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND OF PROCEDURES
The obj act of th1 ss'tud.y was to evaluate the 'phy slcally handl-
oB.pped character in juvenile 11terature. Forty-four books were
eva.lu8.t3ed f'rom tl1e years 1940 to the present, including 17 books
from the years 194~-1963, and 27 books from the year~ 1964-1973.
Table 1 shows the total number of books ident1f1ed and located.
TABJ....E 1
BOOKS IDENTIFIED AND LOCATED FOR STUDY
==--==-r' 1940-196 3" 1964-1973
_~_~_r.J"",,,, ..,".........,--t--.._---t+---~
Identlf'1ed
Located
24
17
32 56
Selection was based on tlle following ori ter1a: (1) the
book dealt with a major character who was physically handicapped,
(2) the book was fiction, and (3) the book had an1nterest level
appropriate for students in intermediate and upper grades.
Table 2 indicates the physical handicaps presented within
each book written between 1940 - 1963.
Table 3 indicates physical handicaps presented in each book
written between 1964 - 1973.
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TABLE' 2 '
BOOKS READ CONTAINING PHYSICAL HANDICAPS 1940-1963
24
'Tit10s of Books and Dates
The Kid From Tomkinsv111e 1940
'Hill of Little Miracles 1942
J obnrlV ;ri~?ma~i·rl-·I92;~
'. ..._....._,---,----The Kid Comes Back 1946
Th..e·A~1·1('li-?7v~lT!;cl:;· F' Ow" 1 q lt6--.--.~::._~.:..!\1 ..._,-:,~~o" ..:r"';.-~:.".--..-:---~4t::. .~-.'OJ, d.. C011, tl::: (~, 1"0 ~t r~:i, c: l.~ }.9 I,,)
'Kil'l~()1:C<-i7iz; -tTBInd---iS~L.,~·5 '
M:Y--~3terJ"' a:£'·B(570~j:~2~c..r Polrlt 191~51
Door in the Wall 1949The- Sec!aet Garden 1949
Dark Sunshine 1951
Sunshine an'dShadow 1952
Corn Farm Bov 1954__ oIiIo.
Green Door to the Sea 1955
Golden Mare 1955
The Runner- 1956
\·j"lndows for R~se~n 1956
T.ian.-Fu: 10,000 H..c}-2£i.nesses 1957
Follow IV:y Lea,der 1957
Warrior Scarlet 1958
The L.i.sht 1958
Musa, the Shoemaker 1959
The ShlniES Mo~~ryt 1960
Road to A~ra 1961
Mine For keens 1962
L~5rlt.e... S iJ2£.~e Cancl1e 1962
S~n3_~~ ~usty 1963
Totals:
~
(J) ~
:> co
CD M
tx.. cd
rcj P..
() OJ
f(j
-M ~.. r-f
Q) +> ~ ojH oj ~g 0 rd § -M ..0
.,-f ~ CH (1) (])
~ ,-( .rf Q) en +> ~
$"..c 0 r-t rS ..,.... ~ Q)K:> P-1 P.) ~ A ~ 0
X
Pc
X
X
~
X
X
Dc
pC
tx
X
X
Dc
~
~
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Pc
9b 5 221 1
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TABLE 3· "
BOOKS READ CONTAINING PHYSICAL 'HANDICAPS 1964~1973
Titles of Books and. Dates
t>:
Ol 0)
r-f co
~ oj Q)
0 P-t ~
.,....
r-4
OJ '0 r-i a1 M
.,.; <l> ro..-l H
> r-i ~ a
'0 ~ ,Q Q) ~s:: N 4-t (1) ,!-1.1 Q)
eM 0 cd eri ~ ~ ~
,...., 0 Q) ~~ Q) Q)+.l
~ P-i A () 0 .-..:l 0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
V
J"
X
x
1970 x
x
x
x
x
x
x
A Dog To ~~st 1964
Gu1c.e Do,- 1965~
David in Silence 1965
Spring ~e~ins in Marc~ 1966
A Rainbow For Robin 1966
Dead End Bluff 1966
1h~ Y:-t?2ns Unlc.orr~s 1968
Let the Balloon Go 1968
A Sinf;J-~.1..~~i - 1968
.The Ca:.!. 19 9
Sound of Sunshine, Sound of Rain
The Questers 1970
WTInk 1970--
,Fly -:Wheel s }"ly 1970
Admission to the Feast 1971
Gift of Gold 1972
From Anna :L973
Total s: 8 1 2 1 3 1 1
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Sources for the selected books were: A Guidebook for
aJP,liotheraUl,54 Behavior Patterns in Children's Books: A
Bi~1~Q3FaDhx,55 Bibliotheraul--Methods and Materials,56 ~
SUbject. Guide to Children's Books in print--1912,57 and Sister
Colette Zirbes' reading list for adolescent literature.
58
,
Books were located 1n the Cardinal Str1tch College Library.
the University of W1scon81n-~Ml1waukeeLibrary, and the Milwaukee
Public Llbra,ry.
The evaluation of each book was based on the following
questions: (1) What 1s the attitude of others towards the handi-
capped porson? (2) rlhat restraints does the hand1cap put on the
person phy s1cal,ly and p8ychologlca]~ly? (3) \'lhat is the person
able to accomplish despite h1s or hel~ handicap? The wr1.ter of this
paper b~oped. t.hat~ Q,lSCllss1on in response t·o t"b~ese qlJest1.on.R WOltld
maximize the blb11otheraput1c value of the books.
54SChulthelsp pp. 35-42.
55Clara J.' Kircher, complIer, Behavior Patterns in Children's
Books: A Bibliography, (washington b.c.: Catholic Univei~1ty-or-­
Afuarfca~~e8s, 1900), PP. 34-38.
5~oOdy and Limper, B!bliotherapy--Methods an~11.ater!al~,
pp. 67-81.
57The Subject Guide to Children's Books in Prlnt--197~,
(l'Ie\'l ~(orK: R.rt: bO\41ker Co., 1973), p. 08.
5~imeographed list of selected adolescent literature pre-
pa.red 'by Sister Colet,"'(,e Zirbes. Ca,.r{lina]~ Strl tch College.
CliAPTER IV
THE ANALYSIS OF BOOKS
i
In Chapter IV the reader will find evaluations of the forty-
four books read, accompanied by a synopsis for each book. Books
are presented ~n alphabetical order by the author's last name.
'Hill of Little Miracles
Valenti Angelo
Synopsis: Ricco Santo lives with his family on Telegraph Hille
One of RiCCO's legs 1s shorter than the other, resulting in his
use of crutcheS3 The shoemaker, however~ makes a pa1r of shoes for
Ricco that enables h1m to walk without crutches. Ricco then has
many adventures. For instance, he and the gang build a club house
and he helps his father and uncle on the f1shing boat in the fog.
Ricco realizes his leg is growing, and the shoemaker whittles doWn
the shoe. In the hollow part of the shoe, he had hidden a medal ~n
hopes that it would help Ricoo's ~eg grow. He hoped that .someday
Ricco would not need the corrective shoes.
What is the att~~lde of others towards the handic~pped Eerson?
Everyone hopes RiCCO's leg will become normal. When the w1dow next
door sees Ricco's new shoes she says, ItOh Ricco, the new shoes make
you look evell a bit taller. They I re mighty fine looklrlg. It (p. 16)
Ricco's father is also pl.es.. sed. "This pair of shoes, Ricco, will be
a thousand times better than crutches." (P. 20) RiCCO's mama had
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believed in praying for Ricco, "Mama Santa prayed daily, and h()ped
a day would come when R1cco's left leg would grow to the length of
his other." (P. 21)
What restraints does the handicap put on the person physicallY and
E.sychologlcally?
i
Ricco had not been able to walk and run l1ke other boys.
Today he was going to get his new shoes ••• the ~hoes that' would
help him to walk or run like the other boys instead of limp1ng.
'l~o more crutches,' he told h·lmself. (p. 11) ,
With his new shoes, he 1s not restra1ned physically or psychologica.lly.
!/hat, it?.. th.e h.a..n9J:c~~pped person able to accomplish d~splte his ha~,!~­
caE? ,
Ricco goes on a f1sh1ng trip w1th his father and uncle. When
. tIle fog sets in, they are worried. Eventually ,they beach and Ricco
goes for food. He also calls his mother to tell her they are safe,
When they return, the gang 1s glad to see him.
The gang was awful worried about you, Ricco. We thought JTou
were shipwrecked or somethlng•••We're going to have a wiener
roast at the clubhouse ton1ght--on account of you got back
safe. (P. 186)
Ricco also has talent as a painter. "Some of the men called him
Mike de Angelo. They all knew he painted and sketched around the
wharf." (P. 64) When Ricco paints old Jonas from memory as a wedding
present for his uncle, everyone 1s impressed. fltlt's a miracle' •••
Ricco ran out of the room. His heart was filled with joy.u (P. 129)
TIle Runner
Jane and Paul Annlxter
Synopsis: Clem or Shadow, a boy who had gotten over polio, l1ves
with his aunt and uncle on a ranch in Wyoming. Shadow's legs are
still weak, but he 1s able to work around the ranch. His uncle
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raises horses fer racing and for polo. ,. Shadow finds a wild stallion
he calls the Runner.- Hecls abl~ to capture it and train it. Many
buyers wish to purchase the llorse, but Shad~w won't sell. The
Runner, however, jumps th~ tence apdhe and a dog PooJer overcome
many obstacles. During their absence Shadow seems to have ~ relapse.
Evelltually th,ey return t9 Shadow and "he again is heal thy and pro~d
of his horse the Runner.
What 1s the attitude of, others towards the handicapped person?
Shadow's aunt empath1zes with him and tries to make life
ca. s ler for~ him 0
You can't blame the boy, Nathan, for taking part of the
afternoon off in th1s weather. Sakes alive, he's still
growingl His bones are green! And just recall what those
poor young bones had to go through not so lon~ agol After
the fight he put up learning to walk again. I ve always
sa.id Clem deseX'\fes just about anything 'he wantsl (p. 31)
Sile also urlderstands Clem better tl18.n 8~rlyone else does. As she tells
her llusband,
Clem has Hannah's gentleness and he's got her stubbornness--
and yours, tool It st1cks out allover him--plus a whole
lot of his father's charm. But over and above all that Clem's
purely himself. I know him bet~er than you do because I took
care of him all through his sickness and it was that stub-
bornness that brought him through those terrible monthsl He
wouldn't give up, thatls all, and that's Why he's walking
today. (p. 33- 34)
\'lhat restra,1nts does the handicap put on the perSOll ph~slcally al~
psycholo~ically?
Shadow refuses to let his handicap stop him. He 1s active on
the ranch despite his weak legs.
His pace up the steep grade might (-.tave looked laborious'
because of his bad leg, yet a man with two good legs would
have been put to it to keep up with hlm •••• (p.18) but a long
time ago Shadow had learned to over-reach himself and ignore
his handicap. Physically everything was hard for him since
he had been stricken w1th polio •••Constantly overcoming small
things in the course of a day's work had made him tackle big
things stoically, and in the cioing he .had gained a measure
of maturity. (p. 18-19)
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What 1s the person able to accomu11sh 'despite his handicap?
Shadow overcomes.the physical 11~1tat1ons of polio. The
Runner symbolizes to him his freedom from polio. When the Runner
leaves, Shadow 1s downcast I . HoweY'er, when the horse returns, so
does Shadow's spirit. Shadow now rea11zes that his future 1s
br1ght.
His life was here in the high country, especially now that
he was part-time manager of the ranch. So he would have his
horse and his horse would have him; they would live together
as must have been ordained. (P. '217)
Admission to the Feast
G,unnel Bec}:maEn
Synopsis: The story 1s about a nlneteen~year-old girl, Ann1ka
Hallin, who 1s dying of leukem1a. When she finds out she is dying
she retreats to a cottage to think things oute She reminisces about
h~r father, her relationship with her boyfriend, and other people
including her doctor,mother and her grandmother. Her boyfriend
eventually calls to say he 1s coming out to get her. As the story
ends, he 1s late; and deciding that he 1s in trouble, she goes out
to meet him.
\ihat is the attl tude of others to\'lards the handicapped person?
Since most of the people were unaware that she was dying,
their attitudes were neutral. When an old acquaintance sees her
she just thinks she looks, Ita bit pale and washed out." (p. 29)
Her boyfriend accepts the fact calmly, but hopes for a cure.
ItAnn1ka, listen now. Don't worry ••• listen, it's not at all certain,
the doctor sald••• tllere's.lots of new drugs ••• (P. 119) ••• keep smiling••• "
(p. 120) Annika reacts this way,
There's a kind of chasm between the healthy and the sick.
People stand on each side of the chasm-and shout at each
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other in d1fferent languages. You can understand that the
healthy want to comfort you and be k1nd, but they use such
silly words. (P. 120)
What restraints does the handicap put on the person physically and
p~ychologicallY?
The book d1d not deal with the phys1cal aspect of leukemia.
. .
Basically it dealt with Annlka's' psychological reaction to leukemia
and dying. TIle following are quotes that support this. The first
two deal with her reaction to the illness itself.
A toad is sitting hiding in my chest and I'm waiting for
it to ljlo\{ itse:lf up and fill up the whole of me ••••
Spurting out its horrid anxiety venom into all my veins
and cel]~s. (p. 17)
••• let
'
,kem1cl. •••• The word itself was horrible. And I know
only too well what it all involved. Mother had a small boy
in her clin1c who had leukem1a. (p. 23)
The next passages show her emotional react10ns to the fact she is
~V·111g.
Everything 1s so horrible •••• pr1m1t1ve. I mean your emotions.
You behave l1ke ••• a small child. One should have wanted to
accept 1t ••• wlth style. With courage. Wisdom. (p. 27)
I try, indeed I do, to think of all the children who die of
starvation every day, of all the people who are killed every
day allover the place ••• But it doesn't help. It's sad, of
course, it's l1fe and life is cruel. It's all kinds of
things, but it 1s other peoples' deaths. It 1s not mlne~
(p. 37)
What is the handicapped personable to do desn1te her handicap?
Although the book does not really go into this, it leaves
the reader with the inference that Annlka 1s w1lling to risk her
remaining life in order to help her boyfriend.
He can It b.ave been so crazy as to have cut ac.r~oss the ice •••
must know the ice 1s thawing ••• (p. 138) Perhaps 1t is dark
and he can't see where he's going at all •••• I •••must ••••go
and, .- ••meet, him. (P. 139)
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Sunshine and Shadow
Lorraine and Jerrold Belm
Synopsis: Marsh Evans has polio but still would l1ke to 'pursue a
career in the theatre. She 1s 1nterested in any facet of thea~er
and not just aoting. She loves New York City and'Broadway, but her
j
architect boyfriend Andy convinces her to go to 'college in Pueblo,
Ar1zona. They had a good theater department and 'also the weather.
would be better for her health. Marsh 1s reluctant at first, but
decides on AI'1zona. Once there, she wants to prove to everyone that· ,
she 1s not just e, fl.and1capped person to be pi tled e She take's an
acting course arid lar~d8 the lead 'in the freshman play J 50 Wlmpole
street, which 1s about Elizabeth Barrett Browning. It 1s an ideal
part for Marsh, since Elizabeth 1s an invalid and seated on a couch
for most of the per~formancee Her cocwstar, Hal, has romant1c lnten-
tions tow~rds her, but she still feels closer to Andy. During
Christmas vaca.tion, however, she and Andy have an argument and she
,and Hal begin dating. Andy had felt that Marsh was being unrealis-
tic in her drive to be an actress. She 1s determined to prove him
wrong. She had gotten a part as a goddess in a play and the role
demanded constant standing. Marsh realizes this 1s physically too
much for her, but won't admit 1t to anyone. When Andy comes to
Arizona on business, he asks Marsh if he can see the show. He tells
her to admit she 1s wrong about the part. She finally agrees and
admits it to the director. She realizes Andy was right and that he
also was the only one for her.
What 1s the attitude of others towards the_handicapped persoE?
Everyone is very kind and thoughtful to Marsh. II/larsh, however,
feels that people do things for her out of pity. As one girl put it,
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It seemed to me Marsh misses out on a whole side of life
here at college. 1 1m going to find somebody who hasn't<a
date and get him to ask IvIarsh to the dance. (p. 65.)
Mal1lsh t s roommate warns, "I think Marsh would be furious l.r she
learned about it-It (p. 65).
The head of the drama department feels M~rsh should take' an
acting course in order to build up her confidence.
'. i .
Marsh, if you're taking up the stage as a career, you'll
always be working with people. I can't think of a better
way for you to get over being self-conscious of your hand1-
cayJ than getting up on a stage1nfront of an audience. (p. 32).,
Andy, however, 1s really the only one who tre~ts Marsh as
she'd like to be treated - as a normal person.
There were people who avoided even glancing at her leg •••
But Andy accepted it in a matter-or-fact way, never lett1ng
it cause the slightest strain between them. Andy made her
feel that she was not only a complete person, but the only'
one in the world as far as he was concerned. (p. 7).
YlPat..£ft12~r.{l.lnt.. s .dge 8 tIle handicap put 011 the person phL~ic~ally_fiILS
psychol~6icallY?
Marsh psycholog1cally does not feel that people accept her for her-
self. The housemother of her dorm greets her warmly and offers to
help her •
•••Mrs. Morrison must have been warned in advance ••••An air
of special concern had been evident in Mrs. Morrison's manner,
singling her out from the other girls. (p. 20)
When Hal bumps into her, she 1s furious when he offers to
help. tttI don't want your help.' •• oHls shoving her had unnerved
her ••• how could she go into class -- face everyone in her present
state?" (p. 48) Once in class, l'1arsll feels that she could not go
on stage and act. "She would make a fool of' hel"self. Everyone
would just laugh at her -- or what would be even worse, just pity
her." (po 52) \ihl1e l~arsll 1s rehearsing for the goddess part 111 the
play, she withstands physical discomfort.
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It was a terrible rehearsal •••Marsh grew more tired, and
felt agonizing thrusts of pain caused by the strain. How
could she go on 'with this part~.~(p~ 168). By the time the
f1rst act was nearing an end Marsh'again felt shooting pains
in her back; her' whole body was drenched in perspiration,
daspit.e the cool nl~ht air. ,(P. ,170 ) .
However, she stubbornly wants to prove she can do it anyway to prove
her po 1n't. itA cripple. Be n1'ce' to Marsh, Evans - she I 8 a cripple.
Wasn't that what everyon~ thought." (r. 1t4) She wanted to prove
them wrong.
Y{hl:11_~~.tl1e .E§l.r sol 1 stble to accompl1slLdesn1 te her handlcaE?
. She reall~es that her ~andlcap does have its limitations, but
that people accept her as a warm, talented person anyway.
If she really wanted to prove her true worth, wouldn't she
go to Mr. Mahoney tomorrow and tell him that she thought
the part was too much for her ••• (p. 175). But I have to
admit now -- that I tried to do more than I -- or anyone else
with my hand1c~p ~- sriould. (p. 176)
Andy encouraged her decision.
I never meant you to give up everything you love about the
theater. I just wanted you to be realist1c about your
capabilities. It's 1mportant for everyone to understand
about themselves. (P. 180)
Green Door to the Sea
Allena Best
pynopsls: Letty and her family move to Jsma1ca because they thought
the climate would be good for her health. Letty had polio, but
began to grow stronger in Jamaica. She became interested in painting
fi sh under\-Ia ter. She also became friends with an ichthyologist who
helped her in her study of fish. Letty's father, who had to stay
in New York, came to Jamaica after seven months and he was happy
to see that Letty was well again.
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What is the attitude of ,others towards the handicapped person?
Everyone was k1nd'and helpful t~ Letty. Her brothers and
sister were concerned and watched· out for h~r. Her mother was
happy she wa'B becoming m'ore . independent, but still kept a careful
eye on her. "It took someone like Mother to realize just how much
it meant to be doing this all on your own.," (p. 87)
. \vhat restraints does the han'dlcap put on ~he Qerson physically and'
RsyCholo£lcally?
During the story Letty was getting well again, so her physical
restraints were clnlmal.
Ph.ysically she could now look after herself, dress herself,
do her lessons; it was only emotionally that she was still
an invalid, unsure of herself and wanting to depend on
others. (p 0 18)
She was beginning ~o feel :useful again. "Sh,e reI t gay t happier
the~n she flad been 1"or months and mOflths, a real person and not a
dependent invalid. It (p. 23)
~t is the handlcauped person able to accomEJ1sh despite her h~ndl­
£@?
Letty was able to wa,lk wi thol.tt a crutch, go swimming, paint, and
study fish, but Letty's biggest acco~plishment was getting well again.
No longer crutch hobbled, no longer in a brace, Letty
Mitchell fled down the long room into the astonished eyes
of her father-arms that went out to clasp ller close.
'Oh, Letty, Lettyl Darling daUghter. You're t'J:!nnlng! (p. 192)
The Secret Garden
Frances Hodgson~urnett
Synopsis: Mary Lennox lived with her parents in India. vTheIl they
died of cholera she is sent to Mlsselthwa1te Manor to live with her
uncle. Her uncle gives her food and shelter but ignores her exls-
tence. Martha, a poor housemaid, introduces Mary to her happy
family. Martha's brother Dickon becomes Mary's good friend and
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introduces her to nature and animals. One night Mary hears a cry
in a corridor and d1scovers her sickly cous1n Co11n. COlin's mother
d1ed at his birth and the boy had been s1ckly ever s1nce. Mary
br1ngs him back to health. Together they discover a secret garden
.that llad, be.en locked since COlin's birth. As Mary, D1ckon" and
Co11n bring the garden back to life, Colin also grows healthier.
H1s father eventually rea11zes his mistake in mourning his wife's
death for so long, and he accepts Colin as. the true healthy son he
is.
!/l1.at lL~~ a~1. ttlde of others tp~vards the handicapped 1?erson?
When Mary hears a cry in the n1ght she goes to investigate.
She finds Colin crying in bed. Mary 1s surprised to find h1m since
110 one told her he existed. When Mary asks him whJr , he says,
uBecause I sho·~ld 11a\~e been afraid you would see me. I won 't let,
people see me and talk over me." (p. 125) Co11n feels rejected and
alone. "The servants are not allowed to speak abo'ut me. If I 1 iva
I may be a hunchback, but I shan't live. My father hates to think
I may be like him. It (p. 125) Colin knows his father 1s upset about
his mere existence. '~y mother died when I was born and it makes
him wretched to look at me. He thjnks I don't know, but riVe heard
people talking. He almost hates me." (p. 126) Mary helps Colin
overcome his fears and his psychological illness. When he gets
well he asks Dickon I s mother if slla f s glad. "Aye, tha t I am I ••• but
tha I rt so like thy mother tha' made my hear't jump. It (P. 275) When
his father sees his healthy 8011 he 18 amazed. "'r'm Colin. You
can't b~lleve it. I scarcely can myself ••• ' Mr. Craven's soul
shook wi th unbellev illg joy. If (p. 295)
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What restraints does the handicap put'on the person physically and
psycholo6icall~?
Physically Colin'was pale and ~~ak from lying in a darkened
room for y~ars. Once Ma.ry gets h1m outdoors; this 1s corrected
quickly. The psychological handtcaps were a little harder to get
rid .of. Colin believed he had a' huml?ed back and fear made h1m feel
pain. lil,r felt the lump~ I felt it, I choked Col1n o 'I knew I should.
. .
I shall have a hunch on m:r back and then I shalldle ••• 11I (p. 176)
lrfary set s 111m straight. "There I s not a single lump, there. 0 • If you
e';er say t11ere 1s again, I sh~ll laugh. It (P. 177) Mary also does
not lEft him gat away with h1s tantrums. One day as he 1s screaming
she says, "You stopl You stop! I hate youl ••• I wish everybody would
rurl out of tb,e house and let you scream yourself' to deathl It (p. lrrS)
This shocks Colin into cslm1ng down. Mary eventually convinces
C'olin t·l1B,t he CB.11 be a healthy boy. \\[nen Colin asks her if :b.e will
live to gro\." up, she says, "You probably will if you ~1111 do what
you are told to do and not give away to your temper, and stay out
a great deal in the fresh air." (p. 178)
\'lhat 1s the handicapped person able to accomplish desp! te h~s l1a:tlc.!.1-
cap?
Working With Dickon and Mary in the secret garden, Colin
becomes stronger physically and sp1rl ttlally. They called what
happened in the garden Magic. (p. 234) "The seeds Dickon and Mary
planted g.r·e\~1 as if fairies h.ad t,endad t11em." (p. 235) As his
mother's favorite Barden returns to life, so does Colin.
Sometimes since l'va been'in the gax-'den I've looked up through
the trees, the sky, and I have a strange feeling of being happy
as if something were pushing and drawing in my chest •• The
Magic in this garden has made me stand up and know I am going
to live to be a man •••Maglc 1s in me. Magic is making me
well. (p. 237)
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Colin 1s becoming an entirely different boy because of his fr1ends
and h1s interest in nature. It •••his soul was growing st~onger tqo."
(p. 286) \'fhen his father sees h1s heal thy son, Colin say.s,'~••• but
I am never go1ng to get 1nto the chair aga1n. I shall walk back
Both father and son
I
!
'j
Across the "lawn came the l\1aster of Mlsselthwa,11:re and he
looked as many had never seen him. And by his. side' with his
head up in the air and his eyes full of laughter walked as
strongly and stead1ly as any boy in Yorkshire - Master ColinJ
(pe 298)
with you, .FatIlert - to the house. II (p. 296)
have grown like the. secret garden.
Syno~s~~: Cathy Wheeler has glaucoma and goes b11nd~ Her family 1s
very understanding and help her all they can. \vhen Pete, 'Cathy's
childhood friend, rej ec·t 8 11er , Cathy 18 cr'lt8}led~e She decj~de9 to
try a state school for the blind. The girls there are petty and
,.
Cathy finds only one friend, Daisy. Even the head of the school
gives Cathy a hard time. At the end of the semest~r Cathy goes
home and decides to tra1n for a guide dog. She 1s given Trudy and
her independence begins. She returns to public school and makes
friends and also good grades. She proves that she can make 1t, like
anyone a:t se.
~~at 1s tb.e attl tude of others ~2.wards th.e .. handicapped persoll?
Several people have negative ~ttltudes towards Cathy. First
is Pete J who ignores her when he finds out she 1s blind.' As Cathy's
brother ~·1ark says, "Pete Sher1dan is [:1 skunlr cB_bbage ••• He's been
around plenty since he got home.~.He just walks. by and stares like
he lvas at the zoo ••• fI (p. 57) Next, a·re the girls at tIle school for
the b11nd~ Francie is petty and especially unkind to Cathy. Miss
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Crell, 'however, 'llas the meanest attitude. She gives 'Cathy a fal11ng
grade on a paper Just because she doe~~lt like her. "••• you a.re an
incipient rebel, who must be dealt with acco~dingly.1t (p. 115) When
Cathy tells her she 1s going to try a sighted school, Miss Crell 1s
sure she will fail.
YOll are the type who can never learn ,by ramming your Q'iln hea·d
into stone walls. If·I weren't look1ng forward to the pleasure
of greeting you when you come limping in.here some time around
the middle of next y~arJ I would be strbngly tempted to wash
my hands of your case ••• (p. 141). .
Other people are posit1ve and helpful to Cathy. Many of the
g1rls at public school offer to be readers to help Cathy with her'
homework. The majority of the school fall in love with Trudy and
admire Cathy. Steve, the eligible swim team captain, writes an
article about her and Trudy for the paper •
•••mcnt outstanding team, Cathy Wheeler and Trudy. TrUdy 1s
the one with the passion for lawn sprinklers and bubbling
fountains. Cathy is the one with freckles and a sm11e ••• {p. 209)
Even the hardest English teacher praises her.
When I first learned you were coming to Wilson, I was very
much opposed to haVing you in my class••• but you have changed
my mind completely ••• lt has been a genu1ne pleasure to have
you this semester. (p. 225) ,
)!hat rlestr...aillts (loes t:~he handicap put on the person ph:lslcally al1d
12 sy cllQ.~95,.1 ca lly~?
Cathy has many phys1c~1 obstacles to overcome. She learns
Braille, gets a guide dog, and .gets readers to help her with home-
work. She also must overcome peoples' attitudes that she will not
succeed tt As r-11ss Crell put it, "You'll merely spend the res·t of
your life hanging from someone's arm like a bracelet. 1t (P. li~2r
Cathy's determination helps her overcome the obstacles in her path.
She makes good grades and friends at school despite peoples' warnings
like, "They're mean to blind kids. They laugh at you and play jokes,
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and the teachers flunk you. It (p. 102) Cathy proves this to be false.
What 1s the hand1capped..,Eerson able to accomplish despite her hand1caE?
Cathy dec1des that b11n~nes8 will not stop her from going to
college and doing something worthwhile w1th her life. Dr. Bradeon,
a blind cl1emlstry professor, quotes Confucius, ttBetter to l1ght a
single candle than sit and curse the dark. 1f (p. 162) The saying
becomes Cathy's motto. Her single candle is making it at public
school ai:ld gett1.ng good grades. "If nothing else, her single candle
was burning strong and steady, and from now on, she would not
swerve her gaze from it. 1t (p. 218) Then, she decides to light a
second candJ.e. She must not let her self respect be trampled by
people like Mise Crell and Pete.-
She would have to learn to understand people better, the f1ne
ones and the warped, and judge them all aright. Perhaps she
should make a second small candle to keep burning beside the
first to know and consider the other person before she worried
about herself. (p. 240)
Gift of Gold
Beverly Butler
Synopsis: Cathy Wheeler 1s a blind 'student studying to become a
speech therapist. The head of the speech department, Dr. Paulus,
feels Cathy shoul.d reconsider because of her handicap • Cathy con-
tl11ues in spitecf this although she begins questioning herself 8.nd
her motives. She is thrilled when she helps a little retarded boy
say his first words. The little boy dl~s, but the parents are
grateful for Cathy's work. Cathy considers combining the two fields
of speech therapy and special education. An eye doctor gives her
false hopes of seeing again. 'Ca~hy is hurt for aWhile, but eventually
learns that she must accept life ctS lt4 ,1s and make the best of it.
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Wha~ls the attitude of 6thers towards 'the handicapped person?
. .
Several people express urik1nd attitudes towards Cathy. Joan,
an acquaintance of Cathy's, 1s getting married and asks her to be
in the wedding. It 1s Joan's relatives that show their ignorance and
llnklndness. A cousin asks, "Do you people all know each other? I
mean people who-ah, who-p·eople w:ho c~n '. t see? It (P. 92) Another
COUS111 replies, teor course they do •••• They hav'e c.lubs and things •
. They' don't live in a vacuum. It (P. 92). Cathy just t~1es to ignore
their .commentse Dr. Paulus 1s also negative towards Cathy because
of,; 11er hs.rldicap.. Srl8 feel s Cathy would be "an invaluable asset If
(p~ 21) to other blind people and suggests she qu1t speech therapy.
She feels Cathy might not be able to commun1cate her skill to her
pat1ents because of'her blindness. (p. 23) Also, one of the parents
removes her child from, Cathy's class because she d1dn't think Cathy
would be an adequate therapist. (p. 24) However, Cathy's friends
and family stand behind her and never question her adequacy as a
person or a student mspeech therapy.
~l~at restraints does the handicap put on the person physically and
~ycholo5icallY?
Physically Cathy finds ways to overcome her 10s8 of sight.
BIle has a guide dog Trudy, she reads Braille, and she 'labels all her
speech materials in Braille 80 she Can locate and identify them
quickly. She uses h~r hearing and sense of touch to manage her
students' behavior. She 1s able to maintain a high average by
dedicated study and determination. Her psychological problems stem
from Dr. Paulus I attl tude ··towards ller. Since Dr. Paulus questions
her abl1.1ty and l'lermotlves to be a speech thercaplst, Cathy begins
to question herself.
Plenty of people are.doing plenty of jobs and doing them
well, not because the job 1s the passion of their life but
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because that's how the cards happen to fall. If it weren't
for Dr. Paulus, the quest10n might not have entered 1nto'my
head, and rid have become a speech therap1st, just the same~••
Dr. Paulus' real question was: why do you want to be a
blind speech therap1st •••• There was one thing she did ciare
about. That was beating Dr. Paulus. (p. 73) . .
. .
Sometimes it just got too frustrating and Cathy, like anyone el·se,
I
wished she could see. "Her fists clenched in a 'spasm of fru8trat1on~
and she shouted 'at the blank wall beside the phone, "r'm sick to .
des_,th of being blind. lit (p. 75)
~h~tJl~th~_ha~fticg~edperson able to accomplish despite her hand1-
.QE12~'
Cathy first of all is able' to help two little boys 1n speech
therapy. She helps Roddy improve ~1s enunciation. As his mother
. says, "Vie don I t have a baby anymore. We have a 11ttle boy who helps
Otlt evarY\'lllere and tha.t we can depend, on. I don. t t kncJw how Y")U ',ve
done :It Cat11Jr , but it's a marvelous bonus. It (p. 206) l,eonard's
mother was thrilled ~hat Cathy had gotten him to say his first words.
After h,ls death they send hel' a note and a present. The present is
a golden apple wi th this inscript1on: irA word fl tly spoke11 is llke
apples of gold in pictures of silver." (p. 264) The accompanying
note said, itA word f1 tly spoken - tl1anks for vlha t you did for him
and for us ••• 1t (p. 265) Secondly, Cathy 1s able to view life real-
ist1cally. She accepts the obstacles she must overcome and is
determined to be successful. She realizes she must decide things
for herself.
Free to be herself again, to belong to herself, to own the
mastery of herself••••Whether her eyes could see or not, she
was whole. That was the real gift of gold that had been given
to her •• e(po 276)
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A DoS to Tr'"Llst
~ Joseph E. Chipperfleld
.Synopsis: Ralph Hardy, spending a holiday in West Country, meets
th~ Ash family and their dog Arno. Marian Ash, the daughter, 1s
~ld1ng a ho~se. It throws her, rears up, and hits Ralph abqve his
rig,ht eye. The Asha nurse Ralph ba ck to health and he retuI'ns to
London. The dog, Arno, 1s upset because he has become so· attached
to Ralph. Later when the Ash I s find out Ra.lph bas become blind,
they give up Arno 80 he can be trained as a gUide dog for &~lph.
Mr~ Ash acquires a cottage near their house for Ralph. Ralph and
Arno live peacefully for several months.
He then finds out that he 1s recovering his sight. Unfor-
tU:tlat,ely, .Arno 1s becoming blind. Ralph VO\'lS to guide the dog
as t.ne dog 11ao.. gUided him. TIle vicar, llot kno'W'ing Arno is blind,
asks Ralph to give him to a recently blinded village boy. Ralph
refuse 8 without. telling him why. Vfhen the blind boy get skilled l)y
a car, the villagers blame Ralph and come to his house to kill the
dog. After Ralph explains, the villagers understand. Ralph, Marian,
and Arno continue their friendship in the peaceful countryside.
~hat 1s the attitude of others towards the handicapped person?
Members of the Ash fam1ly l1ke Ralph very much and are d1s-
t/ressed at his blindness. "It was nevertheless a painful experience
for John Ash to feel Ralph's secret distress of mind •••• Would it
become forever a world of darkness for the young man?" (p. 55)
\ihen "Ralph meets Arno as a guide dog, Marian 1s touched. IIAr110
sensed at once that something was wrong. Ralph was different; ••••
M~rian was touched by the poignancy of the meeting between man and
dog, watched t.l1ern in silence. It (P.' 88)
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Negative at,tltudes are express'ed by the vl11.agers when the
young bllrld bO:l dies. II~Ye doaIl't warlt the l1ke ' of 'e 'erel'" (P. 169)
When they realize Arno is blind, their attitudes change as Ralph·· saJTs,
"They tu,rned out to be Jolly good fellows, •••• and I've proml·sed to
j01l1 them in tIle pub for a pint and a chat ••• It. (p. 1 6) .
IWhat restraints does tItle hand1~E put on tIle person physically anil
p'§ycholo:;1cBall'y"l
Ralph·was an artist before going blind. His'inability to
paint upset him greatly. "He was unable to work, and so was even more
~lretched ~crlan he might ot11erw1se have been. It (P. 53) The doctor Qe-
l1eve,s t,flat ~~he r::ye strain from painting caused Ralph IS condl tlon.
Ult's all that fine work of his that has brought about such a speedy
.deterlora t ion 1~ h1 s sight ••• If (P.' 57) ,W1:111e stay lng at the Ash t 8,
I 'l ( )Ralph feels unable to make any contact with other guests... p. 93
because of his blindness. Ralph also had to learn to completely
tl"Ust Ilis'guide dog. At first he 1s fearful. "He felt a Budden
,
spasm of fear 011 hearing the d1 stant no1 se of traffic ••• " (p. 99).
\ihat 1s the handlcanped person able to accomn11sh desElte h~s handicap?
Under ~1arlant8 suggestion Ralph dec1des to write a book. "It
would compensate him for not being able to paint ••• 1f (P. 77) Ralph
also learns to have It ••• complete reliance ••• 1f on h1s guide dog. "Ralph
found himself settling into the orderly routine of a life bounded by
darkness. lf (P. 103) Ralph 1s pleased when h1s sight 1s restored.
" •••he could walk with freedom and snatch with both hands the pleasures
t.lla"t freedom brings. If (p. 145) When Arno goes blind t.he doctor 88.. yS,
uThen I take it you are prepared to become your dog's eyes." (p. 164)
Ralph replies "r'll not ,fall 111m. If (p. 165) Ralph 1s determined to
hell) Arno, as mtlch as AI'no had helped him during his bll11dness.
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Sink It Ru.st;(
Matthew Christopher
Sznopsls: Rusty Young had polio so he 1s not able to part1c1pate
adequately in sports like the other boys. He referees because he
is not good enough to play. Alec Daws, a twenty-five-year old·
ex-collegiate basketball player,' moves into town and watches Rusty
referee. When the boys are displeased with Rusty's calls he hands
the ball to Alec so he can finish referee1ng. Rusty notices Alec
wealts a black glove. Alec's hand was mangled in a farm accident,
so he could not play basketball aga1n. Alec decides to coach a
tee~ fox' the neighborhood kids and Rusty wants to play but feels he
doesn't have the ability. Because he lacks confidence,' Alec tells
him to keep practicing no matter what6 Eventually he becomes part
of the team. Rtlsty ple..ys and durlnf3 a crucial game, he makes the
winning free throws. The victorious team carries him off the court.
Wha~_1s the attitude of others towards the han.~~capped person?
The other boys have- negative attitudes towards Rusty at first.
They feel he 1s awkward and do not want him to play. One of the
. boys, Perry, feels Rusty will not make Alec's team.
'Of course he's going to pick only the best players. Who-
ever doesn't show for practice won't play.' His eyes met
Rusty's. 'Players got to be real good, too ••• l don't think
you'll make the tea.m, Rusty ••• well, I think it's just im-
possible for you to be on the team, Rusty.' (P. 37)
When Rusty and two boys are by a river, the two boys cross the river
on a log. Rusty wants to, but he cannot because of his weak legs.
When the other boys find out, they cruelly tease,
·-Heard you're afraid of logs ••• ' Two other boys met him in
the ha1.1. They laughed a.nd mentioned the log, too. A krlOt
formed in Rusty's stomach. (p. 55)
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·Alec ha8~a posit~ve a~tltude. to~ards Rusty. Alec gives
Rusty pra~lse and confidence. It!'lec grinned. 'You did fine, I he
said. 'In the second half, we'll. let you go in again', Rusty
smiled. I Thank you I' (P., 7+)
What restraints dOnes the Ila.nd1cap put on the person physica,lly and
~ ~holop;ically?
Rusty 'feels bad becGtuse :the other boys don't include him in
their act1vl ties. When the boys wa"lk past RU'sty.' s house shaking
their heads, RUfJty feels the"y are exclUding him. ff 'Corny wanted to
ask ma tel go "rllt,h them. But Perry doesn It want me to. I A lump rose
in Rustyf s throato li (P. 50) Rusty resents the fact that he has polio.
Rusty turned, stretched out full length on the easy chair,
and ~azed at his legs. They looked the same as anybody
else s. But they were weak and slow. Why d,ld 1 t have to
be me? (Pc> 51)
. .
Rusty feels that he will never be like others.
It was funny how polio could change a person. r'm well now.
Yet r'm not well. I feel healthy and strong, yet I cannot
do the many things other boys my age can do. H1s stomach
tightened into a knot. Held never be like those other boys
again. Never o (p. 73)
~hat i~ the handicapped person able to accomplish despite hie
. h~EEica£?
Rusty regains his confidence and 1s accepted by the other
boys when he helps win the gam~.
The game was over. The Lakers were the w1nners--43 to 41.
Cheers filled the gymo ••• ·Here's the boy who won it for usl'
Perry cried. 'Come on fellasl Let's give him a lift off
the courtl' Before he knew what was happening, Rusty's
teammates l1ad, put him on their shoulders, and carried him
off the floor. Rusty heard a voice start singing behind
. him, and then everyone joined in: 'For he's a Jolly good
fellowl •••• I 'rhere was no mistaking the happiness on his
face. (p. 136-8)
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Guide Dog
Dorothy Clewes
Synopsis: Roley Rolandson 1s a seventeen-year-old student d~81rlng
to be a doctor. Working for the post office part-time, he returns
a wrongly addl"'essed package to a pr,ofessor who invents burglary.
I
alarms. As he approached the door, a dog jumped' on him al1d knocked
'" - .
the package down~ An explosion occurs lea~lng Roley-blind and em~
blttered. A young nurse, Susan, befriends him and ~elps him come
to terms with his handicap. A student, steve, who originally was
to deliver the package, but had asked Roley to do it, also befriends'
a,nd l1elps him. Together steve and Susan convince Roley to try a
guide dog. Roley goes for the training, still embittered against
dogs. The trainer gives him the best dog and stern train1ng. Even-
tually Roley accepts his dog M1ch and returns to his original pl~ns
to be a doctor.
)fue"t is the att1 tude of others towards the hand1~ppedJ1erSorl?
Susan, Steve, and Roley's trainer express positive attitudes.
Susan helps Roley regain his self respect by getting him to cope
with reality. When Roley says, "r'm blind, r'm never going to see
again, If (p. 30) Susall says,
Yes, I know - but you're alive and you've got your family,
and you have a job you want to do and you're going to be
able to do It •••• (p. 30) What's done 1s done ••• You're only
going to hurt yourself by not facing up to it. (Pe 31)
Steve also cares about Roley, but wants him to see things
real~stlcally. When Roley is feeling sorry for himself Steve gets
angry •
•• •you I re a pigheaded, unreasonable fool, detlerml11ed to make
.what's happened to you ruin the rest of your I1fe •••• No one
can give you your sight back, but plenty of people can help
you if you just stop being sorry for yourself and let them.(p. 74)
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·Roley's tralne~afterg1v1ng.hl~ a stern tra1nlng,was happy
when Roley f1nally acce~t8 the gog.
He needed the best ••• just because he was so against them.
I've had to be tough with him too, and I've hated 1t as
well.· I had to ma,ke him feel-. something besides pity for
him self, even If 1t ,qas loa~hlng for me. Anything to make
him fight back. (p. 134)
y/hat" re~..tralntsdoes the .handicap put on the person physically and
ps;rcholog lcally?
Physically and p8y~h~log1cally Roley felt .blindness had given
him ~any obstacles. ~1r8t, he felt that blindness would make him
clel)el1dent on otllers. "It I s j~st depending on everyone for almost
everything you want, never being able to dash out and do 1t for
yourself •• c lt (P. 46) Second, he felt it would prevent him from
being a doctor~ "r'd make a lousy doctor anyway. If (p. 32) He
also thought it wotild make'him worthless and'childlike.
From now orl he \vas go 1ng to be dependent on someone elee
seeing for hlm ••• as if he were a child aga1n •••much less
than a ch11d••• (p. 30) r'm going to be a kind of second
or third class cit1zen allowed to do some fumbling job
out of pity and charity. (P. 31)
He was also becoming emb1ttered because of it. itA new way of lifel
-It was the end of life as ,fal~ as he' was concer11ed. It (P. 30)
dogs, Mich wins him over when Roley goes down a dangerous path and
M1ch brings him out \vithol~.t a scratcrJ.. (p. 123) He feels self
COllf1derlt again.
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For the first time in months he Was c'ompletely at peace wi th
himself, with the world. ~ore than .that, under his new con-
tentment was an undercurrent of excitement. It was really
going to work. He was going to be able to take up his unl-
verslt~ grant after. all ••• (P., 133) . ,
The Golden Mare
William Corbin'
~LnOpsts:· Robin Daveen lives on a r~noh with his parents, two
brothers, and an old farm hand named Clint. -Robin has rheumatic
fever and 1s not able .to do many things like other boys. He 1s
not even allowed to attend school, so his mother reads to him and
gives him lessons. Robin loves the stories she ~eads and because
of his loneliness he sometimes believes them. One day his father
brings home an old golden mare named Magic. Robin falls in love
with her, takes care of her, and 1s even allowed to r1de her. Clint,
n.ot thinking, tel.1s Robin that the ho se ~lill never die. He 1s
sorry he says it when he realizes the boy's attachment to the horse
and his belief in fantasy.
One day during a heavy snow storm all the men except Robin
le_ave to rescue the cattle. Robin I 's mother falls and brealcs her
. leg, and Robin decides to ride Magic to get help. On the way back,
a cougar scares Magic and she throws Robin. Robin calls her and
she. comes back to protect him". Robin 1s able to shoot the cougar
and then he 1s rescued. Everyone IS att1 tude chan.ges towards Robin.
His father and brothers have more respect for him and admire his
courage. Magic becomes 111 and Robin 1s frantic. Clint feels badly
also, ,because of his lie •. Robin, however, invents a lovely story
about a white' stallion and a herd of wild horses coming for Magic.
Magic wanders off and Robi~ believes she 1s with the stallion,
"look111g across an unending sea, of grass beneath a summer sky. II (p. 120)
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!That is the attitude of others to\"lards the handicapped person?
RObin's brothers often tease h1m and thus hurt his feelings.
lilien Robin says Magic 1s beautiful his brothers comm.ent ~bout the
horse. '''That old crowbait? •• Father, you better get glasses for
Robbie. He can't even tell a horse from a scarEfcrow." (P. 3) .
Robbie, filled with rage, begins fighting and becomes ill from the
I
I •
action. His'mother 1s upset and tells his brothers,
If you ever tease him about that horse again I swear I'll take
a whip to beth of you. You've been told a thousand times
that it's dangerous to exc1te or upset him. (p. 4)
lila tatiler \v1shes he would get well so he could do t'hlngs 11ke
t)ther boys. (p. 28) His mother 1s upset at this. "Why has he got
.to be like other boys? Why do men always think every boy oUght to
be just like every other boy? (p. 28) At this, his father con-
descends. "r'll 1.et the boy be w11at he want,s.~•• And he'll be the
best--hel's too much like you to be anything else." (p. 29) WIlen
Robbie kills the cougar, he receives positive comments from everyone.
Wynn, for example, took to calling him Robin Hood, and Father,
when he went to town or on some other errand••• (would) say,
'Well I can stay away as long as I want. You're in good hands
wi th old Dead-Eye here. t (·P. 97)
What restraints does the handicap put on the person physically and
£sychologically?
Robbie 1s hurt by his brothers' teasing comments. "He could
think only of gett 1ng avlay from the sound of the voice s' e~nd the sight
of the mocking eyes. It (p. 16) Robbie also l1as phys1cal I1m1tatlons
place~ on his activities.
He was not allowed to go to school like h1s brothers, or to
play the games they played. Someday, perhaps, he might go
to school, the doctor sald--one could never tell about this
particular type of rheumatic fever. But Robin knew the day
would be long in coming, and he was content to study the
lessons Mother gave him and to spend long hours With Magic.
(p. 22)
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What is the per~on able to accomplish despite his handicap?
Robin proves to his family that he could be count~d on 1n
t1me of need. When he goes to get help for h1s mother a~d kills
the cougar they are all proud of him. IIlyou mean I hi t him? I ".
Rob1n asked. 'Right between the eyesl' Father said with enormo'us
I
i
·pride. II~eat shot as r've ever seen.' It (p. 95).'
f
Door in the Wall
.Marguerl te De Arlge11
~ynops1~: Robin, the son of a nobleman, is to be sent to Sir Peter
to l~arn the ways of knighthood. His father had already left for
the Scottish wars and his mother to serve the queen. 'Robin falls
111 shortly after his parents depart and k1nd friars take him in.
Robin 1s lame, but the friars and others teach him to live a worthy
life despite it. Brother Luke and a messenger, John-Bo-ln~the~wind)
then escort Robin to Sir Peter's castle where he 1s warmly welcomed.
-During a Welsh attack, Robin escapes and goes for help. The Welsh
are held off and Robin 1s a hero. His parents return and join Brother
Luke, John, and Sir ·Peter in praise of Robin's courage.
What 1s the attitude of others towards the handicapped person~
The attitudes of all toward Robin are positive and show a
Willingness to !lel.p him. Brother Luke taught 111m how to gain the
spiritual strength to overcome his handicap. (p. 20~42)' Sir Peter
accepts him without hesitation. "lIt 1s a true pleasure to welcome
you into our household,' said Sir Peter to Robin, not seeming to
110t1ce that Robl11 could not straighten. If (P. 64) WIlen his parents
return and learn of his courage his father says, "The courage you
ha've shown, the cr·aftsmanshlp proven by the harp, and the sp1rl t
in your singing all make so bright' a light that I cannot see whetller
or no your legs are mlsshapenc" (P. Ill)
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What res-tra1nts does the halldicap put orl tile person physically and
E.§ychologlcally?
RObin's spirit enables him to beoome a useful person desp1te
his crippled legs. He learns to sw1m to streng~hen his arms, (.p. 35)
and he makes h1s own'cr~tches, (p~ 38) and becomes very able on them.
With the help of Brother Luke he learns many useful things and
sp1ritually and physically grows stronger. Brother Luke's ph1losophy
aids this growth. "Always rem.ember that thou (.Last only to follow
the vIall fe..l" enough and there v/ill be 8; door 1,n '1 t. It (p. 15) At
first Robin 1s llot sure what the tria,l" meaD..s, but 11ttle by 11ttle
he learns. \tV-hen I{obin makes his. O"wln crutches tb.e friar says, "1
see thou hast my meanlng.~.CrutcJ:les or crosses as thau'"11 have it.
'Tis all the same thing. Remember, even thy crutches can be a door
in the wall. It (p • 37)
Sir Peter re'..nforces this pr!11osophy when he says, IlEach of
us has his place in the world•••• lf we cannot serve in one way,
tl1ere is always another. If we do what we are able, a door always
opens to something else." (P. 66) Robin 1s thus able to get along
on crutches and through his other s"trengths and talents 1s able to
become a useful person.
Whether thou'lt walk soon I know not. This I know. We must
teach thy mind to go about whether thy legs will carry thee
or no. For reading 1s another door in the wall... (p. 28)
What 1s the hand1caEped person...~le to do successfully despite his
handicap?
Robin worries that he will not be able to be a good knight
like his fathel~ because of his handicap. Yet, as each door in the
wall opens, he becomes more and more. a cour'ageous knight. He learns
to write, to read, to Whittle, to play the harp, to swim, and to
successfully get along on crutches. \nl11e he is staying at Sir
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Peter's, the Welsh attack. Robin alone goes on a miss10n to get
help. He overcomes great odds to accomplish this.
It seemed hours to Robin that he was sliding, groping,
laboring dOWll the treacherous cliff •••• The. crutches were
awkward. His chest felt tightly squeezed, as if sharp
knives pierced hlm ••• {p. 85) Hls feet felt as if they
had been frozen. (p. 86) .
He is able to overcome all these physical obstacles and get past
the Wel.sh gllard who mistakes him for a shepherd boy. (P. 88) He
reaches John's cottage and then John goes for h·elp. Because of this
ttJ.\9 ',:lelsh 'invaders are beaten. Robin has tears of joy as John" says,
u ••• thou'lt be carried on my shoulder-so. For thou'rt the hero of
t!11s victoray. I! (p. 100) The king also praises his contr1but1on,
"YOll are a true son of a noble father. Though but a :y'outh, you h..ave
ShOwrl courage a man might be proud to call h1s own. It (p. 110)
Brothel" LUke"happy at RObin's success, says, " ••• t,hou ha.st fOltnd
the door in thy wall. 1I (p. 112)
The Avian ~.!:y l!ncle Flew
Cyrus Fisher
Synopsis: John and-his mother l1ve on a ranch in Wyoming during
World War II. His father is in Europe fighting. One day John falls
off a horse and hurts his leg. For months he 1s unable to walk.
His father returns, only to tell them they are all going back to
France with h1m while he finishes his work. John 1s upset and ~eels
his fa~her's return 11as upset his life. During the trip and at the
hotel in France, John feels sorry for himself. John's parents must
go to London-and so they send John to St. Chamant with h1s uncle Paul.
His uncle 1s bUild1ng a glider or avion and with the money hopes
to rebt111d the f~am11y rlouse destroyed during the war. John t s partents
make a deal with him. If he can walk and also learn French he will
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receive a bicycle and a .light for l.t.· .. John agrees. . He and his uncle
get involved in some' ln~rlgue•. The m~~or had collaborated with the
Germans and a large sum of gold they had st~len was buried on Uncle
Paul' B prope.rty. Whell the thieves. come back to get 1t, they capture
Paul, John,and his two French friends, Charles and Suzanne., John
e~capes in t~e glider by.acc1dent. He flies it himself, but 1t goes
. past the village and crashes'. John." s arm 1s proken but he returns·
with help and the th1ev~s' ar~ captured. John's parents return and
ne receives his bicycle.
!~2~ !~h~~itl~u~e of others towards the handicapped person?
At first John is upset and uses his leg to make everyone pity
h1m. John's mother gets angry at his babyish behavior•
••• if I ever hear you shout and scream again, just because
a dc)ctor 1s try'ing to' exam1ne your leg, and say 1t was all
your father's fault because he came back and made you leave
Wyoming - if ever ••• you do such a thln~ again, I won't
speak to you. ·---y-rll never speak to you. (p. 14)
The doctor also has something to tell John.
You've got to want to get' up. You've got to want to walk
and run, no matter if it hurts like blazesl You've got
to \'lant to run and jump and make. that leg of yours adjust
1tself to act ing like a normal leg a.gain and make that
brain of yours realize the same thing. (P. 19)
\{hen John agrees to go to St. Chamant, his father is happy •
•••here r've been worrying all night because I was afraid
you'd be angry at your mother and me. You've surprised me.
You h~ve, and I'm proud of you, too. (P. 40)
''lhat restraints does the handicap put on the person physica.lly and
Esycholo5icall~?
At first the fact that John 1s crippled affects him em6tlonally~
ItI can't do a,nyth1ng with, crutches. I don't like crutches." (p. 4)
Having everything done for him has its effect.
I I d gotJt.en too used to hanging orl my mother I 8 apron strings.
After having the accident wlthmy leg,. I was cottoned to,
and sort of babled. e •• l 1 d not only been spoiled but lost a
lot of my gumption. c(p. 11)
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At first he blames ·his father and fee~~ that no one cares about him.
"Nobody likes me anymor~.cll (P. 15)
There I was, sick, practically alone in. New York in bed, my
leg hurting, wanting sympathy and k111dne'ss and maybe a dish
of chocolate ice cream or a bicycle -- (p. 15) ••• all that
happened was my own mo~her laughed at me. (P. 16)
.Wha~ is the person able to acc'omp11sh deBp1 te his handicap?
John learns to walk again. The 'first th1ng he learns 1s that
he must practice at it.
o It, made me k.lnd of mad, 'thinking of all those days lid wasted
in bed or h.ad been \vheeled around like an invalid••• I realized
if I hadn't been such a baby and had tried to use my leg more
frequelltly, my mother wouldn I t have asked that hotel porter,
Albert, to Wheel me around - (p. 37)
John begins to feel stronger. "Halfway there I decided I wasn't
going to depend on crutches any lon,ger .....My leg \vas getting stronger. It
(p. 128) When his ~arants return his father asks him to go on a
t~IO mile walk. John says, "'Sure I can ..~·talk it. ' ••. Of course I
could. I vlasn I t worried anymore about my leg. It (p. 232). His
parents are proud of his accomp11s1'1ID.ents 1n overcoming his handi.cap
and are amazed when they hear how John flew the glider.
Johnny Tremain
Estet Forbes
Synqpsls: Before Johnny's mother dies she teaches him to read and
wr1te and apprentices him to a silversmith, Mr. Lapham. Johnny is
an-excellent craftsman. and he knows it. One day Johnny's hand 1s
burnt by b.ot silver and it becomes crippled. Thus he is useless
as a silversmith. A boy, Rob, befriends him and gets him a job
delivering newspapers by horseback. Rob and Johnny get involved
in the Boston Tea Party and the Minute Men. Rob dies a patriot's
death. Jormny 1s saddened by tIle 108s of his friend. He then finds
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out that the doctor can operate on his hand and make it useful again.-
~~t is the attitude of others towards the handicapped person?
Before Johnny's accident he had an important position in the
Lapham household. Now he was told to find anew Job. Johnny felt
his future was ruined. 1f'~1yl' said Mrs. Lapham. 'That's worse than
anything I had imagined. Now isn't that a shame. Bright boy like
Johnny just ruined. 'II (p. 35) Clela Lapham, Johnny's friend, is
very sympathetic. ItOh Johnny •••• I'm sorrler than I was ever sorry
be:fore. II (p.' 36) 'llhe youngest Lapham, Isannah, reflects her mother's
at,titucle. "Is lt~ true like Ma says, you'll be only good for picl{1ng
rags" " (p. 36) JohrJlY felt that his status among ~t,he otheI\ boys
had lO\iered. "They \~era Whispering about him -- daring to pity
h1m •••• Seemingly in one month he had become a stranger, and outcast
on H,ancocl\,i s Vfhar·f. fIe was maimed and th,eJT were whcle u • (p., 38)
But the worst comment of all was when Isannah said,
'Don't touch me with that dreadful hand•••• Go away, Johnny,
go awayl I hate your hand' •••• Now he was sure that they all
felt what Isannah had been young enough to say. He felt
his heart was broken. (P. 62)
Rob was the first person who treated Johnny with respect and
not pity. ItOf course he had seen the crippled hand, but at least
he did not' stare at 1t•••• 'That's quite a recent burn. t It was the
first intelligent remark any man, woman, or child had made about
Johnny's hand••• '.' (p. 48) Doctor 1iarren, \iho felt an operation
would make his hand useful, said "Johnny, that hand 1s not as bad as
you think••• 1f (p. 254). Johnny replies, rrI~y han,l good and free
once more? It (p. 254) Tne doctor 1s able to free the thumb and
Johnny's hand 1s useful again.
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hvs1call andut'on the
pSyC!lO 0,5.icalU?
Physically, Johnny ca~~ot do the l1fe's work that ,he planned.
What restraints does -the. hand1ca
This puts ~im into an emotional turmoil. It 1'1 can I t do decent work.
I can't ever be a s11versmi th ••• ~o Then he lay face down sobbing
. and .saying over and over that -God ha~ tUI'ned away from himl" (p. 63)
When Jor~ny applies for a job as a clerk he is frustrated when he
cannot write. "JohI1..ny Bt~r~d at his mlserab'le scratches. 'God help
me j f he whispered. I It 1s the best I can do. t It (P.· 57)
Rob was the first person who was able to get Johnny to do
something worthwhile. Even at their first meeting, Johnny felt
conf1dent in ROb's presence. ,~s he talked to Rob ••• for the first
time since the accident he' fel t able to stand aside from his prot·I.ems
see himself. It (P. 48) Rob gets. him s. job delivering n.6wspaperi 8
by horseback, so Johnny must learn to ride. Rob was pleased at this
first accomplishment. "Johnny Tremain t s a bold fellovl. I lmew he
could learn -- if he didn't get killed first. It was sink or swim
for him -- and happens he.' s s,,,,lmming"" (p. 93) Jormny r s ma.1n
struggle was to overcome the shame he felt about his hand and to
realize that people accepted him despite it.
On.e other thing happened a.t the barn dance that made a great.
impression on Johnny. He ,forgot entirely about his hand.
Although in the reels and jigs they danced, every moment a
dlffeI'ent girl clinging to it, none of them seemed to notice •
.(p. 120)
It was Rob who told him that it was all psychological.'
You know you usually, go about with that' hand in your pocket J
looking as if you had an imp of Hell hidden away, •••• tonlght
happens you just forgot. (p. l02)
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When Doctor Warren tells him he can free his hand, Johnny begins to
feel life 1s important aga1n.
Th1s was his land and these his people. The cow that lowed,
the man who milked, the ch1ckens that came- running and the
women who called them, the fragrance from the plowed land and
the plowman. These he possessed••• ~He felt nothing could
hurt h·lm on this day. Not Rob's death nor the surgeon"s
knife. He felt free, light, unreal •••• {p. 255)
follow My Leader
James B. Garfield
R~~Q~§Js: ~lliile playing baseball Jimmy Carter and his friends ,find
8, rlreCl~acl{er. One of the boys, Mike, lights 1t and accidentally
throws it towards Jimmy. The explosion blinds h1n. With the help
of Miss Thompson, a social worker, his mother, h1s sister Carolyn,
and his friends, J1mmy makes a satisfactory adjustment. He learns
Braille, gets a guide dog, and 1s able to return to school and
scouting. fIe also forgives !\11ke, x'ealtzlng tha.t 1t was net intentional.
}jllat 1s the attliude of others to'1ard. the handicapped pel"'sOn?
Jimmy's mother 1s shocked at first. "Jimmy's mother Bat
stunned, staring wide-eyed at her son. She started to rise, but her
legs would not bear her weight." (P. 19) She 1s afraid Jimmy will
not be able to lead a normal l1fe.
. Jimmy' 1s entering a long,' dark corridor. I wonder \V'here
it will lead him. How can he play like the other boys?
He was always so active. What will his life be now? (p. 20)
Jimmy's friends are at first unsure how to act around Jimmy. "They
didn't know how to behave around a blind person." (P. 26) Miss
Thompson gets Jimmy to stop worrying and do something about over-
coming the obstacles of blindness. "You can go an.ywhere you want
to or do anything you want to.tf She convinces him to learn Braille
and get a guide dog, so he can be,on his own. When Jimmy tries
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walking \i1th a cane his mother's first react1'on'1s, liMy poor.boy."
( p. 41) M1ss Thompson reminds her that he 1s not a poo~ boy.
It 'You I re r1ght,' Mrs. Carter adm1tted, 'Carolyn and I were watching.
Jimmy, I'm proud of you. ,It (P. 41)
What
w
.restra1ntsdoes the l1and1cap put on the person physically and
~chol.og1ca].ly?
When Jimmy finds out- he is blind he becomes half-crazed.
I It t 8 dal~k in here - put up the shades. Turn. ·on the lightl
I can't see! I He struck out with his fists, hitt1ng as if
trle darl{ 't/ere something he could fight. T!len he clawed at
it~ i:~rtJl'iIlg ~to tear a hole in the darkness 80 that he could
see t.ll.rcclu5kl, squinting, forcing h1mself to see'.- (p. 18 J
\vhile still In tlle hosp1tal, his first attempt at walking was a
trying experience.
You don't know what it's like.
me. I can't walk on nothing.
bac!{. (pv 22)
There's just nothing, around
Everything's empty. Take me
J1mnlyat -f1,L'\s.I" hates Mike for thro\'11ng tlle firecracker. "I don't~
want to see him ever~lll (p. 125) Jimmy r s roommate at gu~lde dog
school mEtkes him see that his hatred is wrollg. "How would you
llke to go through life knOWing you made someone else blind." (P. 1.25)
Jimmy also feels the frustration of being blind.
A feeling of helplessness came over him. He wanted to cry.
He was crying inside, but the accident had done something
to his tear glands; there were no tears. (p. 61)
~at 1s the handlc~pped person able to accompli.sh despite his h~]d1caE?
Jimmy begins to use his other senses in order to help him
lmow where he 1s and where to locate things. ItY01.l t re wea.ring per-
fume •••And anyhow I just feel that there is something in front of
me. If (p~ 37) ~I1ss Thompson tells 111m that what he 1s experiencing
is called facial vision. "Tha.t 1s seelng with your face, sometimes
c·aJ.led the third eye. I will help you develop 1t. It (p _ 37) ~lhell a
fl~1erid offers to help Jimmy home, }·11ss T<hompson says, ItJimmy' s
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through being led••• " (p. 40) She g1ves him the confidence to walk
with a cane and to train- for a guide '~~g.. Jimmy becomes confident
and proud of his guide dog. He is pleased ~~en people see the dog
and say, tlis·nlt that wonderful I " .'(P. 123) Jimmy thinks, "But some
day ••• I'II make them feel that way about me. II (P. 123) J1mmy is
anxious to ge,t home and show off his· dog. (P. 128) "He felt very
grownup and completely lnd~pend~nt." (p. 128), J1mmy 1s able to
ret~rn to scouting which .he greatly enjoyed. ItJimmy had memorized
accurately the location for each art1cleand was able to check his
equlpmerltf l"rithout rJ.eIp." (P. 177) He even learned to fish.
Jimmy I B tra.ining' since he had become blind had taught him
to be alert, to listen, and to react to everything that went
on a.round hlm~ No fish that nibbled at his hook would steal
the bait and get away with ito (P. 186)
Jlmmy. is able to lea·i a happy usaful life de'spi ta his handicap.
Soupd of aSunsh_1ne, Sound.rp9f_~a111"
Florence Parry Heide
Synopsis: The story is about a blind boy who experiences life
through listening. He categorizes and describes things by the way
the:)" sound. 1f~1:{ mother I s voice is' soft and warm as a pillow. If (P. 1)
The boy's sister is pess1mlstlc and resents her brother's slowness.
She talre s him to the park, then. goe s to school. The boy rema 1:n s
in the park all day listening to sounds. \'lhen he hears the ice
cream bell he waits with his dime in his hand. The only character
named in the book, Abram the ice cream man, gives him a free ice
cream and sits to talk with him. Abram becomes his special friend
and shares many beautiful thought,s with him.'
What is the attitude of ot~ers ,~owatQs the handicapped person?
The boy's sister l'las a rather ne'gatlve att1tude to\iards him.
Since she is bur·dened with caring for him she 1s resentful. She
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does not understand him very well either.
'Does he have to be so slow t ' says my sister to my mother
in her qu1et voice. My slat,er tb~ln,ks because I cannot see
that maybe I cannot hear very well, and she talks loud to
me, and 80ft when she ctoes not want, me t() hear, but I hear'. (P. 3)
The boy tries to hurry on t11elr walk -to the park, It so my sister
won't have to wait long and be cross. 1t (P. 5) The sister dis11kes
the park. "Filthy park ••• No gr'as8 o Trees in cages. Since when
do benches and old newspapers make a parir." (P. 6)
Abram, on the other hand, has a positive attitude towards
the boy and J.j.. fe in general. ~'he boy compares Abra'U I s thoughts
to 1118 sister! s •
. My sister says trees are in cages because if they weren't in
cages the:l wouldn S t stay 11'1 8 1.1.011 a terrible I)ark, they I d Just
get up and go somewhere pl"'et t ..j" • Abram say s the tree s are in
cages to keep them safe so they can grow up to be big and tall •
•• •My sister says ttle parlr 13 t.lg1y· an.,d dlx't!y. AbraIH sa.ys tl'lex·e
al~e a few bl1.,8 of I>a!)eJ.'i, f-j,.r1,O. '8 COlJl1:le c\f t)ans and seme bottles,
but he says h~ can squint up his eyes and all those things
lying around sh1ne lil{e i-lowers. i\"oram says you see what
you want to see. (P. 9~lO)
Abl~am talks to the boy a11d gl",es b.1ul t11:ings. WherJ. Abram g1ves him
the f!'ee lee cream he says, fa I Guess WIle. t~? ' ••• and hi s voice 1 S 80ft
and. kind as fur. t~very tenth kid '~lns a free ice cream bax', and
you I re the lucky one today.' It (p e 8)'
What restraints does the haBQlcap pU_~......2n !1?.:.2 ;person physically 811d
PSYc~losically?
Whal1,Abl"am first 81 ts dO\J/n next to the boy, the boy 1s
afra1d.
Then I hear him walkj.. ng over to t11e bench. I am sorr~y, beca.,use
I only want to feel the ice cream and see how long I can make
it last. I do not want anyone to sit with me, but he 1s
~1tt1ng w1th me now. I am afraid I will spill and he will
see,me. (P. 9)
The boy also has several bad dreams.
That night I dream that someone 1s gathering in a big net
,everything in the world that makes a sound, and I am tumbled
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in the net wi th dogs and cal"S and whistles and buses. I try
to get out of the net ••• (p. 10) .
I have a bad dI"eam in the night. I dream that my ears are
sucking 1n every sound in the world, so many sounds I cannot
breathe. I am choking wi th the sounds that are pulled 1nt,Q
me and I have to keep coughing the sounds away as they come
in or I will smother. (p. 14)
~L.LEL..i.h~_J2er~on kabl~.. to accomplish deep! te his handlcap'l
The major portion of the book describes the sounds that the
boy hears. Al tJ~lough t~b.e book 1s not concerned with accompli shments
req'u11-:tng sklJ.. ls or strengtll, the reader discerns that the blind
boy MJS a beautifuAJ~ outlook on l1fe. The following passages will
illustrate this.
. !t must be morning, for I hear morning voices. I have been
dl'e8~1ng of a sound that wh1spers Follow me, Follow me, but
not in words. I follow the sound up and up until I feel I
am fl.c~a t 1113 in the air. (p. 1)
I trJr ea.cll beller1, but mine is still the best one. r go to
the bubbler and press my mouth against the water, and feel
it on my tongue, 80ft and warm. (P. 6)
I blow on the glass and it blows back to me. I tap my good
luch song on it and go back to my bench. (p. 7)
I have a good dream. I dream Abram lifts me so I can touch
the leaves of a tree. All of the leaves are songs, and they
fall around me and cover me. I am warm and soft under the
songs. (p. ]~l)
Now I walk over to the window and lean my head against it.
The rain taps its song to'me against the glass, and I tap
bac k • ( p • 15)
King of.. "'che Wind.
Marguerite Henry
Plnops12: King of the Wind 1s the story of the Godolph1n Arabian.
The Sultan of Morocco has twelve thousand horses in his stable~
Each, 'horseboy ta.kes care of t,en horses. Agba, a mute horseboy,
loves one colt that he names Sham and takes special care of him.
The Sultan decides to send six horses to the King of France. Agba's
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colt is one of the chos~n. The ride over 1s hard and the ship's
captain b~rely reeds·the.horse8~ The· result 1s that the horses
look all skin and bones. The French King laughs at them and sells
ttJ.em. Sham has many cru'el owners'-~ho' use him as a work horae. Agba
follows the horse loyally, as the Sultan had wished. Around Agba's
neck' he kept. the ped1gre~ of the horse. When Agba 1s thrown in
Newgate as a horseth1ef, the- ja1ler.s tear up ~he pedigree. Agba
1s rescued and a duke b~ys S~am.
Th(i Du.ke of Godolph1n had good stables and a champ1onsh1p
hOI'se D,cl.li1 r;3d E{obgo·nJ... 1n. When a beautiful mare comes to mate with
Hobgoblin, Agba lets Sham loose and the stal110ns fight over the
mare. Agba and Sham are told to leave the stables. However, Sham's
colt turns out to be the fastest running horse in the stables.
The Th.)J~£~ searches fOl~ Sb.an'l and Agba and they spend the rest of thei
r
days at the stable. Sham sires many colts. All his descendents
are called Godolphln Arabians.
!vl1at 1s the att1.tud~ of others towards the handicapned Eerson?
The Sultan 1s angered by Agba~ U1Hovl old are you?' •••
A heavy silence was the answer. 'Speak up! ••• The SUltan's hand
fingered his stiletto ••• " (p. 58) The head of the stables, Signor
Achmet, tells the Sultan that Agba is mute.
Now even the horseboys gasped. They did not know that Agba
was a mute~ They remembered, ••• that Agba talked with his
fiery black eyes, his thin hands, h1s shoulders, his eyebrows,
and his silences. (p. 59)
The SuI tan the!l say Sf ItThen I charge you to take him wi th you to
the court of Vel'lsa111es •. A boy who cannot talk can spill no tales."
(p.' 59)
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Wha_t.e. restrH.1nts~"s the handicap put on the person physically and
E~cholo61cally?
There 1s no evidence in the book that Agba was physldally
or pBych~log1cally restra1ned by being mute. He com~un16ated with
his eyes, hands, and silences. It 1s Sham that the boy" loves and
I
'thus his worr'ies are directed towards the horse' and not himself.
:Wha<L1.~,j~ 11~t.C?...apped person able to accomplish d·asp1 te his' hand1~1,1!?
Agba fal t~hfully' takes care of Sham. He makes himself a
My name is Agba. Ba means father. I will be father to you,
, S11aru, and. \~rh,en I am grown I will ride you before the mul t1-
tttdes. A11rJ. they will bow before you, and you will be King
of the Wind. I promise it. He had kept his word. For the
first time in his life he was glad he could not talk. Words
~.'l,ould have spoiled everything. They \vera s,hells that cra':ked
and blew away in the wind. He and Sham were alike •. That
was Why they understood each other so deeply. (p. 109)
The Qu.est;ers
Edmundt~ild1ck
SInop8~: Peter Bralne is s1ck and must stay in bed for a long
While. His friends do not forget him and much to the dismay of
Peter's mother, they bring all their projects into Peter's bed-
room. Together they form a club and call it the Questers, because
they go in quest of things. A holiday play scheme 1s organized.
Of special interest are the treasure hunt, the talent contest, and
the pet show. First prize 1s a choice of the products from an
electronics company. The Questers have their hearts set on
w1nning a walkie-talkie. They tape Peter's voice and enter it in
the talent contest. Peter is also the bl'B.. 1ns behind the Questel"'s'
attempts at finding the' treasure. Because of all t11eir hard work,
the group 1s successful and wins.
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What is the .§ltt1tUdL~_of....Q.till~_~ towarcls the h,ai1dlca12ped person?
The Questers are very fond of Peter and do their ~est, to 1n-
clude him 1n their activities. Andy and Jonas collect odds"and ends
to take to Peter so he can be busy while in bed. When the teacher
asks Andy how Peter Is, he replies, "Not so bad." slr, •••• We're "solng
there straight after school. He lives next door to me. We always
drop in on Otlr 1tt!ay hOIrle. It (p. 5) II .Peter is surprised when the
Questel'''S warlt, hl111. t,o help in the play scheme. "You I re not counting
:me" are you? I meall I'm stuck llere remember. I can I t take part
111 tllt3 treasllr·e hUl:.t. U (}). 26) Arld~y reassures him by saying,
You're the brainy one) aren't you? You're always saying
ho\V' l~tlng in bed. al)'. (le~Y'H shB.rpened your w1ts ••.• eWe're
gOJJna nee,} all tt!9 tl,elp so:nf;Olle 11ire yOtl can, g1ve us. (p. 34)
rlha t restrai:q~_tl._~ s t~h.~ll~}Jg.J.S2~p-.:~r:.u.~_on _~~l~~~ P~l:'§}'9P. L Eh~" slcall,L arIC!
p sy 0112:12£2-2 a ll~:x: ?
"But, I can.'t e~ve11 lea.·ve this room, thls bed. even ••• " (p. 28) In
spite of this Peter remains busy and cheerful~ As he watches the
Boccer~ players, he feel s 1 ilre part of t~he game. "Peter leaned
forVfard from his p111o\"s, as tel:1Se as tJle players. Tllexl--snapl--
th'e lrlhistle ~lew••• tr (P. 6) Peter's friends also help him overcorrte
the monotony of being bedridden by their dally visits,
The biggest accomplisflJnent t~he Ql.le8tel~S !!lake as a team is
Wil1ning the holiday play scherne t.' A8 Pi:;teJ..'\' f 8 doctor says, "Espec 1-
alJ.y when one of the team 13 complG,i~elJr bedridden. U (Pet 138) As t·Ile
book ends, Peter and the Questers are making new plans.
With the walkie-talkie set on its way-~~ ••• there was a lot for
Peter and the Questers to talk about. (p. 145)
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l~~aE F'\l -'., 10J..900 .J{aEE1:1~E*~~
Huggins a~d Robinson
~no~~1. One. Leg 1s a. POC)!' cr-lppl.ed Chinese girl who lives wi tl1. her
mother and blind .rathe!'~) III c1x·cter t.o earn money for f'ood, One Leg
an,d. her fa:~~1.1er beg. ()ne Leg f s mother beC(}Dl(~S sick of fever and
dies. One Leg e~nd her fa.thol' ll111st cont,lnue begging. One day they
get hit by a car. One Leg 1s hurt, but her father is dead. One Leg
ends up in a Christian hospitals The other girls in the room become
friendly with her and ease her fears. The lady whose car caused
the accident giV0s her presents, pays the bills, and arranges for
an cperatioll tllc.Lt~ will cr..al)le One l.leg to wal.k aga1n~ The lady, l~rs.
Ling, gives the girl the name, Wan Fu, which means 10,000 Happl-
nesses. Wan Fu learns to reed in the hospital and wishes to go to
school. t·~~rs. Llng pa:t~; llsr tui t5~orl to a. 80[1001 and Wang Fu is vary
happy~
YLllaJ,_1_s_~.11(~_.~J-_~;,_~,t_J_lq1:_--2f_.2.!h.~_~~~O\~!~,.pd8~_h.ehatldl.2.~,P1?ed.J2~~?E:.?
oil
Some people looked down on One Leg and her father because they
~lere begga.t\s. 1\ n0 ighl)or felt tiltlt, Hal though t.hl s IJer1~ cr1ppJ.e
and her blind father were in a sense neighbors, they were also
b tf I 9;\eggars e \J) ~ Some were even mean. One man who gave them a
.coin said, t'y")\l Ottght t~o di€~.t It (p~ 19) others also had nee;.9.tl"\re
commentB~. A turtle and the daughter of a
turtlel it (p. 20)· Vlrle:'1 t11e mo-ther is dying she sees the :euttl.re for
ki~J.d of a Jna·n \'1()~1J.d. \vallt l:ler? I'm afrllald she'll eat bitterness _If
( P-t""1-, .. -7, f) ,J!-I Srl'tl-ra:t.11g, [i girl in ttle hcspital, is the fll'st to show One
to •• bu"t~ 011e I.Jeg 118.,0. not 8(~(311 In hex' O\v!l Inotl1er I s eye s such
tJllOllg11tful kil1d.rlE~ss as came f'r*oIl1 ·t,hls ol(ler~ gl:pltli (Pe 99)
Al \'¥~a~{ s t.ll e 1)eggar4 t;lr'l hact rLlt3t 1rld.lfi~(:jrf(1nce, 0.1:') dl sgus·t,
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or scorn, or 1rritation - never friendliness like this. In
her heart there was now, instead of fear, a strange new
feeling of warmth. (p. 100)
}.tJhat restraints does the handicap put on the~§_onJ?hY,s1cal1yand
psycholo61cally?
One Leg was crippled when her mother spilled a basin of
scalding water on her leg.
The scalding was so severe the neighbors were sure she would
d1e •••• The little girl recovered, but, unfortunately, her right
leg had been drawn up during the long months she lay on the
bed. She was left a cripple, her foot tightly against her
hip. Everyone said she was lucky to be alive at all. After
that her father carried her pickaback. (p. 8)
Despite this One Leg was unhappy about her I1fe$ She always admired
school glrJ.s aIld wished she was one. "How ha~)I)Y they looked. It (p~ 18)
When she 1s hit by the car, she 1s again in physlcal pain. "She
screamed. There was a thud, and a crash. She felt herself flying
tlll~Otlgh the alr. It (PCl 45) \'{hen she wa,keR IIp In the hosp1ta~l'tler
head aches. "Hel' head. It was going round and round, off- somewhere.
She tried to open her eyes. Oh, the pain. II (po 65) Whell sh,e finds
out her father 1s dead, the pain increases. "'Deadl ~1y father deadl t
The pain kept throbbing until it se~med she could not feel or com~
prehend anything else. If (p. 48) Once she gets ovel" this and her
fear of the hospital, she decides to get a leg operation. After the
operation she 1s afraid because of the pain. "My leg 1s spoiledl
They cut It,and. spolled it. It hangs heavy--and long--a.nd it hurts. II
(p. 162) Her friend Shu-mlng say s, I:They say' 1 t will be weeks
before you walk normally and you want to do j~t the first day. You r re
tlnreasonable. Now eat your lunch like a good girl." (p. 162)
r!hat 1s the .hand,1capl?ed pel"S011 ..abl~ to ~Clcomplls11 desEitJe her hand1c~?
Shu-mlng is the .first person to get One Leg to consider the
operation on her leg. When one girl asks her if she wants to remain
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a cripple 80 she can be ,a better beggar, Olla Leg says, "You act as
11' I beg "because I choose to ••• ~t (P. '126~) Shu-m1ng replies, "Can t t
you see that now you really are choosing••••,If you could walk you
could. learn ·to do someth"1ng. el se .,,!t. (p. 126) When she decides to
he.va the operation she remembers'her father's words. filA Journey
of a thouse.n~ miles begins with one step'., ••• She ·had taken the
first step. II don't care l'r it does hurt'.o,•• She wasn't go1ng
to be afra1d." (p. 144» •. He~ "final triumph 1s the tact she I s going'
to school and making something of herself.
L1mplng hardly at all, d~essed in her blue stUdent's uniform,
with her bobbed head held high, Wan Fu walked in d1gn1tY8 ••
She was a young lady. (p. 186)
Myster.I at Bould;er X2.1nt
Eleanore M. Jewett
p~rn.opst8: 1Jlart.y a.n.ct h.ar fathe,r' Dx~~Atwa,ter 1,l:ve in Eastern Harbor.
Boulder Point 1s a bluff overlooking the ocean. Mystery surrounds
the place and folks say that the house on it, the Barnacle, 1s
haunted. Years ago a man called the Mooncusser swung a lantern
and lured ships to destruction along.the coast or Boulder Point.
The Mooncusser, it 1s said, still walks the Point. Marty, her
poor art,1st fl"'lend Michael, and he'r dog Skipper meet a new family
that are moving into the Barnacle. Mrs. McClain, a widow, her
artist son Jerry, and her blind daughter Kathleen invite Marty and
Michael to the Barnacle often. Kathleen and Marty become the best
of friends.
One night, Marty 1s walking on ~U1e beach while staying at
the McClains. A fog rolls in and Marty really meets the Mooncusser~
Instead of being afraid she feels sorry for What she thinks is a
ghost. Event.ua2.1y both lvIlchael and Kath"leen 8,,180 meet him. The
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Mooncusser warns them that the Barnacle 1s not safe in a h.ea"ly
storm.
Later during the summer Jerry goes to Boston to sell his
pa,lntlngs. A storm begins brewing and r·1arty and her father 1nvite
Kathleen and Mrs. McCla1n to stay at their house. Marty, however,
realizes she has left Skipper at the Barnacle e W1thout tel11ng
anyone she runs back to save h1m. They are both caught in the
surging waves until the Mooncusser carries them-to safety. The
Barnacle is demolished.
Jlft'3i:'Ward.s I~IIarty and Kathleen v ls1 t an old g~anny Whose
oottage has also been demonlshed by the storm. Her son, they find
out, llad been drowned try1ng to save her. They also learn that the
son had been insane and believed himself to be the l-1ooncu8ser.
Granny 1s now alone in the worl,d~The g lrl s help her find a ne~\"
home and visit her often. Dr. Atwater and. Mrs. McClain decide to
get marr1ed. He also decides to rebuild the Barnacle as a summer
home for all of them. During a picnic Marty finds some of the gold
the real Mooncusser had hidden. She. gives it to Michael 80 he Can
further his interest in paint1ng.
What is the atti tude of othel'S towards the IlandiQ@ped per~9..ll?
EVeryone had a pos1tive attitude towards Kathleen. Marty
feels especially drawn to her.
The girl appealed to her, drew herr and not only because of
her afflict1on. Marty's tender heart would have opened wide
to any creature handicapped as Kathleen was~ ••• But 1t was Ilot
only that. Kathleen herself seemed to be a tremendously
desirable friend and not just somebody to be pitied. (P. 69)
Jerry~ Kathleen's brother, loves his sister but does not feel that
she needs to be overprotected.
It I S hard not to try 'to prote'ct her, but all the same you know
She's got to face things, learn how to take it. We all do,
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with one thing or another. Only Sis has got more to ta~e than
most of USe (P. 96)
Captain Dan, a local fisherman, 1s also taken by Kathleen.
Captain Dan looked long and keenly at the express1ve face
of the blind girl. She was so viv1dly alive and she looked
80 happy! His face was softened in a way Marty had never
seen 1t before. (p. 155)' j
I
l(o,thleen herself sums up how others feel about her.
You know, Marty, it's a funny thing, and s6rt of nice. When
one 1s blind, everybody, everybodl is 80 kindl" I can hear
voices change when folks speak to me; harsh, unpleasant voices
soften Uy a bit and I can feel kindness sticking right out
of IJeOI)].6. I don' t believe anybody 1n the world would do <
any hlirrrl to a persorJ. who 1s b11nd--not even a ghostl (p'. 192)
Vlhat !"est.r~ailltfi, does the handicap put on the person physlcal.1Y ang
~ho-l~aI~i:r.?-- b
Although Kathleen 1s blind she enjoys life and 1s happy.
0111y once was she unhappy.
Once when they were living in the city Kathleen had gone to
a school fer the blind, but she had not been happy there.
So many other children and people about fI~lghtened her. She
liked bost to be with Mother and Jerry, and now Marty, and
to live as they were do1ng here where there were lots of
excit1ng and lovely sounds and smells and things to touch.
She had never been so happy as she was now. (p. 80)
Kathleen's mother allows her to experience life without putting
. many limitations upon her.
I do everything just like ordinary folks--Mother likes me to--
all except WIlere I have to see. And then there f s usually
somebody nice like Marty to see for me. (P. 155)
\'l'h,act is the Eerson abl.e to accomplish despite her hand1cap?
Kathleen is proficient at many things. She spends time
practicing her skills.
For a short time every day Kathleen must work at her Braille
under her mother's direct1on.~•• She could type rapidly •••
she was learning to sew straight hems, and could knit com-
plicated articles ••• and best of all, she could play the
flute with remarkable sweetness of tone ••••All day long
she would be happy or bUSy over one thing or another.
(p. 122)
11
The Shining Moment
Mildred Laurence
Synopsis: Janey Krlsty and her mother s1")end their summe'rs at
grandmother's house in Laurelwood. Janey is very popular in th1s
summer resort town. She has also had many queen titles. Buzz,
her boyfriend, says he likes queens. One day a~ Janey and Buzz
are driVing home, they have an accident•. Janeyts face .1s cut,
I .
leaving a scar. Buzz stops dating her and Janey h~des in the
house. She even refuses to go to colleges preferlng to stay at
her grarldmo·the~f s. Under her grandmother I s per8ua~slon, she .gets
a job 011 Laurelwood ' 8 newspaper•. She also meets Jed, a boy
interested in geology. The paper's editor finds out that many of
the town t s youth do not go to college. tIe begin's a campaign to
bring a colleGe to Laurelwood and enlists Janey in the cause.
She, Jed, and the other young people raise money for their new
college. During the .. t1me, Janey forgets abollt her scar and doesn't
even realize it has healed. When summer comes, a~d Buzz returns,
she realizes how shallow Buzz was. She decides to continue dating
Jed and go to the college she helped bring to LaurelwQod.
What 1s the attitude of oth.erB towards t11e handicapped person?
Janey's friends remain neutral about her scar, 80 that they
don't hurt her fee11ngs$
When Sue and Katy, the faithful ones, dropped over that
evening, I watched their faces when they saw my cheek.
'It looks absolutely terrible, I I said. It would have
been nice If they had said it dldn r t, but, they put on
their most polite expressions and said, 'Oh, it'll get
better • .,. t (p. 21)
J~neyls boyfriend, Buzz, however ,responds negatively towards
her~ He stops dating her and begins dating a girl Janey doesn't
like. When Buzz does not ask Janey to the festival dance, she 1s
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hurt.
I suppose that I had sensed all ~he_ time that he wouldn't
ask me, although !' couldn't bear to admit it. Still it was
a low blow. (P. 21)
Janey.' s mother and, g~andmotp.er are posl tive and try to help
Janey overcome her fears. "Now really, y~u're over-dramatizing the
. whole thing•••• lt isn't ~s conspicuous as all that." (P. 26) Grt:!-ndma
balks when Janey says she ~antB·to h1de untl1 her face gets better~
"Boshl ••••Most people h~ve b~tter things to do thatl to stare at
you! ,. (p~ 28) Jed, 1t seems, never even ,noticed her scar.
'What Bcar?' said Jed. I just stared at him in amazement
beyond exprsss1on •••• He always meant what he sald, ••••
'Couldn't have been much of a one. I always thought she
looked' -- he blushed furiously -- 'Well, very sharps 1f you
want to know.' (p. 151)
What re~ralrlts d~e~. the hand1cal'~~._on the person physically and
Esycholo51cally?
Janey is rUlrt by BUzz's rejection and feels an outcast from
her past life of tennis games, country club dates, and beauty
contests. When she first sees herself after her accident, she is
,appalled.
My eyes were swollen nearly shut, there was a large purplish
bump on my forehead,' the skin was rubbed off my chin and nose,
••• worst of all, ••• was the long cut, red and ugly and criss-
crossed with what Dr. Redmond called his embro1dery ••• (p~ 15)
Janey feels that if she went out in pUblic, everyone would stare.
She decides to stay indoors.
I was going to be lonely, I Y~ew, but even loneliness would
be better than the pry1ng eyes, the pity, the standing on
the s1delines while other4 s, smiling, accepted honors I hoped
to have myself. (p. 25)
Vlhatis the person ~le to accompl.i 89- de spi te her handicap?
Janey learns to forget about her scar and let people accept
her. She also learns that there 1.8 more to life than beauty con-
tests and shallow boys like Buzz. She decides to stay c1n Laurelwood
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for two years and attend the college she helped bring to Laurelwood.
Besides this, she wishes to stay and continue her relatlonsh~p wlth
Jed.
I pushed my ha1r back ••• took a long hard look at my cheek~
It was perfectly smooth, with nothing left of the scar except
the slightest I1ne ••• (p. 15) 'What did queens' crowns amourit
to, balanced against two more years here with Jed? and then?
Time would tell about that t but I thought I knew what it.
would tell, mirrored 89 clea.rly 1n the joy on J.ed'·s face. (p~ 18;6)
Ine ¥oun~ Unicorns
MeJ.oe111'19 1. f li:rlgle
.fiYlli?p~§: F..ml1,y. c. prof-easer t 8 bl.lnd daughter, 18 a. twelve-year-old .
pianist. Her closest friends are" her piano teacher Mr. Theo, a
boy named Dave, and the Austin family living above her 1n her
father's apartment. Austin 1s a scientist working with lasers.
Susy, Vlck:r, and little ftob are the AttstJ1rl.ch11.dren. Unknowingly
they all become lnvc)lved in a m.H4d.maJ1' s !=~lan to take over New York
w1th lasers. The Dean of the Cathedral dies and h1s actor brother
poses in his place. The actor, Henry Grandcourt J convinces a
scientist to steal the laser formula and Join him in taking over the
city. While stealing the formula, the scientist accidentally blinds
Emily with a laser beam. The two crooks first get a teenage gang,
the Alphabats, to join them. The gang goes along with them because
Grandcourt sends them on "trips" by shining the laser beam on the
pleasure center of the brain. This 1s how he plans to rid the
worl.d of v lo1ence. Dave, bel1ev Ing G.randcQurt t~o be the real Deari.,
falls into a trap along w1th Emily and Rob. Luckily they escape
and Grandcourt is caught.
W·b.at 1s :t1}e ;3.tti tJude of others tows.r.dlL t.hS~_uh?.Dd19aI?P2d 12er~..9l!?
EV6Iltyone clccepts Emily for 'f.lhl::i t she 1s--a beautif·ul, talented
girl. Dave, 'who loves her, s~ys, uEml1y"o dlfferent •• c.She's a
musician. I ' "( 6)I think maybe she 8 a genius.", p.3 Vicky says,
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"Emily's a real friend ••• but there ar'e .. t-imes I envy Emily, because
she has a talent, a real one, and-she knows .~hat she's going to do
and who shea,s going to b'e- (P. 91,). ~1r. Thec, who loves his pr1zed
pupil, also wants to protect her. from any more injury.
.. ..
I have said it myself; suffering 1s the finger exercising of
the spirit. But Emily has, had enough. Too much can even
kill a gift like hers •. I w~ll' not have her hurt again, Just
as she 1smak1ng fri~nds, real frlend.s,' for, thef1rst time
in her life ••• (p. 109) ,
\illa.t rwestra.ints does the r.1andlcap put on ,the person ph;ZTslcallY and
~~~~~-;fft'
Emily is strong-willed and thus does not let blindness
handicap her. During her father's frequent trips she 1s able to
get around the apartment by herself, but she also utilizes help
from others. Dave reads her school work to her so she can study
and she learns to read music in Braille. Emily, of course, would
prefer to see, "I didn't choose the dark," (p. 16) but she doesn't
let it stand in her way.
\fua t is the, handicapped person.3ble to accom:e11 sh de sEi te her ha]1g.lcaj2?
Emily 1s a talented musician despite her handicap. She pla.ys
a piece fOIl ~fr. Theo who ha s no idea what 1t 1s. She replied, "Y()U
told me last week that I was to learn that fugue backwards and for-
wards. That's backwards. tt (p. 10) Em11'y 1s able to use other
senses to compensa.te 'for blindness.
I used to make my fingers remember for me, when my mind had
forgotten ••• l think it's called kinesthetic memory or some-
thing. eo .! still dream seeing. I dream seeing all of you.
I wonder if you really look the way I dream you. (p.43)
Emily shows how she utilizes her other senses in their escape from
Grandcourt. Dave, Rob, and 1~11y are kidnapped in the Cathedral,
and Grandcourt 13 going to.put each' of them' under the laser beam.
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As they escape through dark turmels, E.)nl1y hears Mr. Theo playing
the church organ so 'she. 18 able. to lea~ -the way out. II It' 8 the
organl I know which way to turn now. I cap. hear the organ I " (p.237)
Corn Farm ~QZ
Lols Lenski
Synops~: Dick Hoffman lives \i1 th hls family on 'a corn farm. Diok
loves farming, but since he had rheumatic fever he has had to take"
it ~asy. Since Dick loves animals and the outdoors, it 1s hard for'
him ~o stay inside and rest. Dick 1s always finding hurt animals
and helpi:n.g them. He keeps them as pets unt1l they are well enough
to ret,urt 11 to t11e Wild'. Dur1ng the course of the story, he helps
a rabbit, a chipmunk, and a 8p~rrow hawk. DiCk's father also g1ves
him a dog that D1ck names ~opcorn. Popcorn follows Dick l1ke a
shado'w. \~'hen UnClE! Hen.x'y ask.s Dick to (lr1va the tractor into town,
Popcorn follows and is run over. The whole family 1s saddened.
Uncle IIenry th1Ilks that Dick 1s well enough to dr1ve tractor
and do heavy chores. t~en Dick does drive the tractor he feels weak
and almost blacks out. Dick feels a pain in his chest and gives
the steering wheel a jerk. The wagon behind him, loaded with corn,
turns over and spills the corn. Uncle Henry is angry With Dick and
thinks he 1s just careless. Dick knows, however, that because of
his illness he cannot do everyt,h,lng Uncle Henry th1nks he can. He
learns t~ accept his handicap and its limitations. Since he cannot
be a farmer, he hopes to become a veterinarian.
'-[hat 1s tIle. ~ttitud,e of others tow§.rds th,e hand1c~pped per~2n~
Both Dick I s mother' and. father are concerned about him and
don't want him to ovel"'-do it. "DiCk's not very strong••• HE~ has to
be careflll, II (p. 5) say's Dad.' When' Dick has trouble driving the
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tractor, h1s mother dec1des that he should never drive 1t. tI'There I B
one thing for certain,' said Mom. 'Dick 1s not to drive the tractor
again I , Dad agreed with her." (p. 42) The family f~els .sympathy
for Dick, so his fa.ther brings him a puppy. His mother says, 1,'That's
better than medicine. It (p. 44) Towards the end 1of the summer Uncle
Henry thinks Dick 1s healthy and should help pick corn. DiCk's
I
Dad says, uHls mother waIlts' him to stay in school. She I s afraid
he'll get rheumatlc fever again. It (P. 168) Uncle Henry replies,
"Oh, Ile 1 S Ol11.:,-groT:J11 all that ••••Mark, when are you go1ng to make a
man out of tha.t kid. It (p. 169)
Uncle Henry 1s wrong, however, and Dick realizes it himself.
<He realizes that because of his handicap he must live with his
11mi~t"ti,t lC)11S 0
Not to drive tractorsl It was like a death sentence. Dick
raged when he heard it. How could he stay off the tractor
for a whole summer? Life on the farm after school was out,
would be unbearable •••• Dlck could not imagine a worse fatee
(Ptp 42)
Dick also is tired of being sick and having to use crutches. He
wishes he were well and becomes impatient with his illness.
He got tired of staying in bed. He fussed and complained.
He hated crutches. After he was sick last Winter, he had
used, them for a while. But now he was detel~1ned - l1ever
again. (p. 42)
\Vhen Uncle Henry convinces DiCk's Dad that Dick 1s well, they let
him drive the tractor again. However, Dick f1nds out that it 1s
a mistake.
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Then Dick gave a quick gaspl All of a sudden he'felt a sharp
pa1n 1n h1s ches-t arld things turn:ed black before him •••• He
shook his head to clear the wooziness away 'and held on tight.
He felt weak but did not let go of. the wheel. Then he heard
a crash••• (p. 170) .
What lathe handicapped person able to accomp11sh despite his handicap?
First, Dick comes to terraEl. \'1'1 th his hand1cap' and 1ts 11m1 tatlons•
.At last Dick knew the tru"th. He,. might as well face 1 t ••••
The work was too heavy for"him. ~iom was right - she knew ••• ·
Dick would never be a farmer. Why did he keep on fooling
himself like this? Why did he "keep on pretending he was
well a.nd strong when ,he. was not? Why not admit his handicap
,and accept it? Why not ,try to live with h1s illness until
he grew better? ·(P. 175)
Dick begins to m~ke realistic goals for h1mself.
'I y~~OW \-lilat-· I'll do - I won't be a farmer after all. r'll
have a hospital for small animals when I get big - a pet
hosp1tal. People will bring their pets and I'll take care
of them and make them well ••• ' Then a ray of hope came too.
'Maybe if I follow the doctor's orders for a year or two,
my heart will get better. rill outgrow all th1s and be strong
after all,. t It \~:as worth. t.ry lng. Peace came to him with the
happy thou.ght. lIe began to fee'l rested at last. (p. '176)
Mine For Keeps
Jean Little
Synopsis: Sal Copeland came home after five years at a school for
the handicapped. She has cerebral palsy and has braces and crutches.
She 1s anxious how she as a handicapped person will fit into family
life. When her parents tell her she 1s go1ng to a regular school
she also feels scared. She does have difficulties adjusting to the
class and one girl, ElsJe, decides to 19nore her. Sal beg1ns to
wi thdraw so Iler pal"ents buy her a dog, Susie. Susie helps take her
mind orf ller problems. Eventually Elsje and the others accept Sal.
What is the att1t~de ~Z others 'towards the ~nd1caPEed Eerson?
Sal's parents express positive attitudes towards her. When
her mother leaves her to dress herself the first day she panics
beCa\lSe of tAhe ffs11ppel~Jr 11 ttJ.e blouse buttons," and sma..ll "z1ppers
18
w1th metal tabs." (P. 16) Her mottler reassuJ'es her and shows Sal
that her clothes have no buttons or zippers.
Sally, Sally, don't be so afra1d•••• You·re scared to death
that I'm going to walk out and leave you with nobody to
look after you. Don't you know that I would never do that
if I didn't know, for certain Sl.lIl e, that you didn't need. me.
(P. 21)
When Sal's scared of going to regular school her father gives her
adv1ce.
Don't you see that the real you, the you that matters, has
not111na:. to c10 ''lith your braces or crutches ..... Your laugh,
that 's- part, of~ the real you, your· dx'eams and your ideas.
(P. 33)
A temporary negative attitude 1s expressed by Elsje, the girl
who . ignored her. "You can play with her if' you want ••• but I will not.
I am not going t,o be friends wlth her. It (p. 43)
}fh~t:_.restr 8,1n t ~E9.e.§. ~1!1 ~ rtan d:.~._,caJL-Elli~~2L.Jd1~per 8 on Pl:1v.Blea111 and
lli:~rl.oI.O.6.~?
Sal had many obstacles to overcome in her adjustment to home
and school. The first day of school she sat dt)wn and unlocked. her
braces. All of a sudden everyone was starldlng singing, "God Save
the Queen", leaving Sal awkwa.rdly s1.ttlng o
By the time she again got her braces locked, her crutches in
place, and herself standing, it would be finished and they
would all sit down and leave her, the only child on her
feet.' She .stayed \'lhere she was. e .•• She tried to sing and
pray w1th them, but she couldn't. Then she just tried to
look as though she didn't care. (p. 41)
Another difficulty was the math qu1z. The teacher was unaware
of Sal's "arkwardness with a pencll." (po 43) and did not slow down
the speed. Sal couldn't catch up, so in panic when the answers
were given, she copied them down. Elsje saw her and quickly assumed
she '-las cheating. HI cQuldn.'t get them right,. I missed them all.
You wellt too fa,st. I couldn't hel,p 1t. I CHEATED! II (p. 45) Her
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teacher later apologizes and prom1ses to help make her adjustment
easier.
What is the handicapped person able to accomplish despite her handicap?
Sal 1s reassured by her teacher that she will have friends.
Libby will be your frlend •••• You will have to be under~
stand1ng••• (p. 55) I hope Elsje will d1scover friendship
can be shared. (P. 56)
Elsje did overcome her fear of Sal and on Halloween night she and
Libby invite Sal to go trick or treating•. "Never 1n all her live
'nr8,S Sally Copeland to forget that first Halloween. 1I (P. 85) When
Sal apologizes about cheating, Elsje accepts her. lilt 1s hard -to
be new ••••).ie shall forget it." (p. 86) Sal adjusts to her home and
school and rega.lns her self confidence. "She had been afraid of'
everyth1ng - dogs, people, school, even dressing herself. And now
tonight" here aIle was ••• and she wasn't afra1d at all ••• u (p. 186)
p~r1n~Begins In March
Jean Llttle
Synopsis: This story is a sequel to Mine For Keeps. This time the
story centers on Meg, the youngest ~ember of the family. Sal, the
character with cerebral palsy, 1s now in high school. As Megls
older sister she sees herself as becom1ng more sophisticated and
definitely past the "growing pains" that seem to be plaguing Meg.
Meg's mother promises her that she can have her own room. Meg is
trilled but when Grandma unexpectedly comes to stay at their house,
Meg does not get her room. Meg says she hates her grandmother, her
grades in schoo]. drop, arld her family just does not seem to under~
stand h~r. When the teacher sends a note home saying Meg will be
held back next year, M~g panics. Sal comes to ller rescue when she
and ~er friend Elsje tutor Meg. Meg's grades improve and she also
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makes friends wi th her grandmother.·
Th~ quest1on8·an~weredbelow will-deal w1th the further char-
acter development of Sal as seen in this bOQk.
What 1s th~ attitude of ~thers to~ards the handicapped person?
Meg and Sal share the same room and have s1sterly spats.
Wberi Elsje and Sal are studying Fren6h, Meg refuses to leave.
. .
'~' It t 8 m:;' room as much as yours, I Meg retorted, not budging .....
Sal.glared at Meg but did' not waste breath trying to persuade
her." (p 26) }wregts attitude toward Sal at first is one of a.nger.
"Leave me ...4.LONE!" (p. 34) rlhen Sal and ElsJe tutor Meg, she resents
• I #
their determ1.natlo11. ~. "How she dreaded coming home late and i~acing
reproach in Sal's blue eyes. If (p. 148) Meg also fincts 1t hard to
live up to Sal's l~age.
E·ve.t'ybcidy keeps sayin.g'what a 1t'onder'f'ul~ brave sister you
are ••• you work hard In school.e.and. you always krlOW wha't'to
Bay ••• and nobody gets mad at you ••• (p. 134)
\Vhat restre.. ints does the handicap put on_~he persorl physicall"y and
Esycholo51cally?
Since the book deals primarily with Meg's problems and not Sal's,
this questlon cannot be answered.
!that 1s the handicapped personable to accomplish despite her p.?-pdicaE?
In this book Sal is seen as a girl who has adjusted to her
handicap. She 1s confident, 'gets good gr-ades, has fr1ellds, ar.ld
enjoys life. The following passage brings the reader up-to-date
on Sal's progress.
Although she would never run freely as the others d1d, never
in fact, manage w1thout support, she had been helped by therapy
and by surgery until. now, she no longer needed to wear her old
cumbersome 1.eg braces and had even gradl.lated to wrlst crutches.
Wrist crutches were really glorified canes. The only real
difference \-fa s the I bracelet I of alttmin1.lm wl11cb. fi tted around
Sal's wrists and left her hands free when she needed them.
She had been using wr1st crutches for a year now, and, although
she was more unsteady tllan on the und.erarm ones, she delighted
in the convenience and 11~htness of the shorter 'sticks' as she
laughingly called them. (p. 12)
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From Anna
Jean L1ITle
Synopsis: The story beg1ns 1n Germany in 1933. The Sol~en family
decides to leave Germany and start a new life in Canada. The Solden
children are Rudl, Gretchen, Fr1tz, Frieda, and Anna. Anna 1s·"
considered awkward and it seems she can do nothing r1ght. It is
I
not until they are in Canada that 'a dootor realizes she needs glasses
I •
• J C
I
and even with glasses will not have normal vision. The story centers
on Anna's struggle to be accepted at home and on her inner struggle
to accept. herself as someone other than "awkward :Anna If. She goes·,
to a .sight-saving cJ.ass and the teacher and tIle students have much
to do with Anna's success. Anna's family realize that they were the
ones who were blind to Anna's probiems and they accept her whole-
heartea.ly.
\th~t l~€t~_~]1e-2"tti ~uq~ '1 01-- others tovlards t,he handlc~lpped person?
S1r!ce Anna I s brothers and sisters d1d not know Allna t s vision
,
problems they treated her in a negat1ve way. vmen Rud1 1s learning
Engl1sh he says, "Awkward•••• Thatlll be easy to remember. We'll
only need to think of you. Awkvlard Anna 1'1' (P. 38) \fuen Amla doesn.' t
play with them her father first asks her why, and then he asks
Gretchen. "Really and truly, I don't think she wants to play"
She's hopeless at tl11ngs l1ke this." (P. 48) Anna's parents are
bewildered by her and thus act in a neutral way towards her. Papa
however always tries to see the best in. Anna. t' ••• there 1s some-
thing special in our Anna. One day you will see that I am right.
She has so much love locked up in her." (p. 50) Dr~ Schumacller is
the first one to take a real liking to t4e l1ttle girl. When the
doctor carries her into thelr ne~w house 111 Canada,
Anna lay perfectl:Y' still in his arms~ Sb,.e kept her' eyes
t~g11tly closed and, she dld not smile.. Yet she loved Franz
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Schumacher from that moment on,. (p. 58)
Miss W1111ams t her teacher, is ~lso very kind and praises Anna.
You like I'ead1ng, too. I can see that. And your Englishl
I can hardly believe you've been in Canada such a short
time.' You are amaz'lng,. Annal" (p. 98)
What l l estralnts does the handicap put on the perso~~physlcally and
Psycho+·oglcall'y?
. Since at first nobody rea11zes Anna' has trouble seeing, Anna
leads a very fr'ustrat1ng life. First she ha's'problems in school •
. It had started on the very first day, long ago,now, when
Anna had begun her struggle with the alphabet~ To her
many of the letters looked the same 0 If the letters had
stayed still on the page it might have been easier to tell
them apart, but when Anna peered at, them, they jiggled. (p. 14)
When Anna cannot read the letters the teacher humiliates her and the
class laughs. (P. 15)
Se\Ll1rlg 1s arlother dlffiCtll ty. She did. not understand how,
to start ":1 t11 9 l~ama go<t the thread through the needl.e. vfhen
Anrls.. look.. ed at the thin needle tn, he!' hand, there was no
hole there waiting. (p. 25)
~hen Papa wants all his children to learn Eng11sh Anna 1s afraid.
"This 1s one million times worse than the alphabet Anna tllOUght
dismal,ly." (p. 22) Anna had trouble ~1th many things.
Anna couldn't run without tripping over some bump in the
uneven pavement. Anna could not skip. Anna could never
catch a ball unless it was rolled on the ground to her.
(p. 23)
All these frustrating experle'nces upset Anna. "Awkward. AV/kward.
HO\i she hated itl How she believed it was true." (P. 39)
~hat is ~~~. ~E§icapped person able to aC£Qm~11sh despite her h§nd1ca~?
Annals first success is her new glasses.
For one startled moment, an utterly new expression came over
her small plain face, a look of intense surprise and wonder.
Sile \vas seeing a world she had never guessed existed. (P. 82)
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. Her next success is ~n .~h~ S+ght Savlns Clas~ at school. When the
teacher praises her and makes Anna se·e she could do the work Anna
1s amazed.
She, Anna, like read1ng. She, wanted to laugh but she did not.
She still did not even sm1le openly. All the. same Anna felt
something warm and alive. She was happy. (P. 98)
Anna begins to realize that she can learn to read and be success~ul
at school. She even learns ·English, but does not tell her family.',
They still think of her. as &~kward Anna. Anna and her class all
decide to make surprlse Christmas gifts. They weave waste paper
baskets a,nd Anna t s 1s perfect'. Anna wa1ts until Christmas. Eve to
show her par4erlts her accomplishment. As 1-1ama says, ItOh main Liebling,
how •••hov! wonderful ••• You did not make this Anna, by your own self?"
(p. 186) Anna said she had, and, "She fel.t like a g1ant, like a
~~ b.t d II I 186 )soar ....ng J.r. • • \p. Papa· says, If And everyone 1s proud of
you••• because you did this thing with love and for Christmas." (P. 191)
The whole family suddenly realizes that Anna was not "Awkward Anna"
after all. liThe ice \-las gone from trJ.e1r heaI'ts ••• If (p. 192) It I She
is special, my Anna', Papa thought, ~atchlng her joyous face. 'I
was right about her all along. ,It (p. 201)
Dark Sunshine
Dorothy Lyons
SynDEsis: Blythe Hyland and her family move to a cattle range in
Arizona. Blythe had gotten polio two years ago, so she wasn't as
excited as the rest of the family. However, once she 1s at the ranch
she begins to change., The Lazy S. L. Ranch had a valley cut off by
a landslide call.ed BllndIrian t s Pocket fI The family, including Blythe,
rides horseback to see it. In the valley is a buchskln mare. Blythe
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has her heart set on getting the mare out and training her. They
find an old Indian path down into the valley and are able to rescue
the mare. Dark Sunshine becomes Blythe's pride and joy ~nd·18 chiefly
respons1ble for the start of a remarkable recovery from poll0.·"
Blythe also fits 1n well at'school and b~cause of her excellent
I
voice goings the Glee Club. ~he parents of ·a g1rl killed in ~n
accident offer a scholarship to a g1rl who excels in scholast1cs,'
c1t1zenship, and sports. Blythe has her heart set on winning so
she can go to college to study music. Her sports entry 1s an endur-
ance .ride on Dark Sunshine. Her ~e1&~bor, Mr. Russell, was rlding
near to her to look after her. His horse throws him, leaving him
-with a large cut. Blythe applies a tourniquet and rides for help.
She takes the fastest route which is a short cut, but also disqual-
ified her.. She saves lvIr. Rt1ssell t 8 111"0. Blythe is sure that she
had no chance of winning the scholarship, but because of her all-
over record and her courage, she does win it. In her excitement she
leaves her crutch at her cha1r and rea11zes she has also overcome
polio.
What is the attitude of others towards the handicapped pe~spu?
Everyone has a very positive attitude about Blythe and hopes
she recovers quicklyo Mr. Hyland reminic1ses about Blythe before
she had polio.
Mr. Hyland watched her laborious progress down the aisle and
his face reflected the pain that gripped his heart. Instead
of the vital, laughing daughter he had once known, he saw a
thin listless girl whose pale face made her shadowed eyes
enormous. I-Ier very hair seemed dlf'ferent and hung down
straight and dispirited without any trace of the life or
light it once had. Her thin shoulders bent over crutches
and she actually seemed smaller than she used to be. (p. 7)
~1r. and Mrs. Hyland ~Tere deeply concerned over her "passive acceptance
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of "her handicap" (p. 7) and hoped that permitting her to r1de would
shake her out of it. Once on horseback Blythe's 'spir1ts p1ck up.
Everyone 1s pleased but still concerned that she doesn't overdo 1t.
As" her brother Dan said, "Don't want to tire you too much the f1rst
time, but don't worry, r'll see that you get a ride every day', S1s."
(P. 27) When Blythe mounts a horse by herself, the whole family 1s
impressed.
'Good girl. That was super ••• ' Dan was as thrilled as she
was by her progress and Mrs. Hyland •• ohurr1ed out with her
congratulations. 'Good. for you, honey. You're a br1ck. I '(p. 29)
\,{hen Blythe wins t,he scholarsh1p, "the crowded audl torlum throbbed
and boomed with noise. It (p. 243) Blythe's mc,ther says, "I'm
happier than r've ever been," (p. 244) and an ardent admirer says,
"You I re wonderful - but I lve kl10wn that all along. II (p. 244)
Ylhat restrain.t.s d.oes ttte ha_nd1cap f~ltsn the person physically and.
p sychol 061cal_hY.~?
Blythe first had to overcome the bitterness •
••• she struggled against the bitterness that swelled w1thin
her until it hurt. If it hadn't been for that pelio bug two
years ago she \lIQuId, be looking forward to s1m1lar fun on
their new ranch••• (P. 4)
She also must learn to overcome her passive acceptance of her hand1-
cap.
With their new home so near her curiosity had picked up a
little but it had a hard pull against the apathy that had
held her since her illness. (p. 10)
The first time Blythe rides she is fearful.
Blind terror swept through Blythe as she left the ground and
froze 1mmobile, sitting sidesaddle, her hands gr1pping pommel
and cantle desperately. (P. 24)
Once Blythe learns to ride she becomes more confident and seems to
spend less time worrying about the fact that she has polio.
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What 1s the handicapped person able· to ,"accomplish despite her handicap?
The f1rst b1g· 8t~p Blythe makes .1s gett1ng on a horse aga1n.
"Onee again, after what seemed like a l1fet1~e, Blythe was sitt1ng
on a horse "and the world" looked b~tter immediately.'t (p. 25) One
ot Blythe's biggest successes wa~ taming her w1ld mare Dark· Sunshine.
Asher father. said, "If I hadn't seen It,I'd never have be11eved
1t. It (p. 106) The horse t s acceptan,ce of Blythe builds her spir1 ts .
and .surprisingly her handicap was even helpful.
Even her handicap was helpful in a way as it enforced a
slowness and deliberation in their relationship that a more
acti"v-e I)ex'8t~n might have forgotten. B.t times, and the buck-
skin seemed to know that her friend was not as spry as her-
self. She stepped carefully when she moved and the curious
nosing that was such a part of their growing friendship was
softly and gently done. (p. 121). .
Blythe's biggest aC,h1evement 1s wll1n1ng the scholarship. The an0U11cer
••• talented ••• well liked by classmates and teachers allke.*.
a hard worker both in and out of school ••• scholarship of the
highest quality, 'above and beyond the call of duty', 80 to
speak••• an abundance of spir1t that makes good neighbors and
good cltlzens••• (p. 242)
Twlnk
John Neufleld
Sy:nops~: Tw1nk is a girl with cerebra.l palsy. As her new step-
brother learns about her str~ggle with her handicap he begins to
accept and admire her. Twink was placed in several clinics because
her parents felt this was where she could best be helped. For
many years she progresses, then her spasms get worse. A doctor
suggests some experimental brain operations to stop the spasms. The
operations are painful, make her right arm and leg 1mmobile, and
leave her blind. TWinkls father dies shortly after this. Throughout
all this, Twlnk !'etal11S hero courage~
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What 1~ the a~~ltude 0; ,o~ers towards -the handicapped persoB?
Several negat1ve.attltud~swer~ expressed towards Twlnk. When
her new stepbrotller sees her for the fl1~8t t.ime, he feels slck. (p. 8)
He quickly 'gets over his· initial reaction. Some of her parent IS
frlerlds see her as, Ita tiny undernourished-look1ng kid huddled in
steel and leather or standing surrourided by shiny' metal cruel to .the
eye. Ii (p ,. 88) Only a few people '-lere upset e~ough not to call or .
visit her home. (p. 32), Whep people d1d not look at her as a person,
T\»Jink knew it. "T\-l1nk knew of course how people felt. She heaI»d
it 111 th,ell" voices, those raised tones people use when they~re cer'~c,aln
Sl)meOne is deaf, blind, or foreign. II (p. 88)
In general,everyone who knew her J loved her and admired her
courage.. As Mrs. ~ar·kerw!l0 ran one of the clinics sa ld, II I suspect
Twink 1e a very bright little g1rl~,.vShe has such bright eyese How
right. that she is called. 'T\vlnkle t • it (p. 54)
Wh.a~re~ra~~~~~ ~oes th2-h~ngjcap put on the person Ehxslcally a~~£
PJiY..Ehol 051 call:2.?
Physically, there were many restraints placed upon Twlnk.
Her first difficulty was crawling. '(p. 37) Her parents had a hard
time bathing a.nd dressing hel". (p. 41) uShe just couldn't control,
her limbs." (p. 42) She could, talk only in garbled sound.s. \vherl
the operation IIlakes 11er right. side immobile and also leaves her
blind, she becomes unresponsi·ve. "For months after the second
operat1cin Twlnk was listless. She d1dn I t, care about anything. It
(p. 119) This psychological setback 1s eventually overcome and she
cor.ltinues a cheeri--ul life. u·rwink was crush'ed. She ha,d to be.
But she soared afterw8.rd. ft (P. 125)
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~hat 1s the handicapped person able to do despite her han~1cap?
TWink's courageous spir1t 1s based on her bellef in God.
t' ••• there's a pattern of some kind, a divine plan into whlc~ she
f1ts somewhere." (P. 106) Twlnk wanted to be a writer. "She .had
been reading the lives of famous men and women who had struggled
i
i
to overcome prejud1ce, hardshlp,"and handicaps. Women who grew
", ,
into responsible, exc1ting personalit1es ~lth 8omethln~ to give to
the world. II (p. 98) Even after her blindness B4nd her father's
d"e8~th, She st 111 believed 1n thl s and wrote her own story - the
story of a courageous struggle to overcome a handicap.
David in S1lence
~eronlca Robinson
pyno~1s: David, a deaf boy, and his fa~11y move to a new towne
At,first the children are afraid of h1m. Miohael 1s the first ,to
:~efriend him and real ize the tremerldo'us obstacle s Dav 1d ha 8 to o""er-
come because of his handicap. When David plays cricket with boys
who do not rea11ze he 1s deaf, trouble starts. Thinking David 1s
a poor sport, they chase h1m away. In panic David heads for a dark
tunnel to escape. The tunnel is dangerous, but David. ma.kes it
through, finding h1mself in another city. David 1s lost and cannot
communicate with others. It 1s Michael who finds him and brings
him home. Later~, the other boys try to go through the tunnel.
Scared, they turn back and thus realize David's courage. David thus
won their respect and admiration.
}ihat 1s the attitude of othe~_s t0J'ards th.e J1and1"~pped person?
The first negative attitudes expressed were by children
ignorant of David's handicap.
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He's mad•••• He's got very bad manners •••• Stuck up kld ••• (p. 15)
•••• he does grunt like a pig. (P. 21)
You know the queer thing about him 1s that he doesn't look
deaf. (p. 25)
They always look pecu11ar•••• He'g plain nuts. (p. 33)
When David played cr1cket with the boys who did not know he
was deaf, they also react negatively. David felt so excited about
playing, he overcompensated and took complete charge of the game.
You think he was playing by h1mself •••• Doesn't he know how
to play fair ••• (p. 62)
He's a show off ••••And a cheat •••• He's a coot, mad, soft,
dumb. (p • 64)
Michael always tries to help and positively accept David.
TwO examples arta his comments to others: IIHe looked quite nice ....
Mos.t redheads are good fun. n (p. 15) After he sees tile matchst1ck
village David 1s working on he says, "He's not nuts. He's making
a smashing model of matchsticks." (P. 32)
There are many restraints that David has to live wit,h o
Basically they involved his ability to communicate with others.
The following are examples of his difficulties. First his brother
explains the problems 1nvolved in lip reading.
L1p reading's not as easy as all that. David can usually
do it only for people he knows well. And don!t forget he
can only lip read the words he happens to know. (p. 43)
Secondly, when he is lost in the city, David finds he cannot
commUI11cate with others.
People everywhere who could helphlm so easily if they were
able to; ordinary homely people who looked kind until the
moment they realized he was deaf, and then they became
.frightened by the1r own ignoran,ce of }10W to talk to him. (p~ 86)
David's 'attempts at language also show how restrained he was.
David had no way of express1pg himself that was not laborious,
clumsy, slow, and almost always 1naclequate~ He had not the
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language at his commandi he s1mply did not know enough words
to cover all he wanted to say. (p. 88)
What 1s the handicapped person able to=~ccomp11sh despite his handicap?
David's f1rst accomplishment 1s getting along with heartng
,
people.
It was not often he had the chance of talking to people h1s
own age who were not themselves deaf~ It was something of
a tr1umph he had succeeded at all. (p. 32)
Some of David I s other accomplishments 1rJ,clude his unique ways of
communicating. For instance, he felt vibrations of sound instead
of heal~ing ·th~a!ll. itA I though he C0111d not. hear the sound,' he could
feel the vibrations through the floorboards and in h1s bones. " (p. 27)
Another example of his use of his other senses 1s seen in this
passage •
• • .. as BJ bahy Da:v ld l1ever heard, a single human voice - e\'er;
so he couldn't develop a normal voice of his own. He made
up rOl" itJ by llsing Ills eyes mc)re keenly. When he saw the
spoon in his plate he knew it was meal time ••• (p. 42)
David's biggest accomplishment is winning the respect of the other
boys.
Each of them had found that his tentative liking of David had
grown into admiration. Along with his deafness, he became
known henceforth as the boy ~TIO had been all the way through
the tunnel. He had achieved something which no one else had
yet had the courage to complete. (p. 126)
The L1g11.:t.
Jeann.e St. l~arCOllX
.§znops1s: ~11re 1s e~ young orphan shepher~d girl. in the Bas(.:Iue mO'Lln-
tains. A young smuggler, Luis 1-11guel, (.}all.ed "The Antelope ff ,
accidentally b11nds Mire as he'is making a daring escape& Mire
is de'so~ate ~Y}d she plans 011 committing su1cidf~., Luis 11/11gtl.el flr.lds
her and saves her. Wh~n he realizes that she 1s blind because of
h.1s actions, he C011v111ces his mothel" to take Care of Iv11re. Mlre
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'bel1e~es M1guel -to be a ~t. ~1chael"flgure and she adores him. One
day she touches his faceoand re~11ze8' that he 1s also the smuggler
who robbed her of her sight.
to forg1ve"him.
She.is upset, but eventually learns
"
Luis Miguel leaves his Ilfe of crime and studies to become
a doctor. During this t~me M1r-e flourlshe,s. She" finds a little
-girl who 1s a bl.1nd. deaf mute. TIle·l1ttle g1~1 1s like a tilld
arllmal., but she responds to <~lre ~lllen Mire gently strokes her cheek~
Mire brings her home, "in hopes of helping her. M1re's dog 1s the
£lrst success. Antoinette re~ponds to the dog, and learns·a symbol
which. st·a~nds fc,r dog.' Thus she 1s started on her first communlca-
tlon w1th the world. She 1s sent to a special school and learns to
read e.lld wr~l te. ~rire· 1s pleased trlat, she wa.s able to help someone
else. Luis Miguel, now a doctor, ,1s working on a new operation that
if successf·ul would restore Mire's sight. Mire, Miguel's fiancee,
convinces him to try the operation on her. It 1s successful. Thus
Miguel is able to restore the sight he had taken away.
What 1s the attitude of ot11ers towargs the h_aEd1capped person?
LUis Miguel feels desolate because he 1s responsible for Mire's
bllndneso.
He remained speechless, torn desolated by the girl's hope-
l.(:fss grief, for which he", Luis Ivl1guel, was solely responsible.
The entire mountain seemed,to have fallen on his shoulders. (Pe 48)
Luis Miguel feels he must take care of Mire and help her •
. Mother, £leas~,please help mel Because of me--of my blundering--
an orphaned girl 1s blind, and the thought 1s driving me mad o
Say you will look after her. (p. 52)
Pantch1ka, Mire's friend, is surprls~d at Mire's ability to
move around the 11ouse. "She ~Tas grea~tly impressed at the s1ght of
11er f.riend moving with ease in the imposing .surroundl11gs of this
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g~ea.t house. If (p. 58)
When Mire 1s about to undergo the operat1on, everyone at ~he
hospital 1s concerned. "Let's pray it will be a success. She's
so sweet', 80 k1rld to everyone. It {p (; 157)
What restrains does the handicap put on the person physically and
PsyCholOh1ca11x?-- -
At first.M1re 1s desolate and wishes to kill herself." A
I
litJtle boy, Peterklr.l, had jumped into the ravine. .The pr1est told
her t,ha.t. souls go to heaven where they are happy. "So Mire wanted
to be hap})y too..,,-. ~ •Tl1at prompted her to try a jump .in the rav ine ~ It
(p$ 49) Mire also 1s full of hatred for the Antelope who caused
her blindness.
But M1re knew now what it was like to be filled w1th b1tter-
ness, to be choltedwlt,h rtlge. And she knew despalr--slnce
she vla,S cc;ndemned to live 111 a p.rlscJrl of endless nlgrJ.t. (p. ·49)
Mire is able to ease the frustration of a blind deaf mute
girl. Miguel says to her,
••• it's a wonderful thing you've done I The child has rewarded
you with the sort of smile I would give years of my career to
see on the face of a patientl (p. 137)
Mire pleads with Miguel to try his new operat1on on her.
it would mean much to him if he could restore her sight.
She knew
"• •• you
have given me everything, please let me give you the one thing I
carl offer you--my eyes. It (p. 154) The operat,1on 1s successful and
Mire 1s able to see agaln~ It 1s the first time she sees since she
was ten yeal"'s old. ."Then suddenly something in the very depths 01-
the dark velvety' eyes. seemed to light up •••• She was ten years old
again ••• If (p. 158) As she looks a·t ~l1.guel for the fl1~st time she
sees, " ••• in t.l1ose eyes the dawn of a new light, a light that vlould
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shine for her and for countless others. (p. 158)
Fly \fueels It''ly
Harriet May Savitz
Synopsis:
,
The book 1s mainly about Joe Johnson, a coach for the
Rollers, a group of physically handicapped people who compete in
sports events. If they are good enough, they then partic1pate at
National sand 1f t~11ey Wi11 at ~Iat1onals they can compete in the
Paralymplcs in Israel. The story focuses on Joe's attempts to get
~wo handicapped boys to jo1n the Rollers. Jeff Cobb, crippled 'from
birth, 1s bitter and lives in a home. Chuck Robb1n~, a high school
sen101~ recently' cri 1ppled, 1s also haVing problems adjusting to hls
ha.l1d1cap. Both l)oy S JoIn the Rollers and find that they can excel
in sports. Jeff wins the 60 yard dash at the Nationals. Although
Chu~k doesn't win, he realizes what he can do with h1s life.
!i!lat 1s the attitude of others towards the handicapped 12erson?
Jeff Cobb felt that life wasn't worth living. He also felt
no one cared about him.
Why make it easy for everyona ••• c(p. 4) Why make 1t easy
for everyone who said they were doing their job? A job
called Jeff Cobb. Keep that wheelchair rolling around the
room •• c. (p. 5) ,
When the nurse COmes in to ask him if he wants anything he doesn It
even answer. "She smiled - not at him, but at the bedpost. u (P. 7)
When Joe gets him to join the Olymp1cs,a total chause takes place.
Jeff has friends and people really seem to care. The same nurse
reacts when Jeff comes home after winning at Nationals.
·He had seen those eyes cold, bUSy, and angry but never warm,
not filled with the affect10n he saw at that ·moment. 'We're
just 80 proud of you', she said softly. (P. 82)
Chuck Robbins also feels bitter at first and he too cuts
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him,self off from people he loves. "Most of the time he let others
take him (in the wheelchair) and bring him, not caring really Where
he went oz' what he came back to. It (P. 27) His parents say, "Don 't
ru.sh 1t son e It tIl take time. It (p'. 28) When Joe asks Chuck I s
mother abou~ him joining the Rollers she ls'hesltant. Joe says,
"He'll. have to take chances; but, then again so do you and I.1f (Pa 29)
She ansi/ers, "But we're different. It (p. 29) Chuck learns that he
can still participate in sports. When ChUCk falls out of his wheel~
chal!~ 1)18~:l1ng bask,etball, one of the othel" boys merely says, ".'•• when
you gonr~a stop 1,aylng down on the job." (p. 56)
being placed in a home.
lit three y'ears old, he didn't know the arms that were carrying
him out of the house ••• were carrying him out for the last time,
to place him out of sight, to be cared for because they coul~~lt
or wouldn't care for him •••• Sometlme between three and fourteen
it had become unbearable ••• (p. 2) Smiling faces, soft hands,
brown eyes replaced by blue, one nurse after another~ Never
time to hold on and learn to love any of them. (P. 3)
Chuck also feels the psychological effect of h1s crippling
accident. His plans for college were gone.
Had he ever been a boy who was going somewhere? How sUddenly
life could stop, like a movie •••• There had been no kidding
him. He would never walk again. And so while leaves turned
autumn ,colors, Chuck felt cold and icy inside. (p~ 27)
What 1s the person able to accomplish d~spite his handicaE?
\f{hen Joe conv inca s both boy s to jOill the Rollers, something
wonderful happens. They both begin to enjoy life and realize their
self-worth. Chuck tries his hand at basketball flrst e
Again he threw the ball, and it sank into the net~ He sat
there stunrled. Hi's 11eart W8.. S beating 'vi th exci tement· t and
he looked o~V'er his shoulder tOo see if anybody was watching.
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A man with 'baggy pants where two "legs should have been waved•••
'Beautiful shot.t ••• the words were the sweetest Chuck had ever
heard. (p. 45) .
Jeff finds even greater triumph when he wins. ,the 60 yard dash at
.,
~Ia t j.onal s.
He didn't dare look back - pe just kept going until he felt
. the tape snap as the wheelcha1r.tore-through itl He had wont
(p. 79) ,'Jeff Cobb ••• flrst place ••• s,lxty yard dash•••all pa"st
records broken. t Then "the thunderous applause as he rolled .
away ••• (p.81)
Even though Chuck does not win, he comes home having learned someth1ng.
r;wasn't perfect. It wouldn't be ~o1ng home standing up.
But somehow being perfect didn't seem that necessary anymore.
He fa]. t strc)nger than he had ever fel t 1n his life. He lrnew
what he couldn't do. He could face that now. But the big
adventure lias 1n 'what he could do. Joe' had taught him that.
\Yhatever he did, he would have to try twice as hard, and
perhaps be twice the man to do it. (p. 85)
§XnoEsls: Patrick lives with his grandpa, Old Con, in Ireland
wh1le his father 1s fighting in the Ph1111plnes during vlorJ..d War II.
When Patrick gets polio, he goes to a clinic to learn to use crutches •
. When he returns his grandpa gives h~m·a puppy. Patrick also finds
a crippled baby bluejay. He nurses Funny back to health and the bird
becomes his tame pet. Patrick meets a bird artist, Bill, .who
insp1res him to pursue his 1n~erest 1n birds. Patrick decides to
become a bird artist himself and-works hard at it. He realizes
that he doesn't have to feel sorry for himself or let polio, stand
in his way.
!lhat is the a.tti~1.1de o'f others < towards th~hand1ce_pped pel-son?
Patrick's grandfather, Old Con, thought the world of h1m.
He would have given anything to make the boy ha..ppy ~ When Patrick
goes to school, the other children don't accept h1m as ~asl1y.
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ttForty boys and'girls w~re tl:link1ng crutches and braces and poor
boy at hiin ••• (P. 40)" A sort of. lnvls1bl.e barrier mounted between
himself and the rest of the class, ft (p. 41) .but soon Patr1ck f1nds
a way to bec,ome accepted.o Wi th FUpny on rJ.1 s shoulder he umpires '
a baseball game and his team has'a tremendous victory. After the
v~ctory celebration the poys begin to admire Patrick. "Bye Pat •••
So lcng, feller ••••We·ll b~see·lng you." (p. 73)
Bill, the bird man,befr1~nds Patrick and helps the courageous
little boy in his att~mpt8 to be an artist. Bill and Old Con are
always there wltll a kind word' when Patrick is feeling low. '. When the
doctor tells Patrick he has made progress but still needs crutches,
Patrick 1s depressed. Bill gives him an expens1ve Audubon book
with this inscription:
To Patrick Boyle - a yo'un:g bii'~d.In(111" who know's 1.1k,e Audubon
what it means to-fight against obstaclos; and shows the same
sure signs of winning in years to come. The best of victories
to you,Patr1ck. (P. 122)
What restraints does the handicap put on the person physically and
psychologically?
Patrick feels frustrated ,at not ,being able to keep up with
everyol1e else. At first he was afraid of going anyWhere. "He was
fearsome about going far alone. Suppose he fell?" (P. 39) During
.the first weeks of school he feels, "he liould never belong to his
class, to the gang - never have a place in it." (p. 41) He also
resents the physical restraints upon him,
Didn't sWimming- didn't baseball and being on a team- and
belonging to the gang- ••• d1dn't it mean as much to him as
the re st ••• They had 1t, and he, 11e b.ad nothing ••• (p. 48)
The Whole world was sUddenly out of jo1nt for Patrick. (P. 49)
He begins to realize that,
To meet the days, housed with those hand1capped as you were-
that was easy; but to face the" rest of. the world, l1vely and
unhand1capped- th.9.t tOt)k fighting. (p. 50)
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wnen he has a relapse, fth1s heart was heavy as a millstone," (p. 75)
but Patrick 1s soon·himself again.
What 1s the handicapped person able to ~ccompl1sh despite his handicap?
It 'is the crippled bird Funny' that staltts Patrick on his 'way' to
becoming a worthy person despite his handicap. When he asks Old Con
!
I
if the bird will fly again, Old Con says, "Glve:h1m time, laddie •••
I '
give yourself time." (p. 56) Patrick then says1a prayer, "Dear God -
make time good to Funny and me. 1I (P. 57) As the bird learns to fly,
Patrick sees that he also could make the best of his handicap.
It\i1ngs wel~e Funny's crutches,~1 (P. 59) se crippling "didn't stop him.
ItFunny could hop as good as any bird. He has that bad leg of his
,beaten. 1I (Pt; 61). Patrick 1s determined. to do the same. He learns
to swim and saves some boys in a runaway canoe. He also begins
'painting and stud:r1ng bil:"ds_ IIMa.de l1.P mjt mlnd~ Going to be a bird-
man myself someday - same as Bill. Nowhere he's been - nothing he's
done I can't go and do - crutches or no crutches." (p. 100) Funny
has taught him a good lesson and Patrick 1s determined to be a success-
ful bird artist.
Funny 1s an all-right bird; he doesn't feel sorry for himself -
or trade on that bum leg of h1s o It's the same with me. r'm
go1ng to be an all-right artist ••• I've got plenty of years
ahead to learn a lot. (p. 137)
The Road to Asra
A1mee· Sommerfelt
Synopsis: Lalu and Maya live in India. Their father 1s a poor
farmel.... Maya t s eyes are getting very weak and the family tries to
keep 1 t a secret because Maya ha 8 been prom1 sed a pJ.ace in' the
nearby school and many other children warited to go to school. Lalu
wanted to make Maya well for her own sake and also because he wanted
her to teach him to read and write. Lalu hears there is a hospital
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in Agra "where the:l malte sick eyes well." (p. l?) It 1s a great
d1stance from their village, but Lalu dec1des to take Maya there.
After convincing their parents, the children set off walking to
Agra. The1r dog, Ke.nga, runs aftEtr them and Joins them. Toge'ther
they have many adventures. When they f1nallyarr1ve in Agra, a
I
i
nUl"se takes p1 ty on them and convinces a doctor to help them.
Maya's eyes alfte' saved and La].u gets to attend school during her
treatment.
~!?at .1£_tIle .a~t~1ul1,e of others towards tb.e handicapped person?
Lalu loves hls sister and does not want her to become a blind
begga.. r. "Maya 18 going to Agra to have her eyes cured. It (P. 20)
IJalu has dec ideo.. to take her there' h1msf?lf. His motives aren I t
errt,lrely unselfl.sh o "Besides, I want to learn all that Iv!a~ra learns
:triscllool •• ~ (p. 23) Ztlaya would be glad to share \.;hat she learned
\"lt~h 111m. tv. (p. 24) ~laya' s motller is a1"'rald of rlhat 1Jll11 happen to
14aya. if sIle goes bl.irid so she tries to protect ller o The neig11bors
0..0 not act as kindly. ItTake that ch1ld and that} mad cur with you~ ••
They're both of them equally stup1d••• Keeplng others out (ofeschool)
with perfectly good eyes. If .(P. 19) The nurse in Agra 1s kind. and
arranges to have Maya t S eyes treated. "Poor child! ••• It 1s trachome:.~11
(po 174)
\Vhat rest,ra1nts does the handicap put on the person pJ:1L~1cally and
Mychcl06 1cally?
Maya is plagued with an eye disease which causes her some pain.
uMY eyes are hurt,ing me. Trley are smarting. tt (P. 28) The physical
exhaustion of the trip to Agra 1s almost too much for the weak ch11d~
"I want to go home ••• I don't want to go to Agra and get well. I
just warlt to go home •••• 1 don't W8,nt to stay on this 8..wful read. Ii
,
(P. 122) Her eye's al so deter10rate. 1t1'w1a,ya I s eye s had grown vlorse.
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She stumbled more often than before ••• n (p. 126) Maya 1s almost
attacked by jackals, but the dog Kanga·saves her 'life. When a lady
takes Maya in so she can rest she says, "Walked? No wonder th1s
little one here 18 worn out. She ~elghs nothing at all." (P. 138)
Maya eventually completes the .exhausting trip to Agra and 1,8 helped.
What 18._.~!~_Ean§_lTca.Epedperson able to accomplish deBp! te her handicap?
The story 1s basically about the tr1p the two children make
and tl1elr success in getting Maya's eyes treated. tlDoctor Kavuma
thinks 1-'lB:ya l'l8.S come soon enough so tha.t she can be successfully
treat.ad. He thinz:.s~ her eyes will get completely well ••• It (p. 183)
Thanks to ~aluts courage and the doctor's kindness Maya can return
to her village as a useful person and not a blind beggar.
Synopsis: John Clement Sumner is a boy with cerebral palsy. Since
he has spastic fits he cannot do things normal boys do. His mother
1s very protective of John and never leaves him alone. One day
John convinces her to go to town alone. He has an uncontrollable
urge to climb a tree so he can prove to himself he's like everyone
else. He climbs way up, but the townspeople gather and a rescue
squad is called. John falls, but 1s not seriously hurt. He realizes
that freedom has certain limitations.
What .is~ attitude of others towards the handicapped person?
JOhn's mother loves him very muc~ but tends to be over-
protective. \ihen John says, "Let me stay, ~{um, just this once.
I won't, make a mess or break a.nything." (P. 29) she rep11es,
UII can't leave you here.' Her voice was tired, almost frail •••
(P. 29) 'If anything would happen, I I d ne'ler forgive my sel:t'--. I fI (p. 31)
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other people had neutral or ~egat1v~ att1tudes towards John. The
other children in the ne~ghborhood are tpld not to play w1th John
because he m1g11t get hurt. Mamie, a neighbor girl says, "He I s a
l'eal nut •• ~ .He I s a crazy' ~1~; they, ought to stick him in a home. If
(P. 88) Some of the other attitudes are expressed in the following
passage.
Peroy Mullen said it was a"bit,-of a drag haVing h1s tagg1ng
along like a lopsided shadow all the time, but he was harm-
less. Auntie Ellen 'sald 1t must be very trying living close
. to a handicapped child,' always being reminded of 1t and every-
thl!lg. (p $ 92) ,
vfuen he climbs the tree the villagers are upset and. shocked.
ItB'u.t he t s almost a cr-lpple •••• No cripple could get up there •••• (P. 114)'
It's t,he spastic boy. God, he'll be killed." (P. 110)
Wb~t r~strEllnt~s_does the ha.ndlcap "Out on the person physically and
P,j;l£.I'J:21 0 S ~8.11Y.1.
Basically John, calmot do many things because of his spa,stlc
fl ts. As ad\ll ts were const~ntly telling him, "You must remember
that you are different from other children. You can never be sure
YOU!' limbs will obey you. It (p. 40) They 'also outline 'exactly \-{hat
he cannot dOt
You musn't chop wood or use a saw or hammer nails or swing
on monkey bars or ride a bike or get into f1ghts or play
football or cricket or softball or rough games with boys
or girls in case you might injure yourself. You musn1t run
fast in case you fall •• ~.You musn't play with matches or
boiling water or this or t~at or the next thing. (p. 40)
Psychologically, John gets sick of hear1ng all the things he cannot
do.' He wants to be normal and do all those things. He feels people
just don 't understan~. Vlhen the doctor says, "The adventures of
the m1nd in the long run -are far more exciting than the adventures
of t.he body, It (p. 41) John thinks, "How stupid it was, all those
grown.-up words ••• It (p. 41)
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But all the time they were telling him he was d1fferent,
was as good as useless, was a dreadful worry to everybody,
was half a boy, not a whole boy, wass peculiar little
object known as John Clement Sumner who had to be r~ndled
carefully like a broken egg. (p. 41-42)
,
What 1s the handicapped person able to accomplish despite his handicap?
John has h1s first feeling of success when his mother agrees
to leave him alone.
A fJ.oc,k of starlings scared up from somewhere drummed over-
head. Each bird, each one, flew away as w1th a link broken
from the chains that held h1m from the day" he had been borrl. (P. 37)
}-le feels that he l1a#s to prove to himself that he can do things "other
people can. As a stranger once said to him,
You'll do it son. Don't let anything stop you from being
the boy you want to be. The answer's inside you. A balloon .
1s not a balloon until you cut the str1ng and let it go. (p. 47)
It is tl'1is ul"ge to be a boy that makes him climb the ladder and up
tIle t·l~e·e. Phys1calJ..y fle It·rent thrcush greatstraln. It ....all the
world was a terrible ache ••• sweat was running into his eyes ••• (p~ 94)
He cltmg on, held on, pleaded, prayed. If (p. 96) When he does get
to the tree branch he 1s estact1c. "Hi ya, bird. Hi ya, cloud.
Hi ya, !VIr. Sun. Here I am." (p. 101) After the fall his father
tells him that if he wants his freedom he must use it Wisely.
If ••• ~tre you going to see 1 t as a chance to say no to yourself
instead of hearing 1t from others? .Do you wan't to get out into
this rough 'and tumble? II (p. 142) John answers, "More tllan anything
else in the world." (p. 142)
Musa the Shoemaker
Louise A. stinetorf
Synopsis: Musa lives with his uncle 'in the Village of V111eperes
deep in the Atlas Mountains of North Africa. Every man 1n V111eperes
knows several things are expected of him: "lle must become an
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acrobat; he must spend h.1s ma,nhood traveJ.lng around the world per-
forming 1n circuses earning a g~eat d~a.l -of money to sent home."
(p. 13) Once he 1s too old to perform, he 1~ to do the commonplace
work of th~ village. So' that eac~.boy 1s prepared for th1s, he 1s
apprenticed to an old man to learn a trade. Musa 1s apprenticed to
B~bU~ the shoemaker.
Muaa's main conflict 1s that o because h~ has a crippled root~
he is awkwa.rd and not able t<e;> perform as an acrobat. Wherl his uncle
fln.cls tIlls Qu.t, he takes }'1usa to a large' city ''11th a hospital. In
tIle 01 ty 1~11lEJa gets lost and gets involved in se"'leral adventures.
\~'hen someorJ.e tries to 'rob the governor's mother, Musa sticks out h1s
crutC!l to tr1phlm. The Sher1fa 1s very pleased and offers to pajr
for ~ltlsa f s fc)ot operation. The SheI'lfa I s grB..nddaughter also haa a,
lame foot. The shoes she wears make her unable to walk alonea Musa
makes her a pair of shoes and she 1s able to walk. The Sherlfa goes
to h1s village to reward him. He 1s to come to the palace to make
shoes and also go to school. 'then the time came, they woul_d send him
to the university so he could become a foot doctor. Musa is very
proud becau,se he has brought fame to his v1llage e,'en though he cannot
be an acrobat.
What is the attitude of others towards the hand~~aEped Eerson?
Everyone 1s very helpful ,to Musa. Babu comforts him, but 1s
also realistic. tfYoll can l1ever be an acrobat ••• The tightrope and
the trapeze demand perfect bodles. If (p. 22) Even when the doc,tor
has operated on Musa's foot he.says that Musa will not be able to do
the traditional work.
You're going to walk stra1ght as anyone ••• you1re no longer
a cripple now but--ne1ther will you ever be an acrobat. I
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very strongly adv 1se that you never attempt that ,strenuous
work again. (p. 157)
Babu also gives him advice.
'Few men excel in more than ope occupation. It 1s far better
to be an excellent shoemaker than a poor acrobat ••• ' (p. 157)
Musa stared at his master in astonishment. Then he suddenly
was happier than he had ever been before •••!Now 1t was wonder-
ful to irnow that the man who was really ~ather as well as
master to him did not blame him. (p. 158)
i •
What restraints does the hand!£,_~ put on ,the pe~son'phIslcally and
~holoBiCall.l?
Musa 1s upset because he cannot perform as an acrobat~
He had pitied himself for a long time, but he had never really
.whined beca;use of the nagging, hidden shame that tortured him
becattse he could never bring' honor to h1s village •. (P. 158)
Musa hated the exercises because he 1s 80 aWkward.
Musa worked hard at his exercises too, but he hated them.
He always felt awkward and unsure of himself, and he took
more tumbles than his companions. They seemed to bounce
ba~k from the hardest· fall ••• ho could never.give thelcpres-
slon., of spl~lnB1ng up !lE\ tu.rally ..... J-h~ couldn I t because always
when he fell his left foot hurt him. (p. 15)
l1h.a~_.ll_ihe p.and1cappe,d person able to accomu11sh despite his hanc11cap?
Although Musa 1s awkward as an acrobat, he has much skill as
a shoemaker.
But 1-1usa t s grace and skill were in his hands and fingers
instead of his arms and legs. It was like applause to him
when a woma,n wi th calluses and bunions, or an oJ.d man
crippled with rheumatism, walked out of the shop without
limping in a pair of his shoes. (p. 17)
The Sherlfa also realizes Musa's talents and 1s pleased that his
shoes enabled the princess to walk. She rewards him generously.
Musa is proud and has much to be thankful for.
He could now walk straight, steady, and with his body erect
as any man •••• True, he could not carryon the traditional
professione But in spite of that fact--ln spite of his'
youth also--he had already brought a man's measure of honor
to his village. (p. 182)
Warrior SC9.rlet
Rosemary Sutcliff
Synopsis: Dram, a boy wi th a cr1ppled arm, live,s In Engiand' during
the Bronze Age. The story 1s mainly about his struggle and training,
to become a warrior. Talore, an older warrior who had lost his hand
I
to cattle raiders, gives Drem th~ courage to fight against h1s
hand1cap. When ,Dram makes h1s first k1ll," Talore rewards him'w1th
" I •
I
the best pup,py of his hunting dog t s 11tter. Wh1.tethroat 1s loyal and
l11te a brotl1er to DI\em.
Because ,.of Dram t 8 crippled arm, his gra11dfather reels, he will
never pass the warrior's test--he" must k1ll a wolf and thus win a
woven scarlet robe. Dram does wel,l in tra1ning. However, whell h:ts
wolf comes, Dram slips on a rock and the wolf attacks him. Drem's
blood brother, Vortrlx, saves Drem even though it was against
tradition to come between a man and his first wolf. Dram 1s ostracized
fxtom the village for .. failing his wolfhunt and Vortr1x 1s sevel-ely
punished for his interference. Dram goes to the ~111s and spends
his days as a shepherd. Months later a wolf pack attacks the flock
and Dram kills the grey wolf leader. He is seriously wounded, but
recovers and receives his warrior scarlet. He call now take his place
within the village.
~at 1s the attitude of others towards the hand1cappe~-person?
Some of the other boys training to be warriors are negative
in their attitudes towards Dram •
•••he would only make half a warrlor. o .(p. 92) Let you go
and learn to weave with the women.o.But you need two arms
for tha~ too.~.Drem One-Arm~-Drem One-Arm. (P. 93)
His grandfather 1s also negative at first, feeling Drem will
fail in his woJ..f hunt.
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is it likely, think {OU, that :the young one will ever win
his way into the Men s side, with a spear arm tha't he can-
not use? (P. 14.) Q •
However, when Drem 1s successful, .his grandfather's attitude changes.
ItDj.d I· not" alway s say trlat the boy. would' make a warr1or?" (p. 228)
Talore 1s the first one to accept Dram and to tell h1m he
mus~ fight for his honor~
Listen, cub ••• lf the thing' is ~orth a fight, fight for it
and do not hear the Grandfather too clearly. There are
always--ways round, and ways through, and ways over. If
yo~ have not two hands for a bow, then learn t~ use a throw-
spear· vii.th such skill that your enemies, and your brothers,
forget that it 1s not from choice. (P. 30)
!t11ct!:..£~."s·~!:p,irlts dges the handicap put on the person physically and
n O\1'cho 1 0 ~~ 1ca,. -f -~ ',,,?&;"l...i,L .;;..... t,'{.- . _~..J,...•y ,
When Dram overhears his grandfather's negative words he runs
out of the house and hides in the woods.
Blindly, lnstiIlct1vely', 11e turned to the wilderness, like any
sIhall (lesperately hurtl an.lma~l seek111g 8011tude from 1ts own
kind••• (p. 19)
The worst failure Dram faces 1s during his wolf hunt.
Quite What happened he never knew; it was -all so quick, eo
hideously quick. H1s foot came down on something agonizing
sharp ••• throw'ihg him for one instant off his balance ••• He
had one piercing flash of realization; a vision of a
snarling head••• yellow fangs ••• he smelled death. (p. 146)
Dram, ostracized from his Village, cannot stand the loneliness.
"He was lost in a great lone11ness; he thought 'he had' not really
knovvn what loneliness was, until -now. It (p. 17)
What is the person able to accomplish despite his handlcaE?
After Dremts triumph over the grey wolf and his recovery,
Vt)rtrlx tell.s him the, ne\iS. i~\va~e up Dre.m, you have slain your
wo~f, and your place wait·s among the New Spears." (P. 212) During
his initiation as a warrior, Drem 1s overwhelmed.
The voice of a thousand war horns rang. in his ears, he was
flying fOr\iard, plunging, sVlooping like a 11awk, like a
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shooting star, into the heart of the s1ng1~g br1g~tness,
the heart of allth1ngs. (p. 224)
Afterwards during the celebration he says, tilt 1s real, l<t 1s trUe I
I am a warr10r like my brothers ••• " (P. 228)
'.
The Cay
'I'heodoI'e Taylor
§yno~~: Ph11~lp Enright lives with his parents on the island of
I
Curaca.o. H,ls father 1s involved in gasoline produc!,lon and \"las sent
tl1ere f'rota li!.!1el'aica during World 1-lar II. When the island 1s attacked~
Pl1111ip's mother decides to try to get herself and Phillip back to
Virg1ll1a~ Their ship 1s torpedoed and when Phillip awakes he 1s
on a raft with Timothy, a black map. Timothy helps Phillip and
himself surJ1ve on a small cay. The struggle is d1fficult because
Pblllil) was b11nd.ed from a blow on the head~ TlrnothjT teac11es Phl1J.ip
the w'ays ()f survival and tlley remain 0::-1 the island for monthe..
During a terrible stQrm, Timothy dies. Phillip 1s eventually rescued
and an operation renews his S1&1t.
What is the attitude of others towards the handl~appednperson?
Timothy 1s the only person who 1s in contact with Phillip
while he 1s blind. At first he feels Phillip's blindness is tem-
porarYe "'What 'as happen will go 'way. 'Tis all natural tempor-
ary. t But his voice was hollow." (P. 47) 1'imothy realizes he must
teach the boy to survive despite his blindness. When he wants
Phillip to weave mats, Phillip refuses. Timothy stands his grou.nrJ,~
Itl)'han t 1s rlot b11n' •••• D'palm mat 1s veree easy~ Jus' ovah an'
under. o • II (P. 74) When Phillip gets over his t·antrum he realizes
what a friend Timothy !'4eally is. Phillip says, "r warit to be YOllr
friend." (P. 76) All T1moth~y replies is, "Young bahss, :!"ll lave
8#lways been my friend.'~ (p. 76)
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I'll rtever forget that .f1rst'bour of know1ng I was b11nd.
I was so frigh'tened that 1t ',was hard for me to breathe.
It was as 1f I'd been put inside something all dark and I
couldn't get out. (P. 48)
The physical obstacles were. many. For-instance, Phillip trips on
the raft and falls lntothe shark 1nfested ocean.- Luck1ly , Timothy,
18 abl.eto pUJ.l (J1m back on the raft. (p. 55) Since he cannot see,
T1ntothy' b~comeB r~ls ejres. tt'Tel1 me what's out there ••• ' It's very
1mportftnt to krlow that now. I wanted to know everyth1ng that was
out there. It (p. 62) When Timothy leaves to scout the island, Phillip
is fearful. "Don t t, you ever leave me alone again. If (p. 63) The
strj a1n or" sur-"llval 'is double because Phillip cannot see.
!!1ls~~;.. ~11e tlandl£c{:op€~d perBOll able to a.ecomp11 sh de Bpi te hi s handlc@'?
Physically Phillip 1s able to do many things because Timothy
helped and guided him. "'Ii lmothy had fashioned a cane for me, and
I was now using it to feel my way around the island. 1t (p. 83) He
. begins to use his other se.nses. "From walking over it, feeJ.1ng it,
and listening to 1t, I think I knew what our cay looked like." (p. 83)
When Timothy bas malarla,Phl111p takes care of him. In a daze,
Timothy walles away a,nd collap·ses in the water. Ph1llip drs.g shim
up on the beach, covers him with grape leaves, and stays with him
until the fever breaks. (P. 94-96) Phillip also learns things
about himself while he 1s "blind. Before he looked down on black
people, but now he accepted one as a friend. ' One day he even said,
"Timothy, are you still black?" (p. 104) This made Timothy laugh.
Phillip 1s able to survive on a deserted island despite his blind-
nesso He learns to f1sh, to weave, to gather ra1n wate~, and many
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<othel~ things from Timothy. E;ven after '<the black man. d.les, Phillip
continues'to survive. When he ~s rescued, the men find it hard to
believe that the blind naked boy had survived so many months •
.,
The Kid Comes Back
John R. Tunis -
Synopsis: Roy Tucker go~s to F·ranc__e "to fl,ght in World War Two. .He
< is 1n a bombing run and 1s shot down. The pl~ne crashes and his
back and leg are hurt •. Luck~ly he 1s rescued by the French under-
gi:\ound. Orl his way back to England he 1s, captured by the Gel"'lIlanS,
but agai.n is rescued. Eventually he gets discharged and returns to
the States. He returns to his team, the Dodgers, and he feels that
even. with his injuries he can .still play. His leg and back trouble
him however, and he's not the player he once, was. He has an opera-
tlonto fix his leg, buth1s leg st1l1 isn't the same. Th~ doctor
feels Roy's. career 1s over. ,He finds an Austrian doctor who tells
him about some exercises he could do that would help him. Hls leg
and back begin to feel better and he plays ball again. When the
manager asks him to play third base, ~e refuses at first, but then
he accepts. He overcomes his self-doubts and helps the team win.
IDla.t 1s the attitude of others towar~ds the handicapped person?
At first his teammates feel he can overcome his injuries and
play ball again. As Spike says" "Don t t vlor'ry , boy, I got conf1dence
in you. Remember, you've been away from the game a long, long time.
Just don't lose confidence irl yourself, tha~t t s all. It (p. llU1l1:~)
When Roy does11 1 t want, to play othird ba"se, his teammates doubt him.
IIBe's plain scared; he doesn't dare to take a cllance. He eve11
admits it himself. This is sure a new Roy Tucker." (p. 205) YThen
Roy plays third well, everyone is pleased•. As the pitcher says,
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"The best thing I had out there was my fielders and especially that--
thereK1d from Tomk1nsv ilIa. It (p. 231)
What restraints does the handicap put on the person physically and
p~ycholof)lcally?
Psychologically Roy has a lot of self-doubts e When the boys
sing "Tak:e Me Out To The BalJ..game, II Roy thinks about himself. ItBut
what \18e 1s a g~.J.Y with a bum leg to a ball club." (p. 78) After one
of his operations he felt desolate.
Roy never read the sports pages now. Baseball had no interest
for him~ All that was in the other world, the world which no
longer exls~ed. To think about returning to the team was too
faI1tas't1c, too far away to even consider••• (P. 122)
~~_±~~~PQ1~~pedperson able to accom21_~~ desp1~e his hand1caE?
When Roy decides to play third, he must overcome his inner
rea,rs.
Sudderlly ·t:rle!~e came to [11m vlords l1e had heard as a youngster,
words he had heard men repeat many times before, words he had
often read but that had no real meanlngto him. For the first
time now they had a meaning. 'The only thing we have to fear
is fear itself.' (P. 228)
When Roy catches a wide foul, the game is won~ tI'Twelve years in
the big time, and I never saw anything 111re 1t, I remarked Fat Stuff. If
(P. 230)
The Dodgers swung in about Roy, pounding his lame back, half
oarrying him into the dugout, •••• They were yelling, the team
vlas joyous and exul tant and happy and (laIr dead, all at the
same time. (p. 229)
The Kid From Tomk1nsville
John It .c 'itU11 i S •
.§.lrlop~is: Roy Tucker 1s a rookie pitcher for the Dodgers. Althougll
he proves to be a good ball player, his arm begins giving him trouble.
He has eplcondylat1s and the doctor feels he will never pitch again.
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Ho\vever, Dave, h1s friend and coa.ch, c.onv1nces him to .keep on f1ght1ng.
Roy goes home to pra·ct1~e and when he returns he 1s successful.
Unfort~~ataly, his arm troubles him aga1n, and when the book ends,
.,
the reader 1s not sure whether Rqy. will be able to play again or
110t.
What is ·the att1 tude of others -to\vards the handicapped perso_:g.?
\ihen the Kid I S arm goes, the fans are. not very sympathet10.
The big stuff Tucker' struck out wi th three on In the n1nth •
. Whoevel~told that llam he could rJ.l t ••• (p. 236) . He couldn t t
hit a grapefru1t he couldn't. Useter he able to pitch, Why,
sure, but now he's just another one of the hired hands. (p. 237)
The coach, Dave, gives him Bome advice.
Gotta have courage ••••They got w1der ~our skin today, the
fans out there, didn't they? You can t take it, hey?
Trouble with you 1s, you're used to being Mr. B1g ••• (p. 241)
But yC)U just E:lren1t 011 the tough slde ••• You struck out.
Than you go to p1eces •••• Can t t take It ••• (p. 242)
~Phls maltes tIle Kid mad. "Dave you.•1ust watch me. You'll see
whetller I can take 1t or not. It (p. 245) Dave adds another b1 t of
a¢lv1ce Which Roy reflects on f.or a long time. "Only the game fish
swim upstream. It (p.245)
'fib.at restraints does the handicap P'llt on the perlson physically and
wchologically?
Roy 1s unable to pitch because of his arm. ~1ac, the ovmer,
~tel.ls the coa.ell,
Gabby, I know you can take .1 t all right; only hope the Kid
can. 1 ' m afraid you musn 't cQun.t on him you'll have to
carry on•••helll never pitch again •••• lt's what he calls
ep1condyl.at1s •••• l\1eans there I s a sort of calc1flcatlon of
the muscles. (p. 190)
When Roy tries to pitch anyway, the pain in ,his arm stops him.
Then the pain came •••• ln five minutes the twinge had
become a sullen, growing pa1n •••• No use. He was finished.
(p. 214).
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Ylhat is the handicapped person able to accomplish deep.ita his hand1ca~?
Witll Dave's advlceln mind Roy goes home topract.1ce.' When
lle comes back, 1t seems hetrles teo hard. As Dave ,says,_ "Maybe
you tried too hard•••• You haven't been playing for Brooklyn the last
month. " •• You were playing t·or Roy Tucker. II (P. 307) Roy learns to
I
I
overcome thl sand Ile play's well. .1
I .
L~d by their brilliant youngster, 'B~d New~ Tucker,' they
went ahead in the fourth, ~Tere caug!ltand pas~ed in the -,
e1.ghth, ••• and finally won it by Tucker's leap" 1nto the
I'isl1t f':1.6'ld :t"'ence to spike r"1urphy I s homer in the last of
the f(ytwteerlth. (P. 355)
Roy 1 s su~m :J.s st,lIJ. bothering him and as the book ends the reader
does llo't kl10\'i wllether he will continue to play.
Right, now they don,'t know the extent of Tucker's 1njurieB a,nd
whether or not .he'll be able to play for the Dodgers in the
World Series next week. (p. 355)
SYllOpsis.: Robin is a fourteen year old blind pianist. In the very
begilming of the book Robin has a day where everJythiIlg seems to go
wrong. She just curls up in a big chair and cries. Her mother
comforts her and suggests she write a book about herself, which she
does. In it', she tells about her family: Meg, ~1ark, and ller parents;
how she loves music; What it is. like to be blind; some of her
philosophy of life; and her successes as"a pianist and 'a composer.
In the latter, she enters a piece she composed in 8~ contest. The
. winner's piece was to be played by the symphony. RObin's 1s chosen
and this 1s one of her successes. The second 1s that her mus1c
teacher asks her to perform a piano r~c~tal which ~he does beauti-
fully. Because her recital was so good, she 1s a.sked to play \-I1th
the symphony at one of their spring concerts. Robin 1s pleased
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that she 1s able to contribute to life with her music •.
What 1s the attitude of others towards the hand1canped person?
Almost everyone has very positive feelings towards Robin. The
only negat1ve feeling 1s expresse~ by a girl who asks Robin a rather
oruel question. When Robin was going to comment on what color an
afgan v!as go1rJ3 to be, the .girl says, "Why, Robbie, how can you
possibly lrno\f whether it's pI'et.ty or not? Yo-a can't see." (P. 21)
Robin says, " ••• r wasn't mad or hurt, either, only sorry a little
fOl-- Bess btJCatlse she doesn't understand. It (P. 22) RObin's brother
Mark shows his feelings for her by teaching her thl~gs she enjoys.
In order that Robin could ride a bike, Mark talked his father 1nto
btlying a tandelUa Mark also t8.tle;ht 11er how to jump rope when two
other people are turnlng~ (P. )1) Miss Blair, her music teacher, is
t·e.l. ell t, ~
doors are swinging open for you, Robin. If you work hard, you can
pass through them into a whole new world." (p& 80) Robin's mother
aJ..so [lad some adv ice to give her. "Remember-, Robbie, life is all(;!ad
of uS t not on the ground under your. feet. So walk toward it, not
over it. Hold your head high as God intended you to." (p~' 54)
What restraints does the l1andlc~E Eut on the· person."phys!£llh:L.~..€:r~Q
!L~:icho12s i ca. l1y?
Robin I s philosophy of life 1s such that, she does not f~e{31
blindness is ahand.1cap t!1at re8t·l~alrls !ler. For instance, she says,
itA fter- all, doesll t t each of us do t.h1rlgs a 11 ttle differently than
allyone else? You see be1rlg blind. 1s only one of those d1ffex'ences. If
(P. 23) She also tells how she feels about colors. She says she
sees colors in many different ways, just like the rest of us do~
An exam.pIe is, It\ihl te 1s tJrl{) feel. of sn10o Jc,h, cold sheets on my beds
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and when I read that a flower or a girl's dress 1s wh1te, I know
exactly what it looks like." (P. 22) Anoth~r bit of her ph~lbBophy
1s reflected here •
••• to me, 1t 1s always - well~ daylight. I dontt mean
glaring light, but just a natural light 1n which we all
live and move about. So, whert people sometimes speak
of the blind always 'in the.dark,' I don't quite under-
stand. The only time it 1s dark to me 1s when I am
asleep and .do not dream. The rest of the time.I I·see '
people and things around me as I picture them. So I
am not ever lonely~ (p. 37)
}i~~~_~~r82_U~ble to accomplish despite her handiCap?
RoblIl t s -major success 1s her music; when shew.ins the 'contest
and the symphony is going to play· her compos1tion she 1s ecstatic.
But it had happened - I had actually wonl It was like
walking througb. gold-colored clouds, your feet never
touched anything, and coming all around you great waves
of the most glor1ous music in heaven or earth. I just
felt as though I couldn't hold all the happ1ness and
thanksgiving I knew xas in my heart. (P. 63)
During her reel tal, the conductor of- the symp110ny 1s in the audience.
Afterwards he tells her how he feels about her music.
Now here he was, holding my hand, saying things I shall
never forget: that God gave me rich gifts, that I could
use them to make the world more beautlful ••• (p. 84)
vlhen Robin gets the invitation to play with the symphony, "All I
could do was twist a button on the couch cushion "and wh1sper over
and ovel' again, 'Oh, God, thank you God - thank you God. I tI (p." 87)
Robin relives Miss Blair's words.
Great doors have swung open and I'm not afraid to 'pass
through them into a whole new world. I"" If that world mea~n8
new faraway places, r'll not spoil the happiness they may
hold by thinking them strange. r'll just give them my
best music and they'll not seem strange long, because
wherever there is music, that is home for me. (p. 88)
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Windows for Rosemary
Marguerite Vance
SynoP8i~: Rosemary 1s a nlne-year-old girl who is blind".- Her story
is one of the love between her and her family. Rosemary t s p.arents
,
and brother accept her totally and help her lead a normal 11fe~ For
instance, her father teaches her to swim. On h~r ninth birthday she
1s hoping for a.special pr~8ent, a typewriter. She 1s thrilled when
ahedoes receive 1t,. a~nd her family lsalso please~at her enj oyment.
Rosemary, who wants to be a writer, then commences to write this
story about herself. She feels she 1s the luckiest girl in.the worl~.
~~~ t~~.ft~\!~qe of others toward the handlcaPEed person?
Rosemary's family has a ve~y positive attitude toward her. As
Rosemal"Y says, !tWe love one anothel~ very much and we are very happy
and ha*ve lots of fun. It (P. 11) Her mother accepts her bli11dness as
she accepts individual differences of others •
••• she has told~me about everybody's being different from
everybody el sa •••• They are d1fferen''t:, •••• SeIne are tall and
some are short; some fat ••• some th1n••• (p. 13)
Rosemary's father also feels Rosemary 1s really not hindered by her
bllndlle s s.
Daddy taught Billy and me to swim l-/hen we were very 11'ttle.
Everyone should know how to swim, he says, becaus€~ you
never know when it may save your life. (po 24)
Only Rosemary" s friend Barbara ls ignorant. She says, "It
doesn't really make much difference to you, does it Rosemary, what
color the cake w1ll be?u (p. 35) Rosemary tries to explain to her
how she really knows what colors are like. tl ••• ! think pink is
a bright, crinkly, cool color l1ke pink carnations; II btlt Barbara
doesn't understand.
What restraints does the_hapd1cap Eut, ~~ th~_~rsqn phYi~lcally ana
psycholohiCallx?
There is no evidence in the bo'ok that blindness restrains
.
Rosemary. Her parents are very sure that she has every oppor~unlty .
to experience the things that all children do.
What 1s the handicapped person abl,e to accomplish deep! te her handicap?
Rosemary's mother's philosophy of ind1vidual differences helps
Rosemary understand her hand1cap in a unique way.
Most peopl~ see with their eyes, but oI do it dlfferently~
I see with my ears and nose and lips and tongue and fingers,'
at trle seash.ore wlthmy toes. That 1s my way of being
different, and people have a word for seeing that way; they
ctll]~ it be1.ng blind. I was born blind. Billy was born
with a mole on h1s chest that ••• and he can't carry a tune so
~lery \'fell!, S() vie both have somethl!lg that 1s different ,--
.1il~~e evel:ayorle else. (p .. 13) .
This outlook on life helps Rosemary overcome her limitations. She
. sets future goal.s, 111{e everyone else. u\vhen I am big I want to go
to college and then be a 'flr1 ter like Da,ddy. That's what I' want more
than a.ny-thing e1. se 1n tllO world ~ If (p. 32)
Rosemary 1s thrilled by her present, the typewriter.
My fingers seemed glued to the feel of those beautlful
keys and I couldn't let go. I wanted to hold them for-
ever and ever ••• (p. 52)
Dead End Bltl.ff
Elizabeth Witherldge
SynoP2_~: Qulg 1s a blind boy who loves swimming and dogs. He and
his family live 1n Minnesota by the Mississippi River. There 1s a
beautiful bluff near their house called Dead End Bluff that intrigues
Qulg. Qulg 1s very independent and capable of doing most things
on his own. His fr1ends think of him as an 1ntregral part of their
group. QU1g 1s on a summer sWimm1ng team and has to practice hard
1~ order to jUdge the length between the start and finish of the
race. He either comes up too short or swims past the raft. The
race ends up in ~ tie, but Qu1g 1~ happy that he jUdged the distance
correctlyo
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A neighbor, Mr. Munson, breeds championship Norwegian Elkhounds.
Mr. Munson's best dog Storm takes an instant liking to Q~lg. This
inspires Mr. Munson to offer Qulg the Job of caring for the puppies
while he 1s at work. QUlg 1s thrl~led about the Job and the fact
that two of the best puppies, Viking and Signe, also show their
I
affection for him. When a couple comes to inquire about purchasing
the pups, both Qu1g and Sto"rm instinctively dlst.,rust them. Their
1nst1ncts prove right when the couple later steals ~ll the pups.
QUip helps in recovering the dogs and Mr. Munson rewards him by
giving him Slgne. When Qulg's brother Tommy goes down to Dead End
Bluff at night to hunt frogs, he falls in. QUlg finds his way down
the bluff and saves his brother. Everyone 1s proud of Qulg.
QUlg l s father loves him very much but also is very protective
of his son~ As QUlg~s mother says,
He's scared to death to have you do anything where you might
be hurt. He r s fough.t aga inst the feel ing all yoU!~ 11f'e, but
if he I d had his 'flay he would have \1rapYJed you in cotton \'lo01
and kept you under glass ••• (V. 38) It's just because he loves
you so terribly much that he s afraid for you. (p. 39)
QUig l s fr1e11ds accept him as one of the groU1). "Nobody paici. much
attention to his bllndness t and he was one of the most popular boys
in the nelghbol"'hood ••• " (P. 36) vlhen l..ir. ~lun.son offered Qulg the
job of taking care of the puppies, Qu1g went over to meet them and
Mrs. Munson. He was glad that she accepted him 80 easily.
There wa s rlorle oft the "oh, you poor boy, so y au 're bl ind f
sou..nd to her word.s. He felt sure that t111e k11e\\r l''le was
blind, but eVidently she didn't propose to make anything
of 1t. QUle; relaxed e (P. 46)
~E§~ _r·estra·h~s!£e.s.~l].~ harldlcap pu_t on tt4C nel"son ~phy§_t.2§;"~l,y_8_PS
Esy·cll.21·..<2.s..~ ..2.al1y?
At times ~ulg fe.els the frust!~atlo11 of being blil1dc T~ihen a
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. friend accuses him of be,1ng afraid Qu1e; replies, ItI am not afra1d.
Just get that right out of your. head.· I_
'
m not afraid of anythingl"
(p. 4) Quig's frustration comes out in oth~r ways. Quig's mother
tells him to. keep an eye' on .his 11'~tle brother and Qu1g mutters,
"You mean keep my ear on him, don't you?" (p. 14) While boatr1dlng
on the river, a friend c~mments on the beauty of ..the scene. ItQu1g
felt a familiar twinge of ~egre~ because he couldn't see the beauty
ths,t Peg did. It (p. 28) . Qu1g. al'so' -l'esents the fact he doesn't have
B.. SU.mnler job.
r'm tilled of puttering ar'ound w1th all the piddling l1ttle
jobs yOll and Dad. lie awake n1ghts dreaming 'up for me. Summer's
a lot-of fun, but I get aWful sick of not haVing a real job
when all the rest of the guys do. (p. 43) .
!fr.lat 1s the handic2..1?ued pe;!'sop a.bIe to accompli sh desp1 te hi s handicaE,?
One of Q,ulg' s accomplishments is \-{inning the race at the
B'~lmmil1g meet. However, hale even Inoore pleased when he l"'eall,zes
he jUdged the distance correctly. u\'lhatever the verdict was, ~u1g
knew he had won his own victory." (p. 117)
QU1g had always thought of Dead End Bluff as a challenge,
but when his younger brother falls into the rapids his challenge
becomes a reality. ~ulg wades out into the rap1ds to get Tommy.
He floated him on his back, squatted downln the water himself,
and flung Tommy over his shoulders. In a moment they were on
their slow, perilous way to shore •••• The footing was so pre-
c8wrlous and the currel1t so strong and erratic in the little
rapids that ~ulg wondered 'if he could manage even the few
yards he must go. (p. 171)
Qu1g gets both of them to safety and his father realizes that Quig
can take care of himself.
I don't believe we ever have to worry again about this big
one of ours. He showed more spunk and jUd~ment last night
than I've ever seen in any boy his age. I va never been so
proud, ~ulgl (p. 178)
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This experience 8.lso lea,ds to a self-reallzatlon for Q.u1g.
I think I learned ~0meth1ng about ~ll my dead ends last night.
None of them will be easy, but now I th1nk I can find a way
out of most of them. (p. 178)
~21n.sJ.-_~__LJ.8h t
Mala Wojclezhowska
RY.noPs1 2= The story 1s about a" young deaf mute girl born in Spaln~
'Her mother died believ1ng her child-was an angel. The bitter father
considers her a punishment for his sins and rejects her. A village
,~r()Ltj.li11 trlen t,a:{es l-l.er to care for her baby. The girl 1s happy
because she loves the child, but is then 1n despair when the child
dies. Out! of pi ty, ttle local priest takes hel"' in. In the church
she finds a statue of a baby which she loves like a real baby. The
statue 1s Angelline's Last Child and an artist has searched for
this art treasure for years. When heflnds it, the villagers hope
it will bring fortune to their village. The girl, not realizing
any of this, runs away with the statue. The villagers in their
angry mob pursuit kill a young boy they think helped the girl escape.
The priest and the artist help. her and finally realize the girl's
.gift of love and her worth to the village.
What is the attitude of others towards tpe-h?~£lcap~ed per~on?
The villagers are superstitious and thus view the.g1rl with
negat.lve attitudes. "Her eyes are like e~yes that see in the dark 0 ••
I will not look on her again as long as I I1ve ••• o We should not
talk' to her. She might punish us." (p. 34) Her father rejects her
completely. He refuses to see"her, he never ,named her, and even-
tually he locks her out of Ills house. If The cloor tl1at was 110ver
locked~ in the darke st night, wa.s now cIa sed aDa inst her. If (p. 35)
The artist has posit1ve feelings towards the girl. "I saw
how gentle and soft she was with the statue. She does n9t belong
here ••• perhaps when she's grown, she will decide to work with hand1~
ca.pped ohildren who need love. She has that to give." (P. 145')
The priest also sees her in a positive way, and he wants her to
!
I
stay in the village because of the love she could offer the people.
i
ttshe belongs ·here ••• she was g1ven to us ••• It (p. 1148)
\~lat restraints does the handlcan nut on the person phys1calll and
,~S;~·cr.l()l();.~ i call"']?J:-.-...}~__",~.."",:_....,....__-..J...
The physical restraint of being deaf and dumb placed ,the g1rl,
in her own silent world.
She kIlew nothing of sound. The silence around her was
unbroken, endless. The world without sound was a world
of colors, mov eIItent s, arld sudden urlexpected challge s. It
was a world she felt she did not understand. She woridered
if the flowers talked, and how, and she wondered what the
ar!lrnalsdld abCltlt communicating t13eir needs. If (p. 11)
This silent world left the girl alone and desolate. Her
father and grandfather never tried to communicate with her or
comfort her. She only had the animals she tended. "Their warmth
was the only \\rarmth she knew." (p. 10)
YLha_t is the ha.ndicapped person able to d2. despite var handicap?
The first good thing that happens to her is the neighbor
woman's choice of her to tend her baby. She 1s able to care about
someone. "The SUlnmer of her fifteenth summer vlas a summer of love -
of wonder and happiness. Her life was now involved with another
human being. She was n.o longer an animal. If (p. 20)
When the baby dies she goes to work and live at the church.
Again, she finds a baby' to love, only this time the baby 1s a statue.
uSlo\ily the girl begarJ. to rea,lize how much she had come to depend on
the Child as an object of her love. But love, like a gift, must
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be accepted. She had tried giving love to people ••• but they did not
want It ••• she had now the only thing that would not refuse her love,
her marble Child." (p. 98) The priest eventually sees the gift of
love she has to offer. "She deserves to see their hate turned into
love. If (p. 148) The girl overcome's hatred and ,rejection of other
people. She 1s able to give love and help the very people who feared
arid rejected'her.
SUI\~lARY
This paper has examined the value of bibliotherapy in en-
hancing the physically handlcapp~d child's self-concept and in
developing positive attitudes of others towards the handicapped.
In summar1z111g responses to the question lnvoJ:ving attitudes
towards the handicapped, the following was found: two books presented
neut!\al a.ttl t.ll.des to\iards the 11andlcap,1),~;clJ fifteen bc)oks pl"esentJed.
positive attitudes, and twenty-seven books presented both positive
and negative attitudes towards the handicapped person~
For the second question concerning physical and psychological
restraints, tallies of responses are listed according to the follow-
ing categories: book dealt with physical restraints only, 5; book
dealt with psychological restraints only: 2; book dealt with both
physical and psychological restraints, 33; book did not deal with
either restraint, 4.
The following was noted concerning the third question about
accomplishment,s of the handicapped character. All but 011e of the
fort~T-four books deal t with accomp11shmerlt,s reqtllrlrlg skills or
strengths developed in spite of the handicap.
The wr1ter hopes these evaluations will help educators in
selecting appropriate books to fit the needs of the1.r students.
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APPENDIX
List Of Availability
MPL--l;111waukee PU.blic Library
CS--Card1nal Strltch Library
NA--Not Ava1lable
U11M--Unlverslty of Wisconsin
Milwaukee Library
:
AUTHOR AND TITLE MPL U\rn1 CS N,'i
.-..s..
--
Angelo Hill of Little 1;!1racles ;X
Ann1xter The Runner x
Barber The Trembling Years )~
BeclrIna:(j Admission to the Feast x
B(~s·t Gr"een Door to the Sea x
Beiro. Surlshine and Shadow x
BX·lcklf:"!ld Re~lch For The Sky x
Bur~nett The Secret Garden x
Butler Light A Single Candle x
Butler Gift of Gold x
Chlpperfleld Ii Dog To Trust x
Chrl sto;)her Sink It Rusty x
Clewes Guide Dog x
Cox-ibill Goldrrn. l~ar'e x
DeAngell Door in t,he \ia.ll x
Fisher 'llhe Avion My Uncle j:4'-'le\v x
Forbes Johnny ..Tremain x
Ga,rfleld Follow ~1y Leader x
He1d.e Sound of Sunshine, SO'und of Rain x
Henl"y King of the t.vind x
Hl1dlck The Questers x
Hllggj.ns Wan Fu: 10,000 Happlnesses x
Jewett I~y stery At Boulder Polnt x
Johnso11 Vicki, A Guide Dog x
La\irenCe The Shining 110ment x
Lenskl C01"11 Farm Boy x
I.J I Engle The Young Unlcorns x
Little Spring Begins in March x
Little From Anna x
Little 1v11ne For I{eeps x
Lyons Dark Sunshine x
MacKellar A Goal For Greg x
~~aylor Jerlnlfer Jean, the Crosseyed Queen x
Neufield T\i1nl{ x
Robinson David In Silence x
Rydberg Dark of the Cave x
St. lv1:arcoux The Light x
Savitz Fly \'lheel s Fly x
Sa"vyer Old Con and Patrick x
Shurnslty· Shu t terbtlg
I
x
Smith Tall ancl Proud I xSmith 1J1art in Rides the Moor x
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. rnA A
AUTHOR AND TITLE MPL 001 CS NA
Sommerfelt Road to Agra x
Southall Let the Balloon Go x·
Southall Head 1n the Clouds , x
St1netorf l~usa , the Shoema.. ker x
Sutcliff Warrior Scarlet x
Taylor The Cay x
Tunis The Kid Cornes Baclr x
Tunis The Kid From' Tomk1nsvl11e x
Vance A Rainbow For Rob1n . x
Vance Windows For Rosemary x
\Tlnson Run \i1 th the Ring x
W1therldge Dead End Bluff x
Wojclezhowska A Single Light X"
Woody Almenda's Dogs x
-,
